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Abstract 
 

Diabetes and metabolic syndrome are global health problems associated with reduced 

life span, increased morbidity, and significant financial burdens on individuals and healthcare 

systems. Each of these disorders has unique body composition and body shape characteristics as 

it progresses forward. While the biology behind these disorders has made tremendous progress 

in the last fifty years, the most commonly used methods for estimating the associated body 

shape and composition have not followed the same trajectory.  

 Besides body mass index and waist circumference, researchers and clinicians have few 

simple techniques to assess body fat distribution and determine the status for these disorders. 

While researchers and clinicians recognize the complexity of internal body composition, they 

still rely on many basic assumptions that oversimplify an individual’s body composition. Over the 

last several years, I have worked on a developing, validating, and applying a set of methods 

researchers and clinicians can use to quantify body shape and composition accurately and 

precisely.  

 The research presented in this dissertation is driven by the hypothesis that specific body 

shape and composition characteristics can distinguish healthy individuals from those with 

abnormal metabolic profiles. This dissertation details the unmet need of simple descriptors that 

capture the complex nature of body shape and composition, presents the theory and 

development of new imaging techniques that can be used to quantify body shape and 

composition, and showcases how these new body shape metrics have been used to identify 

those most likely to have abnormal metabolic profiles.   
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1. Background 
 

1.1. Motivation 

 Diabetes, metabolic syndrome, and other metabolic disorders are global health 

problems associated with reduced life span, increased morbidity, and significant financial 

burdens on individuals and healthcare systems [5,6,7,8,9,10]. Each of these disorders has unique 

body composition and body shape characteristics as it progresses forward [11,12,13,14]. While 

the biology behind these disorders has made tremendous progress in the last fifty years, the 

most commonly used methods for estimating the associated body shape and composition have 

not followed the same trajectory [15,16,17,18,19,20,21,22,23].  

 Besides body mass index (BMI) and waist circumference, researchers and clinicians have 

few simple techniques to assess body fat distribution and determine the status for these 

disorders [11,24,25,26]. While researchers and clinicians recognize the complexity of internal 

body composition, they still rely on many basic assumptions that oversimplify an individual’s 

body composition [27,28,29]. Over the last several years, I have worked on a developing, 

validating, and applying a set of methods researchers and clinicians can use to quantify body 

shape and composition accurately and precisely.  

 The research presented in this dissertation is driven by the hypothesis that specific body 

shape and composition characteristics can distinguish healthy individuals from those with 

abnormal metabolic profiles. This dissertation details the unmet need of simple descriptors that 

capture the complex nature of body shape and composition, presents the theory and 

development of new imaging techniques that can be used to quantify body shape and 

composition, and showcases how these new body shape metrics have been used to identify 

those most likely to have abnormal metabolic profiles.   
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1.1.1. Metabolic Disorders 

1.1.1.1. What is a metabolic disorder? 

 Metabolism is a broadly defined term that encompasses the various chemical reactions 

in living cells that allow life to exist. To put it simply, metabolism is both the breakdown of food 

and nutrients into energy and the use of that energy to build up various components (like fat 

and muscle). Colloquially, many individuals talk about having a “high” or “low” metabolism from 

anecdotes about how much food they eat compared to how quickly they gain weight. 

 Metabolic disorders manifest themselves in many different forms, from the inability of 

individuals to regular blood glucose properly to the wasting of muscle tissue with overall body 

inflammation. The following section describes several metabolic disorders (diabetes, metabolic 

syndrome, sarcopenia, and protein energy wasting) that are highly prevalent in the United 

States or represent a major global health care cost.  
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1.1.1.2. Diabetes & Risk Factors 

With more than 350 million people suffering from Type 2 Diabetes, health care systems 

spend more than $450 billion dollars fighting the disease [9,10]. In the 2010, the Centers for 

Disease Control estimated 8.3% of the US population was affected by diabetes, and 35% of 

adults older than 20 years had pre-diabetes. Due to a wide variety of factors including the 

Westernization of diets, the prevalence of diabetes across the globe has increased dramatically 

in the last 10 years [30]. Type 2 Diabetes is a global health problem of pandemic proportions. 

Diabetes derives its name from the Latin phrase “diabetes mellitus”, which is literally 

translated as “to pass through” (diabetes) and “honey-like” (mellitus). Folklore suggests that 

diabetes was given this name by early investigators when individuals had urine with a sickly 

sweet taste and smell to it. There are two major types of diabetes: Type 1 and Type 2. Type 1 

refers to individuals who can’t produce their own insulin to regular blood glucose levels. Type 2 

refers to individuals who develop an insulin resistance and have consistently high levels of blood 

glucose. Approximately 90 to 95% of all diabetes cases in the United States are Type 2. 

Obesity is one of the biggest risk factors for Type 2 Diabetes. One potential link between 

obesity and diabetes was described from Watt, et al. from Monash University [31]. In this study, 

Watt describes how a specific protein known as PEDF (pigment epithelium-derived factor) is 

created in fat cells and released into the bloodstream. This protein, in turn, causes the liver and 

muscles to become insulin resistant, and the pancreas creates more insulin to compensate. 

Type 2 Diabetes can be diagnosed through several clinical tests [32 Zheng H, Schoenfeld 

D, Heine RJ (2008). "Translating the A1C assay into estimated average glucose values.". Diabetes 

Care 31 (8): 1473–8.]. The fasting plasma glucose (FPG) test is most common; this measures the 

blood glucose levels of an individual in the morning who has fasted from food for at least 8 

hours. An FPG level greater than or equal to 126mg/dL is the diagnostic criteria for Type 2 
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Diabetes; levels between 100-125 mg/dL are considered in the pre-diabetes range. The other 

major diabetes diagnostic test is with glycated hemoglobin (HbA1c). Glycated hemoglobin is the 

product of gluclose and hemoglobin. Because the lifecycle of a red blood cell is around 120 days, 

the amount of glycated hemoglobin gives clinicians a more average look at blood glucose levels 

over several weeks. The criteria for diagnosing Type 2 diabetes with glycated hemoglobin is a 

value greater than 48mmol/mol (>= 6.5%), by the 2010 American Diabetes Association 

recommendations.  

Diabetes has many confounders, including high triglycerides, low HDL (high-density 

lipoprotein levels), and high blood pressure. The prevalence of these confounders in conjunction 

with diabetes has been noticed since the 1920s and grouped into a specific disorder known as 

“metabolic syndrome” [33]. While the exact criteria for diagnosis are hotly debated, the 2005 

National Cholesterol Education Program (NCEP) criteria are considered standard and shown 

below [34].  

Table 1-1: 2005 NCEP metabolic syndrome criteria: >=3 characteristics must be met for diagnosis. 
Characteristics Cut Points 
High Waist Circumference Men: >=102cm, Women: >= 88cm 
High Triglycerides >=150 mg/dL or Medication 
Low HDL Men: <40mg/dL, Women: <50 mg/dL, or Medication 
High Blood Pressure >130/85 mmHg or Medication 
High Blood Glucose >=100mg/dL or Medication 
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1.1.1.3. Sarcopenia & Protein-Energy Wasting 

 Sarcopenia is the term used to describe the gradual loss of skeletal muscle mass over 

time. Derived from the Greek term meaning “poverty of the flesh”, sarcopenia is associated 

highly with aging [5]. Protein-energy wasting is a total decrease in whole body protein and fat 

mass and is commonly associated with chronic kidney disease [35]. 

 Between 5-13% of elders aged 60- to 70-years old and 11-50% aged 80 or older suffer 

from sarcopenia in the US [5]. Nearly 10% of HIV/AIDS patients suffer from significant weight 

loss and wasting [6]. Chronic kidney disease, commonly complicated with protein-energy 

wasting, has increased in prevalence by 43% from 1991-2001 [7]. Cachexia, a term describing 

the complex disorder relating total weight loss, functional mass reduction, and inflammation, is 

prevalent in more than 30 million Americans [8].  

 Muscle wasting, found in all of these conditions, is a loss of functional mass, resulting in 

decreased strength and reduced bone mass. Currently, there is no technique that directly 

measures functional muscle mass. Because most protein is found in muscle, it could be argued 

that total body protein is a surrogate for functional mass. Unfortunately, there is no clinically 

useful measure for the quantity of or change in distribution of total body protein [21,22,23]. 
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1.1.1.3. Why is body composition and body shape important? 

 Metabolic disorders have unique body composition and body shape characteristics as 

they progresses forward [11,12,13,14]. While the biology behind these disorders has made 

tremendous progress in the last fifty years, the most commonly used methods for estimating 

body shape and composition associated have not followed the same trajectory 

[15,16,17,18,19,20,21,22,23]. Developing tools that find unique body shape and composition 

characteristics can allow researchers and clinicians to better stratify risk for each of these 

conditions. Ultimately, an understanding of the unique body shape and composition profiles 

could target prevention and treatment strategies for many metabolic disorders. 

 

  

Obesity1 Anorexia2 Kwashiorkor3 
Figure 1-1. Example images of individuals with selected conditions of obesity, anorexia, 
Kwashiorkor (protein malnutrition). Notice how each condition has its own characteristic body 
shape. Images Courtesy: 1http://3.bp.blogspot.com/-7xZZgKxV6qA/TVll84kcBRI/AAAAAAAAADU/XUfmPZZU4Oo/s1600/obesity.jpg; 
2http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/thumb/8/8a/Anorexia_case-1900-Nouvelle_icononographie_de_la_Salpetriere.jpg/220px-Anorexia_case-1900-
Nouvelle_icononographie_de_la_Salpetriere.jpg; 3http://pediatrics.georgetown.edu/images/kwash_1.jpg 
 
 Figure 1-1 displays example of images of individuals with select metabolic disorders. For 

obesity, individuals have a body shape characterized by a large trunk region. For anorexia, 

individuals have a body shape characterized by muscle wasting of the limbs and very small trunk 

regions. For Kwashiorkor, individuals typically have a body shape characterized by swelling of 

the trunk region, despite severe protein malnutrition in their diets.   
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1.2. Body Composition Models 

1.2.1. Introduction 

 The study of body composition can be approached from many different levels of 

complexity: atomic, molecular, cellular, tissue-organ, and whole body levels [36]. Table 1-2 

below displays the major distinctions between these different approaches. In each model, the 

sum of all components should total the overall mass of the individual.  

Table 1-2: Different levels of body composition analysis. Adapted from [36]. 
Model Components 
Atomic Oxygen, Carbon, Hydrogen, Nitrogen, other elements 
Molecular Water, lipid, protein, minerals, other molecules 
Cellular Cells (including adipocytes), extracellular fluids, extracellular solids 
Tissue-Organ Adipose tissue, skeletal muscle, bone, visceral organs, other tissues 
Whole Body Appendages, trunk, head 

 
 Because dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry (DXA) systems produce outputs of fat, lean, 

and bone mineral content, this dissertation will focus almost exclusive on techniques used in the 

molecular model of body composition. Within the molecular level of body composition, there 

are several compartmental models (each with their own set of assumptions).  

 
Figure 1-2: Major components of the molecular level of body composition. Figure from [36]. 
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 Figure 1-2 displays the major components of the molecular level of body composition as 

visualized by ZM Wang, et al [36]. The left side of the figure shows how body weight is made up 

of water, lipid, protein, mineral, and residual components. Additionally, this can be thought of 

as water and dry body weight components. On the right side of the figure, we see a further 

breakdown of this model. Lipid can be subdivided into essential (Le) and non-essential (Ln) lipid. 

From these subdivisions, Wang argues that the body can be thought of in two separate two-

compartment models: one in which the body is made of fat and fat free mass (FFM); another in 

which the body is made of lipid and lipid-free mass (LFM). The difference between these two 

models is nuanced; one uses the term “fat” and the other uses the term “lipid”.  

 Heymsfield, et al, argue that “fat” should be used exclusively for triglycerides, while 

“lipid” should be used for both essential and non-essential lipid forms [37]. They also emphasize 

the organization of the body into fat, bone mineral, and lean soft tissue because of its use in 

DXA machines; in this model, lean soft tissue is made of water, essential lipids, protein, soft 

tissue minerals, and other residual components.  
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1.2.2. Two-Compartment Models 

The two-compartment (2C) model has been used in body composition research for 

decades and assumes the body is made of components with different densities. One its earliest 

uses was the 1950s and 1960s; Siri and Brozek assumed the body was divided into “fat” and 

“fat-free” components [28,29]. Based on analysis of animal carcasses, these researchers made 

the assumption that fat mass has a density of 0.9g/cm3 and fat-free mass has a density around 

1.1g/cm3.  

 With the two compartment model, researchers were able to estimate body fat by 

combining mass (Eqn. 1-1) and volume (Eqn. 1-2) equations into an equation only using total 

body mass and total body volume (Eqn. 1-3). These three equations are described below [37]. 

Total Body Mass (TBM) = Fat Mass (FM) + Fat Free Mass (FFM) (1-1) 

Total Body Volume (TBV) = FM/0.9 + FFM/1.1 (1-2) 

FM = 4.971×TBV – 4.519×TBM (1-3) 

 While differences exist by sex and race/ethnicity for the densities of the fat and fat-free 

components, these compartmental densities have been used as the basis for hydrodensitometry 

and air displacement plethysmography. 
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1.2.3. Three-Compartment Models  

After the adoption of the two-compartment model, many researchers found limitations 

in its utility. Because total body water (TBW) is the largest molecular component of the body, 

Siri proposed a three-compartment (3C) model that divided the body into fat, water, and 

residual components. This initial model allowed researchers to estimate fat mass more 

accurately using total body mass, total body volume, and total body water (TBW), as see in (Eqn. 

1-4) [38]. 

FM = 2.057×TBV – 1.286×TBM – 0.786×TBW (1-4) 

 While variations of the three-compartment model exist around differences between 

sexes, racial/ethnic groups, and precise densities of each components, dual-energy X-ray 

absorptiometry (DXA) assumes the body is made of three components, as seen in (Eqn. 1-5).  

TBM = FM + Lean Soft Tissue (LST) + Bone Mineral Content (BMC) (1-5) 

 While DXA scans will be discussed at length later in this dissertation, we must make the 

distinction that this DXA model is not a true three-compartment model. DXA uses two X-ray 

attenuations, which allows it to solve for two compartments for each pixel. Technically, DXA 

solves for soft tissue (ST) and bone mineral content (BMC) at each pixel. If a pixel is considered 

to contain only soft tissue, the DXA system solves directly for fat and lean mass based on 

internal calibration equations. If a pixel contains bone, it solves for bone mineral content and 

lean soft tissue; the DXA system then estimates the fat mass and lean mass from the soft tissue 

mass. 
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1.2.4. Four-Compartment Models.  

The four-compartment (4C) model was developed as researchers improved both their 

measuring tools and assumptions about internal body composition. Researchers could already 

measure total body mass, total body volume, and total body water with high accuracy. The 

development of DXA systems allowed researchers to measure bone mineral content easily and 

accurately. While a large number of 4C model equations exist, the Lohman equation is 

considered one of the most widely used and most accurate body composition models to 

estimate percent fat (% Fat), as shown in (Eqn. 1-6) [39]. 

% Fat = 100× (2.747/Db – 0.714×TBW/TBM + 1.146×BMC/TBM – 2.050)  (1-6) 

 In Lohman’s 4C model, % fat is estimated using a measure of total body density (Db, 

total body mass divided by total body volume), total body water, and bone mineral content. This 

model requires access to three, major measurement devices: one for total body volume (by 

either underwater weighing or air displacement plethysmography, described later in the 

dissertation), one for total body water (typically using deuterium dilution, also described later), 

and finally one for bone mineral content (by DXA scan). This model assumes the following 

compartmental densities: 0.9007g/cm3 for fat mass, 0.99371g/cm3 for total body water, 2.982 

g/cm3 for bone mineral, and 1.404g/cm3 for the residual body mass (including protein, glycogen, 

and remaining mass) [39].   
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1.3. Body Composition & Shape Techniques 

 Body composition research employs a large number of tools and techniques to measure 

each of the body’s compartments. This section details a large number of these tools used in 

body composition, including DXA systems, densitometric methods, total body water 

measurement devices, and total body protein estimates. Table 1-3 displays a summary of the 

major body composition techniques, the measurement they make, and at what level they make 

the measure (whole body, regional, or pixel/voxel). 

Table 1-3. Summary of the major body composition and shape techniques available, the 
measurements each technique makes, and the level at which the measurement can be made. 
Technique Measurement Measurement Level 
Body Mass Index (BMI) Total Adiposity Whole Body 
Waist Circumference (WC) Central adiposity Regional 
Waist-to-Hip Ratio (WHR) Fat Distribution Regional 
Underwater Weighing (UWW) Total Body Volume, % Fat Whole Body 
Air Displacement Plethysmography (ADP) Total Body Volume, % Fat Whole Body 
Deuterium Dilution (D2O) Total Body Water, % Fat Whole Body 
Bioimpedance Analysis (BIA) Total Body Water, % Fat Whole Body 
Neutron Activation Analysis (NAA) Total Body Protein Whole Body 
Computed Tomography (CT) Volume, Fat, Muscle Whole Body, Regional, Voxel 
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) Volume, Fat, Muscle Whole Body, Regional, Voxel 
Dual Energy X-ray Absorptiometry (DXA) Fat, Lean, BMC, BMD Whole Body, Regional, Pixel 
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1.3.1 Body Shape Surrogates 

 Traditionally, body shape has been measured by surrogate means. Figure 1-3 illustrates 

the three main body shape surrogates used by researchers and clinicians (body mass index, 

waist circumference, and waist-to-hip ratio). 

 

 

 

BMI1 Waist Circumference2 Waist to Hip Ratio3 
Figure 1-3. Demonstrations of several typical body shape surrogate measurements: body mass 
index (BMI), waist circumference (WC), and waist to hip ratio (WHR).  
Images courtesy of 1http://www.heronleather.com/images/weight-and-height.jpg; 
2http://www.diabetespharmacist.com/uploads/image/obesity233.jpg; 3http://labspace.open.ac.uk/file.php/5435/y163_2_009i.jpg 
 

 Body mass index (BMI) is the most common surrogate for body shape and size. BMI 

(measured in kg/m2) is simply weight (in kilograms) normalized for height (in meters), given by 

Equation 1-7. 

Body Mass Index (BMI) = Weight/Height2  (1-7) 

 Because of the simplicity of its measurement, BMI has become the quickest and most 

common way to estimate obesity status [11]. Individuals with a BMI over 25kg/m2 are 

considered overweight, over 30kg/m2 are considered Obese, over 35kg/m2 are considered 

Obese I, and over 40kg/m2 are considered Obese II [11]. While BMI may provide a good estimate 

of overall body size, it neglects the distribution of body fat. 

 Waist circumference (WC) is a surrogate measure of central adiposity. Because using 

BMI has misclassified the obesity status of many individuals, many researchers and clinicians 
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have adopted measuring the waist circumference as a better indicator of regional adiposity. 

Waist circumference is highly correlated with visceral adipose tissue (VAT) and typically a better 

discriminator of those with poor metabolic outcomes [40,41,42,43]. 

 While WC is a better indicator of central adiposity, it only describes the size of one 

region (the trunk). Waist-to-hip ratio (WHR) describes the relative shape of a person by 

comparing the waist circumference to the hip circumference. In colloquial usage, WHR is used to 

describe some as an “apple” shape (high WHR) or a “pear” shape (low WHR) [43]. 
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1.3.2. Total Body Density & Volume 

 In order to measure total body volume and total body density, researchers have 

developed two major techniques based on the assumption that fat mass and fat-free mass have 

specific compartmental densities: hydrodensitometry and air displacement plethysmography. 

Total body volume, the volume of solid body mass, is an important health metric used to 

measure body density, composition, and shape [15]. The measure of body density in modern 

times dates back to work by Behnke et al. to characterize obesity using Archimedes principle 

[27]. In the late 1950s and early 1960s, Siri and Brozek derived equations that related body 

density to total body percent fat [28,29]. These equations are still used without modification by 

those using water and air displacement techniques for reporting percent body fat. However, 

these methods cannot measure regional body volumes and make many assumptions to account 

for internal cavities containing either air (lungs) or trapped gases (stomach and intestines) 

[44,45].  

1.3.2.1. Hydrodensitometry (Underwater Weighing) 

 Hydrodensitometry, like its name implies, involves estimating total body density 

(“densitometry”) underwater (“hydro”). For this reason, hydrodensitometry is more commonly 

known as “underwater weighing”. Because of its relative simplicity (albeit in an enormous 

setup), underwater weighing is still considered the gold standard for estimating total body 

volume. Based on Archimede’s principle that an object’s volume is equal to the amount of liquid 

it displaces, underwater weighing works very similarly. With this method, individuals are placed 

on a chair that is lowered into a pool of water (as seen in Figure 1-4). The amount of water 

displaced is roughly equal to the total body volume of the individual. Because the body has 

many voids that contain internal gasses (like in the lungs, stomach, and intestines), underwater 

weighing devices correct for these before outputting a total body volume and density.  
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Figure 1-4: Example of an underwater weighing setup in which an individual is lowered into a 
pool and the displacement of water helps estimate his total body volume.  
(Image courtesy of http://www.stayfitbuzz.com/wp-content/UnderwaterWeighing.jpg).  
 
1.3.2.2. Air Displacement Plethysmography 
 Air displacement plethysmography (ADP) also relies on similar principles as 

hydrodensitometry. Unlike hydrodensitometry, ADP uses air displacement to estimate total 

body volume and density. In recent years, ADP has become the most common technique to use 

to measure total body volume because of its cost, convenience, and size. The most common 

ADP device is produced by Life Measurement Instruments, Inc. (Concord, CA) and known as the 

Bod Pod. Figure 1-5 displays a typical Bod Pod device. 

 
Figure 1-5: Typical air displacement plethysmography device (Bod Pod, Life Measurements, Inc., 
Concord, CA) used to measure body volume. Notice the smaller, more compact setup compared 
to underwater weighing. (Image courtesy of http://www.humboldt.edu/hpl/images/bodpod1_lg.jpg) 
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 With the Bod Pod, the instrument must be calibrated before each measurement by 

placing a hollow cylinder with known mass and volume into the Bod Pod. Participants typically 

wear tight-fitting swimwear or Spandex-like short and sports bra to reduce the effects of 

isothermal air. The participant is first sealed in the Bod Pod capsule, and body volume is 

measured by the body’s air displacement with corrections for residual lung volume and surface 

area artifacts [45].  

 Thoracic gas volume is measured by having each individual breathe through a tube 

connected to a filter and reference chamber. After a few normal breaths, the individual is 

signaled by the operator to exhale with three small, consecutive huffs. The Bod Pod software 

automatically calculates the surface area artifact using proprietary calibrations. These two 

adjustments (thoracic gas volume and surface area artifact) are factored into the overall 

calculation of body volume.  

 The Bod Pod outputs volumetric density (total body mass divided by total body volume) 

and estimates fat mass and total percent fat based on Siri and Brozek’s formula (see Eqn. 3). For 

the Bod Pod, offers two ways to estimate residual lung volume: through a specific breathing 

protocol is used in which participants do not fully exhaust the lungs and as an estimate based on 

gender and body size. The accuracy of these two techniques has long been debated [46,47] and 

neither is appropriate for all participants. 
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1.3.3. Total Body Water 

 There are two major techniques to measure total body water: deuterium dilution and 

bioimpedance analysis. Deuterium dilution is considered the gold standard technique but costs 

more per analysis due to special, advanced equipment needed. Biompedance analysis is quickly 

becoming one of the most prevalent techniques for estimating total body water but still faces a 

large amount of criticism due to accuracy and precision issues. 

1.3.3.1. Deuterium Dilution.  

 Considered the gold standard for measuring total body water (TBW), deuterium dilution 

is significantly more expensive (and takes longer) than bioimpedance analysis. In a typical setup, 

participants give a baseline saliva sample by spitting into a conical vial. After this initial saliva 

sample is taken, participants are given deuterium (2H2O) to drink that is typically diluted with de-

ionized water and measured into small individual doses based on total body mass. The exact 

amount 2H2O ingested is determined by weighing the bottles before and after each dose 

administration. Saliva samples are then obtained 3 and 4 hours after 2H2O administration. No 

food is allowed at least 4 hours prior to taking samples and during the 4-hr sampling period.  

To measure deuterium content, small aliquots of saliva undergo distillation in the cap of 

an inverted evaporation tube in a glass bead-filled heating block at 45°C for 3.5 hours. Water 

distillate is then collected and analyzed for isotope enrichment using a wavelength scanned – 

cavity ring down spectrometer. 2H isotope concentration is first calculated in delta (δ) units 

relative to a working standard calibrated against Vienna-Standard Mean Ocean Water and then 

converted to atom percent excess (APE) as previously described [48]. Samples are processed in 

duplicate and data from 3 and 4-hour time points are averaged to give a single post-ingestion 

enrichment. TBW was calculated as  

TBW (kg) = (d/ΔAPE%)×(18.02/1000)×(1/1.04) (1-7) 
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where d is the dose of 2H2O given in moles, ΔAPE% is the difference between the APE in the 

sample before and after 2H2O dose administration expressed as a percent, 18.02/1000 is the 

conversion factor for moles of ordinary water to kg, and 1.04 is a correction factor to account 

for loss of 2H to non-exchangeable pools (e.g. amino acids) in the body which has been 

estimated at 4% [49 2005]. 

1.3.3.2. Bioimpedance Analysis.  

 Single frequency tetra-polar bioelectrical impedance analysis can also be used to 

estimate total body water. This method is much cheaper and faster to perform than deuterium 

dilution; in fact, total body water estimates can be measured within 10 minutes.  

 
Figure 1-6: A typical bioimpedance analysis setup from Impedimed (Brisbane, Australia). 
(Image courtesy of http://www.ashstar.net/images/getbacktrack_photo.jpg) 
 

 One major bioimpedance analysis unit is developed by Impedimed (Brisbane, Austrlia) 

that uses an 800 µA (50 kHz) alternating current. After fasting for a minimum of 4 hours and 

bladder emptying, individuals lay in a supine position with their arms spread apart from their 

body and have their legs separated. Signal input and output electrodes are typically placed on 

the dorsum of either hand and foot. This setup can be seen in Figure 1-6. The bioimpedance 

analysis unit actually measures total body resistance in Ohms and is converted to total body 

water using the equation of Lukaski [50]. 
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1.3.4. Total Body Protein by Neutron Activation Analysis.  

 Neutron activation analysis (NAA) is considered the gold standard for in vivo total body 

protein [51,52], despite its cost and overall clinically inaccessibility. NAA assumes that protein 

has a specific chemical stoichiometry, has a nitrogen to protein ratio of 0.16 [53], and contains 

all the body nitrogen. Because of the neutron radiation dose (0.32mSv), the United States 

Nuclear Regulatory Commission highly regulates access to NAA devices. There is currently only 

one clinical NAA system currently used in the US and fewer than a dozen internationally 

available for research studies. Total body protein is calculated from the direct measurement of 

total body nitrogen by prompt-γ IVNAA (in vivo NAA), where 1 g Nitrogen ≡ 6.25 g protein 

[54,55]. In practice, subjects lay supine on a movable bed that is positioned to center the trunk 

section in a collimated neutron beam above a 10 µg 252Cf neutron source. Induced γ rays 

characteristic of body Nitrogen are measured over an exposure time by detectors positioned on 

each side of the patient. Measurements are typically calibrated against a phantom and a 

correction factor is applied to account for variation in body width and thickness. Figure 1-7 

shows one NAA-device used in New Zealand. 

 
Figure 1-7: Neutron activation analysis measurement device used at the University of Auckland. 
(Image courtesy of http://www.fmhs.auckland.ac.nz/som/surgery/srn/_images/neutron_activation_analysis.jpg.) 
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1.3.5. Computed Tomography (CT) and Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) 

 Computed tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) are two important 

imaging modalities that can also be used for quantifying body composition. 

 CT is an X-ray based imaging modality that generates cross-sectional images that can be 

stitched together to create a full three-dimensional image of the body. Because CT scans deliver 

a much higher radiation dose than DXA, many body composition studies only use specific slices 

(in the abdomen or thigh) to quantify visceral adipose tissue as an area (cm2) or volume (cm3). 

CT scans allow clinicians to distinguish between various types of tissue (muscle, adipose, and 

bone) much more distinctly than DXA. While the resolution of CT scans is considerably better 

than DXA scans, the cost, radiation dose, and prevalence of CT systems are major concerns 

compared to CT. 

 MRI is another advanced imaging modality that derives its images from measuring small 

perturbations in radiofrequency signals induced from aligning the magnetization of the body’s 

atomic nuclei in a large magnetic field. Different tissues return to their equilibrium state at 

different times, creating a contrast between tissue types. MRI’s spatial resolution depends on 

the magnetic field used but is typically higher resolution than DXA. In body composition studies, 

MRI can be used to quantify organ volume and tissue volume (adipose, skeletal muscle, etc.). 

Unfortunately, MRI is extremely expensive, requires a magnetically shielded room, and isn’t as 

prevalent as DXA machines. 
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1.3.6. Dual Energy X-ray Absorptiometry (DXA) 

 Originally used to measure bone density and commonly referred to as a “bone 

densitometer”, DXA systems have evolved to be one of the most common techniques to 

measure total and regional body composition (fat mass, lean mass, and bone mineral content).  

 DXA systems have been widely used because of their low radiation dose, high reported 

accuracy, and high test-retest precision [56,57,58,59,60]. For these reasons, DXA has been used 

in many large, epidemiological studies like the National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey 

(NHANES) and Health Aging and Body Composition (HABC) to quantify bone density and body 

composition in their populations [61,62,63]. With more than 30,000 systems in the US and 

50,000 worldwide, DXA can measure total body mass in adults with test-retest reliability better 

than 100 grams. DXA is the de facto gold standard body composition technique because of its 

high reliability, extensive availability, and good safety profile [56,57,58].  

1.3.6.1. Standard Measures  

 A typical whole body scan report includes total and regional (head, arms, legs, trunk, 

android, and gynoid) measures of fat mass, lean mass, bone mineral content, and bone mineral 

density is shown in Figure 1-8. Depending on the age, sex, and location of the individual, the 

report may also include a bone density score that allows individuals to compare their scores to 

nationally derived reference curves (not shown in this image). Beyond the regional and total 

body values, researchers and clinicians are also able to visualize the DXA scan on paper from the 

report. Beyond these standard measures, newer versions of DXA system software have allowed 

clinicians and researchers to estimate visceral adipose tissue (VAT) measurements of the body 

[64,65]. 
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Figure 1-8: Sample DXA system report that includes whole body and regional measures of fat 
mass, lean mass, bone mineral content, and bone mineral density. (Image courtesy of John Shepherd) 
 

1.3.6.1. Derived Indices 

 Many researchers and clinicians have developed DXA-derived body composition indices 

beyond the standard measures of fat, lean, BMC, and BMD from a DXA scan report. Lean mass 

index (LMI) and fat mass index (FMI) are fat and lean masses (respectively) normalized to height 

(much like body mass index) [66]. FMI and LMI are used to compare fat and lean distributions 

without regards to total height. Ratios of DXA-derived compartmental masses (like the ratio of 

trunk fat to leg fat) are used as surrogates of body shape, similar to “apple” and “pear” shape 

descriptions.   
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1.4 Unmet Needs 

1.4.1. Simple descriptors that capture the complex nature of body shape  

Body mass index (BMI), waist circumference (WC), and waist-hip-ratio (WHR) are the 

most commonly used surrogates for body shape and composition. BMI is a surrogate for total 

adiposity, WC for central adiposity, and WHR for a general measure of fat distribution.  

Other measures of body composition (total body volume, total body water, and total 

body protein) are not very common due to either method cost or availability. For instance, the 

“gold standard” method to measure total body percent fat using Lohman’s model requires mass, 

total body volume, total body water, and bone mineral content [39]; this means that three 

separate devices are needed to get a “good” measure of percent fat. This approach isn’t feasible 

[67]. CT and MRI provide high resolution images that capture body composition and three-

dimensional shape well. Unfortunately, CT is expense and requires major radiation dose to 

create an image; while MRI may not have radiation concerns, it is expensive and not very 

prevalent in large epidemiological studies. 

While these techniques are extremely useful, they are limited by their oversimplification 

of body shape and composition or cost and availability. The unmet need here is a simple method 

to quantify the complex nature of body shape. 
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1.4.2. Proposal 

We propose developing a set of body shape metrics from whole body shape images that 

distinguish healthy individuals from those with abnormal metabolic profiles. Our approach of 

using DXA is outlined in the next section since it best fits the unmet needs in both research and 

clinical risk stratification applications. 

 Body shape is a known risk factor for mortality and diabetes, which is a major global 

health problem associated with reduced life span, increased morbidity, and significant financial 

burdens on individuals and health care systems [9,10]. Body mass index (BMI), an indicator of 

overall adiposity, and waist circumference, an indicator of central adiposity, are crude measures 

used to characterize body fatness and are associated with diabetes risk [11,24,25,26]. 

 Typically, those with high BMI or waist circumference are considered to have elevated 

risk for diabetes and metabolic covariates [11,12,13]. However, Carnethon et al recently found 

that mortality rates were higher in adults with normal BMI at the time of incident diabetes than 

those individuals who were overweight or obese (by BMI) [14]. Besides body mass index (BMI) 

and waist circumference, researchers and clinicians have few simple techniques to assess body 

fat distribution and determine the status for these disorders [11,24,25,26]. 
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2. Body Shape & Composition Techniques for DXA Scans 

2.1. Introduction to Approach  

 Dual energy X-ray absorptiometry (DXA) is a low-dose, relatively inexpensive, and highly 

prevalent whole body imaging modality that has been and is currently being used in many large 

retrospective studies to quantify bone density and body composition. However, there are 

virtually no easily accessible tools available for researchers to analyze DXA scans for features 

and metrics beyond the simple regions of interests provided by the DXA system manufacturers. 

This chapter describes the theory DXA imaging, development of novel new metrics and analysis 

methods, and validation of those methods to quantify body shape and composition using DXA 

scans. 

 Three techniques were developed as part of my graduate studies. The first – the DXA-

volume test tool – allows researchers to generate pixel-level thickness and volume measures 

directly from a DXA scan. Calibration equations were created that related soft tissue thickness to 

the high-energy attenuation and ratio of low to high-energy attenuations from DXA scans. This 

chapter describes the process we used to develop and validate volume and thickness measures 

from DXA scan files. 

 The second technique – DXA-volume from DXA scan output – builds upon the first idea 

that volume can be derived from DXA scans. For this tool, we took a simpler approach: assume 

researchers and clinicians only have access to DXA scan output (and not the scan files 

themselves). We derived a calibration equation that relates the major body compartments (fat 

mass, lean mass, and bone mineral content) to total body volume. The end result is a calibration 

equation that allows researchers and clinicians to generate whole body and regional (trunk, legs, 

arms, etc.) volume measures with only DXA-reported measures of fat, lean, and bone mineral.  
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 The third technique – DXA-derived protein – builds upon the DXA-volume tool to allow 

researchers and clinicians to measure total body protein with just a single DXA scan and 

measure of total body water. We compare this estimate of protein to other estimates of total 

body protein and the gold standard measure, neutron activation analysis-derived total body 

protein. 

 In this chapter, we explore the development and application of these new techniques 

from “soup to nuts”. We will describe the theoretical background of each technique, how it was 

validated, and how each technique was used to determine the association of body shape to 

metabolic outcomes.  
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2.2. Background 

2.2.1. DXA Attenuations 

 Dual energy X-ray absorptiometry (DXA) works on the principle that the properties of 

two materials can be solved for by measuring the X-ray attenuation of two different energies 

through an object. Clinical DXA systems resolve bone and soft tissue mass for pixels with bone 

and fat and lean masses for pixels without bone. For example, Hologic systems used voltage 

switching to create two X-ray spectra with very low overlap generated using a Tungsten anode. 

While the exact settings vary by system, an example setup is explored here. The peak voltage 

setting is 100 kVp and 140 kVp for the low- and high-energy spectra, respectively. In addition, 

Hologic adds filtration to each spectrum to create a safer exposure to the patient. A 4.7 mm Al 

filter is inserted between the X-ray tube and the patient for the low energy spectrum, and 14.5-

mm Al for the high-energy spectrum. Figure 2-1 shows the spectra for low and high energy X-

rays generated from these specifications as estimated using the above X-ray technique Boone 

simulator [68].  

 
Figure 2-1. Spectra for low and high energy X-rays in a Hologic Discovery W system estimated 
using the Boone simulator [68].  
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 Contrast for DXA scans is derived from attenuations from each of these two X-ray 

energies [69]. For each energy X-ray (low and high), the following transmission equation for 

each pixel in the DXA image exists as equation (2-1). 

 

(2-1) 

“I0” is the intensity of the X-ray generated at the source; “I” is the intensity of the X-ray 

absorbed by the detector. The equation is integrated over the entire X-ray energy spectra (from 

0 to E1, the edge of the X-ray spectrum). The absorbed X-ray intensity is a function of mass 

attenuation coefficients of the component materials (τ), thickness of the material component 

(T), and volumetric density of the material (ρ). In the specific case of DXA, we can only solve for 

two materials at a time (bone and soft tissue), so “i” is only 2.  

To make the calculations easier for demonstration purposes, imagine that we don’t have 

to integrate over the entire spectra. In this case, we simplifying the solution to dual photon 

absorptiometry (DPA), in which the only materials we solve for are bone and soft tissue for both 

X-ray energies, as in equation (2-2). 

 
(2-2) 

Using algebraic manipulation of equation (2-1b) for low and high energy X-rays, we can 

solve for bone (Tbpb) and soft tissue (Tsps) density. Typically, the ratio of low to high X-ray energy 

is used as the DXA display images, and is given as equation (2-3).  
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The numerator represents the low energy attenuation (Alow here, LE later on), and the 

denominator represents the high energy attenuation (Ahigh here, HE later on). In theory, it is 

much easier to think of (2-3) based on the dual photon absorptiometry case; in practice, (2-1) is 

what actually happens, as there is an entire X-ray spectra that must be integrated. Much of our 

work in the next chapter involves the equation (2-3) and its derivatives when body composition 

is defined using the 4-compartment model. 

 Figure 2-2 displays the mass attenuation coefficients for bone, lipid, water, and protein 

as estimated using the National Institute of Standards and Technology’s XCOM Simulation [70 J. 

Chang, J.S. Coursey, R. Sukumar, D.S. Zucker, and K. Olsen, XCOM, NIST, 

http://www.nist.gov/pml/data/xcom/].  

 
Figure 2-2. Mass attenuation coefficients of bone, lipid, water, and protein, as estimated from 
NIST’s XCOM online simulation [70] by X-ray energy (in keV). Graph shown on a log-log scale. 
  

Using a combination of the DXA spectra in Figure 2-1, the mass attenuation coefficients 

in Figure 2-2, and equation (2-1), we simulated the expected behavior of different materials in a 

DXA machine in MATLAB. Figure 2-3 displays the simulation of ratio (R) of low to high-energy 

attenuation versus high-energy attenuation (HE) for bone, lipid, water, and protein in a Hologic 

Discovery W DXA system. The thickness of the material increases as the high-energy attenuation 
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increases. Notice that the contrast between bone and soft tissue (lipid, water, and protein) is 

very high when plotting R versus HE. Additionally, the R-value changes as a function of HE (a 

surrogate for thickness). 

 
Figure 2-3. MATLAB Simulation of bone, lipid, water, and protein on a Hologic Discovery W 
system; the ratio (R) of low to high-energy attenuation versus high-energy attenuation (HE) is 
displayed for each material. 
 
 Figure 2-4 shows a visual example of how a DXA system works to solve for bone and soft 

tissue using high and low energy attenuations (Ahigh and Alow, respectively) for one row of a DXA 

image. This figure takes into consideration all the topics discussed: the material the X-rays are 

hitting, the X-ray spectra, and the attenuation profiles. The top image shows the cross-section of 

an example body with soft tissue (red) and bone (white) around the spine. The following graphs 

below the cross section show the profile of attenuation across that row of the DXA image for 

low- and high-energy X-rays. The final, bottom images shows how DXA can solve for bone and 

soft tissue using the two attenuations (LE and HE) by setting a multiplicative factor that 

subtracts off either material (bone or soft tissue).  
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Figure 2-4. Example of how a DXA system solves for bone (left) and soft tissue (right) in a single 
row of DXA image over the spine. “A” represents the X-ray attenuation at high and low X-ray 
energies. The top image shows a cross-section of what a spine would actually look like. Ahigh is 
the attenuation of this cross-section at high X-ray energy. Alow is the attenuation of this cross-
section at low X-ray energy. “K” represents the multiplicative factor needed to subtract off bone 
or soft tissue. The final, bottom image on each side shows the final bone (left) and soft tissue 
(right) solution. (Drawing courtesy of John Shepherd) 
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2.2.2. DXA Attenuations, Thickness, & Volume 

 For pixels with bone, DXA provides contrast between bone and soft tissue; fat and lean 

mass is estimated using calibration curves for R-values, high-energy attenuations, and known 

compositions. In Hologic systems, an internal calibration phantom is used to check the 

calibration curves on each scan acquired. We wondered whether this type of calibration could 

be applied to measure thickness for each pixel.  

Figure 2-5 displays a sample DXA (R-value) scan of a phantom object we created for 

quality control and calibration purposes. The phantom object is composed of two different 

materials: cream colored blocks that act like fat under X-ray and blue colored blocks that act like 

water under X-ray. In this particular phantom, there are nine regions composed of three 

compositions (100% water, 50% fat/50% water, 100% fat) at three thicknesses (10cm, 15cm, 

20cm). Notice how the R-value of the same composition (every third block) changes as a 

function of thickness. Because R-value varied by thickness and composition, we hypothesized 

that pixel thickness could be estimated by calibrating to R and HE attenuation. This would allow 

us to generate a thickness and volume image for each DXA scan. 

 
Figure 2-5. (Left) R-value image of DXA scan on a Hologic Discovery W systems. (Right) 
Corresponding (side-view) photo of phantom object scanned. The phantom object is composed 
of three compositions (100% water, 50% fat / 50% water, 100% fat) at three different 
thicknesses (10cm, 15cm, 20cm). Cream-colored blocks represent water under X-ray, and blue 
blocks represent fat under X-ray. 
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 In commercial DXA systems, X-ray attenuation values are used to solve directly for the 

mass of fat and lean soft tissue. Calibration phantoms of biologically equivalent materials with 

known composition are scanned on each DXA machine to create the relationship between DXA 

attenuation values and the masses of fat and lean tissue. With a known pixel size, fat mass and 

lean mass can be represented as thickness or volume. Instead of solving for fat mass and lean 

mass, our approach was to use a similar calibration process to solve for volume and mass using 

the following general steps:  

(1) Create a soft tissue phantom from biologically equivalent materials. 

(2) Generate calibration equations to relate phantom X-ray attenuations to volume and 

mass. 

(3) Isolate bone pixels from soft tissue pixels. 

(4) Interpolate the soft tissue attenuation values of bone pixels. 

(5) Estimate each pixel’s soft tissue volume and mass from the calibration equations. 

A soft-tissue calibration phantom was created to relate pixel mass and volume to DXA 

attenuation values of varying thicknesses and compositions. Materials that mimic the X-ray 

properties of biological materials were used such that regions could be defined with specific 

compositions of lipid, protein, and water. Lipid was represented as machinable wax (McMaster 

Carr, Inc., Elmhurst, IL), water as Plastic Water© LR (CIRS, Inc., Norfolk, VA) [71], and protein as 

the thermoplastic material Delrin [72]. Delrin has previously been shown to represent protein’s 

X-ray properties well [72].  

The distributions of protein, lipid, and water values were chosen to fall within typical 

biological concentration ranges [36]. Delrin sheets (representing protein) were placed beneath 

blocks of machinable wax (lipid) and solid water (water) to create unique 2x4 cm2-sized regions 

of interests.  
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 The low- and high-energy X-ray attenuations were defined separately as the difference 

between the pixel values and background (“air”) values. The low- and high-energy attenuation 

values were used in our analysis as an “R-value”, defined as the ratio of low-energy attenuation 

to high-energy attenuation (HE). DXA scan analysis was performed using custom software 

developed by the authors in MATLAB R2010a (MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA). For calibration 

purposes, the R-value and HE were measured within regions of interest of known areal density, 

thickness, and composition. Twenty-seven calibration regions with unique thicknesses from 

10.48cm to 21.67cm and areal densities from 9.62g/cm2 to 22.38g/cm2 were defined. 

Regression techniques were used to determine the best-fit calibration equations of R- and HE-

value to thickness and areal density. SAS v.9.2 software (SAS, Inc., Cary, NC) was used for all 

statistical analysis. Calibration equations were fit to the phantom data with coefficients up 

through cubic powers and cross terms. Coefficients with p-values ≤ 0.05 remained in the model. 

Only the Hologic Discovery W was available for scanning the calibration phantom. The resulting 

transformation equations are below: 

Areal Density (g/cm2) = -6.468 + 1.118×10-2×HE + 2.515×10-6×HE2 + 6.990×R  (2-4) 
(R2 = 0.99, RMSE = 0.250 g/cm2, CV = 1.594%)   

 
Thickness (cm) = 23.787 + 1.647×10-2×HE – 20.077×R    (2-5) 

(R2 = 0.99, RMSE = 0.353cm, CV = 2.193%)   
 

 Pixel mass was determined by multiplying areal density by the physical pixel size in 

squared centimeters. Pixel volume was determined by multiplying the thickness by the physical 

pixel size in squared centimeters. These calibration equations were implemented in custom 

MATLAB routine to report DXA-volume and mass for either whole body or arbitrary regions of 

interest.  

Bone pixels were empirically isolated from soft tissue pixels using a threshold function. 

For a given material composition, the R-value decreases as thickness (or HE attenuation) 
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increases [69]. Based on first principles of X-ray attenuation for our DXA machine, we generated 

theoretical curves of R vs. HE values for a variety of compositions. A function was selected that 

best isolated bone from soft tissue in our dataset. The threshold function generated was the 

following: 

Bone Threshold R-Value = -0.0002×HE3+0.004×HE2-0.0278×HE+1.26  (2-6) 

As a visual example, Figure 2-7 displays the R-value versus HE attenuation for a sample 

image at each step of the bone isolation process. A sample HE attenuation and R-value image 

can be seen in this figure as well. The smooth curve represents the threshold function. Any 

pixels with R-values greater than the threshold function for the corresponding HE attenuation 

were considered bone pixels; pixels below this threshold were considered soft tissue pixels.  

To estimate soft-tissue values above and below bone, we used a nearest neighbor 

interpolation of soft-tissue values. A 5x5 pixel window was used to interpolate soft tissue values 

for bone pixels. For those bone pixels that had no soft tissue pixels within this 5x5 pixel 

neighborhood (like some in the skull), a larger (20x20 pixel) interpolation window was used. The 

output of this interpolation process was a soft-tissue image (with bone pixels replaced by soft-

tissue estimates).  

 This soft-tissue image was fed into our calibration equations described earlier, where 

individual pixel mass and volume was calculated. Total mass and TBV were calculated by 

summing all individual pixel values.  
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2.2.3. Estimating Volume from DXA Compartmental Masses 

 While generating a thickness and volume for each pixel in a DXA scan is new, it would 

require access to raw DXA scan files. In many instances, clinicians and researchers only have 

access to DXA scan outputs of fat mass, lean mass, and bone mineral content (BMC). It would be 

interesting to estimate whole body and regional volume using only DXA scan output. 

 Fat mass, lean mass, and bone have their own material densities. Theoretically, we 

could measure a person’s total body volume and calibrate it to DXA-derived fat, lean, and BMC, 

as in equation (2-7):  

Volume = vFat ×Fat + vLean×Lean + vBMC ×BMC+ vresidual   (2-7) 

 Fat, Lean, and BMC were the mass measures reported by the DXA software, vresidual was 

the residual volume, and vLean, vFat, and vBMC were coefficients for each respective compartment 

and correspond to the inverse densities of each of the DXA components. An independent 

measure of total body volume, such as UWW or ADP, could be used to validate this volume 

model. Additionally, this equation could be used to find regional volumes (arms, legs, trunk, etc.) 

from regional masses. 
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2.2.4. Estimating Protein from DXA 

 Building on the DXA measure of total body volume, Lohman’s four compartment body 

composition model can be simplified to require fewer independent measurement systems. The 

standard Lohman’s 4C model would solve for bone mineral mass using a dual-energy X-ray 

absorptiometry (DXA), total body water by deuterium dilution techniques (D2O), and body 

density by air displacement plethysmography (ADP) or underwater weighing (UWW) [39] 

resulting in measures of fat, water, mineral, and a residual compartment that is mostly protein 

but also include residual glycogen.  

The Lohman equation is typically used as the gold standard for fat mass, but protein can 

be estimated as the residual mass. Protein is very difficult to measure independently of water 

but is of both clinical and research interest since protein is the functional mass of lean soft tissue 

mass. Unfortunately, the approach to measure protein is “noisy” because the error in the 

protein compartment is the sum of the errors in the direct measures in the model. This model is 

not widely used for fat or protein for several reasons. First, it is expensive since it requires a DXA 

system, an ADP system, and a TBW measure. Second, D2O dilution in the body takes >4 hours to 

complete [73]. After dilution, the measure of TBW using the ratio of D20 to H20 requires more 

time. The fastest one can do a single TBW measure is about 1 day. Thus, the 4C method is 

neither fast nor inexpensive.  

 This simplified 4C method solves for protein directly instead of treating it like a residual 

mass component. After generating total body volume from using DXA, protein is estimated using 

an equation similar to equation (2-8).  

Protein = cvol×Volume + cMass×Mass + cBMC×BMC+ cWater×Water + cresidual   (2-8) 

 Equation (2-8) can be validated against another measure of protein. There are two 

candidates: protein estimates as a fixed fraction of body cell mass where cell mass is estimated 
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from total body potassium measures, gamma spectroscopy of nitrogen using whole body in vivo 

neutron activation analysis. The ideal validation dataset would consist of the following measures 

on a group of individuals: total body volume (by air displacement plethysmography), mass (by 

scale), total body DXA scan for bone mineral content and volume, total body water, and a 

protein mass measure by neutron activation analysis or TBK.   
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2.2.5. Principal Component Analysis 

 To this point, we have discussed total body and regional measures. Regional measures 

do give insight to body shape, but don’t actually describe the difference in volume distribution 

within these regions. It is our hypothesis that a finer investigation to shape is needed to advance 

our knowledge of how poor metabolic profiles cause physical body changes. A powerful 

technique to use all information of pixel-by-pixel thicknesses is principal component analysis 

(PCA).  

 PCA is a data reduction technique that finds the major orthogonal modes of variation 

that exist in a dataset. This technique has been used in a wide variety of fields – from social 

science to facial recognition – to describe system variance with as few independent variables as 

possible. [74]. In short, PCA minimizes redundancy and maximizes the signal obtained. As 

example, the first principle component (PC1) is a vector of all system variable with a direction 

and magnitude that minimizes the covariance and maximizes the variance along that direction.. 

In other words, it is equivalent to the linear least square fit of all variables. After this first 

direction in the dataset is found that minimizes the covariance and maximizes the variance, then 

the same procedure is done over again but only looks in directions that are orthogonal to the 

first principal component. This procedure is repeated until the desired amount of system 

variance is reached, which is typically obtained with many less components than the number of 

initial system variables [74]. 

 
Figure 2-6: Sample dataset that plots two variables against one another and displays its first and 
second principal components. Example Data Courtesy of http://onlinestatbook.com/chapter4/graphics/age_scatterplot.gif 
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 Figure 2-6 shows an example scatter plot of two variables plotted against one another. 

In this example, the line of best represents the direction that minimized the covariance between 

these two variables and maximized the variance along the line of best fit. The first principal 

component (PC1) is displayed as the line of best fit; the second principal component (PC2) is 

orthogonal to the first principal component. The first principal component describes the 

direction where the most amount of variation occurs in this dataset. 

 Principal component analysis (PCA) has been used in facial recognition to find 

computationally cheap ways to identify how closely faces are related. To visualize what type of 

face describes the major directions of variation in facial images, “eigenfaces” were developed to 

describe the new basis set that describes the most amount of data variation. Figure 2-7 shows 

an example of set of “eigenfaces” from an example found from Drexel University; these images 

represent the location and contribution of each pixel to the specific principal component [75]. 

This same procedure will be used later in the dissertation to generate “eigenshapes” that 

represent the major modes of shape variation to which we will determine their associations to 

metabolic outcomes. 

 

 
Figure 2-7: Example set of “eigenfaces” from a sample population of face images. These 
“eigenfaces” represent the major modes of pixel variation in the dataset of face images Images 
courtesy of [75]. 
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2.3. Methods & Techniques 

 This section details the major studies we used to validate our methods and apply our 

new techniques to large datasets to look at their relationships to metabolic outcomes. We first 

developed and validated the DXA-volume test tool, which generates pixel level thickness 

measurements from DXA scans; in this study, we found that total body volume could be 

measured accurately using a DXA scan file. Because not all clinicians and researchers have direct 

access to DXA scan files, we then developed a method to generate total and regional volume 

measurements from DXA scan outputs of fat mass, lean mass, and bone mineral content. We 

found that this method was also very accurate at the whole body level and had high repeat-

measure precision at the whole body and regional level.  

We extended the utility of the DXA-derived volume from scan output by creating a 

method to estimate total body protein using a single DXA scan and total body water measure; 

we found that this new DXA-derived protein measure was highly accurate compared to the gold 

standard neutron activation analysis method. We applied this DXA-derived volume from scan 

output to a very large, representative sample of the United States (NHANES 1999-2004). In this 

study, we generated trunk to leg volume ratio as an index of body shape and found that it had 

strong associations with diabetes, high triglycerides, low HDL, high blood pressure, metabolic 

syndrome, and mortality (even for those with normal BMI).  

In our last set of analyses, we used principal component analysis on DXA-derived 

thickness images to generate modes of thickness variation across the study population and 

relate these to metabolic outcomes. From these analyses, we showed that we could generate 

principal component images called “eigenshapes”, found that image registration issues still need 

to be resolves in future studies, and found that certain modes of thickness variation were just as 
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highly associated to diabetes and their metabolic covariates as simple models adjusting for basic 

demographic and body shape surrogates.  

In short, we have developed, validated, and applied several methods to quantify body 

shape and composition and find their associations to metabolic outcomes from “soup to nuts”. 
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2.4.1. DXA-volume Test Tool: Pixel-level volume from DXA scans 

To the authors’ knowledge, this was the first report in which DXA has been used to 

measure TBV. The objective of this preliminary investigation was to derive a TBV measure from 

DXA soft-tissue measures. Ultimately, we hope our method makes Lohman’s 4C model easier to 

perform clinically by requiring only a DXA scan and TBW measurement. In addition to its use in 

the 4C model, total body and regional volume measurements could be related to various health 

outcomes not yet studied. Our “DXA-volume” measure should have advantages over other 

displacement techniques because X-ray attenuations intrinsically exclude hollow body regions 

like lungs and bowels. DXA is useful in a wide variety of populations, from neonates (down to 1 

kg) to the morbidly obese (up to 205 kg). As a proof-of-concept for our approach, we compared 

our DXA-volume measure to ADP-volume in a convenience sample of adults. Using both volume 

techniques, we constructed Lohman’s 4C model and compared percent fat measures to 

conventional DXA measurements. 

We took standard 4C measures on a convenience sample of adults (n=11) to compare 

volume techniques and associated 4C percent fat values. Each participant fasted for at least 4 

hours before coming to a morning visit at the study site (UCSF Clinical Research Center at San 

Francisco General Hospital, San Francisco, CA). Weight was measured using a calibrated scale 

with the participant wearing a hospital gown or other minimal clothing. Total body water was 

measured by deuterium dilution, total body volume by ADP, and BMC and soft tissue 

attenuations by DXA, as described below. The University of California San Francisco Committee 

on Human Research approved the study. All participants gave informed consent. 

Participants. The eleven participants (five male, six female) had the following characteristics 

(mean ± standard deviation): age 42±15.15 years (range: 23-67 years), weight 76.69±11.25kg 

(range: 59.3-96.4kg), and body mass index (BMI) 25.13±4.16kg/m2 (range: 21.04-34.54 kg/m2). 
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This population was a mix of healthy participants (n=8) and those with amyotrophic lateral 

sclerosis (ALS) (n=3).  

Deuterium Dilution. Total body water was measured using deuterium dilution. A baseline saliva 

sample was obtained by having participants spit into a conical vial. Participants were then given 

2H2O to drink; this 99.9% enriched 2H2O (Cambridge Isotope Laboratories, Andover, MA) was 

diluted with de-ionized water and aliquoted into roughly 6-7g individual doses – roughly 0.1 g/kg 

body weight. The exact amount 2H2O ingested was determined by weighing the bottles before 

and after each dose administration. Saliva samples were then obtained 3 and 4 hours after 2H2O 

administration. No food was allowed 4 hours prior to the study and during the 4-hr sampling 

period. Saliva specimens were frozen for later batch analysis. A total of 10 (out of 11) 

participants had total body water measurements by deuterium dilution. One participant was 

unable to produce saliva due to the progression of her illness. While still included in the 

deuterium dilution analysis, another subject drank water between the 3 and 4 h time point 

resulting in a very dilute 4h time point, which was excluded from the analysis.  

To measure deuterium content, 50-µl aliquots of saliva underwent distillation in the cap 

of an inverted evaporation tube in a glass bead-filled heating block at 45°C for 3.5 hours. Water 

distillate was then collected and analyzed for isotope enrichment using a wavelength scanned – 

cavity ring down spectrometer (Picarro L1102-i, Picarro Inc., Sunnyvale, CA) [76]. 2H isotope 

concentration was first calculated in delta (δ) units relative to a working standard calibrated 

against Vienna-Standard Mean Ocean Water and then converted to atom percent excess (APE) 

as previously described [48]. Samples were processed in duplicate and data from 3 and 4-hour 

time points were averaged to give a single post-ingestion enrichment. TBW was calculated as  

TBW (kg) = (d/ΔAPE%)×(18.02/1000)×(1/1.04) (2-9) 
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where d is the dose of 2H2O given in moles, ΔAPE% is the difference between the APE in the 

sample before and after 2H2O dose administration expressed as a percent, 18.02/1000 is the 

conversion factor for moles of ordinary water to kg, and 1.04 is a correction factor to account 

for loss of 2H to non-exchangeable pools (e.g. amino acids) in the body which has been 

estimated at 4% [49 2005]. 

Air Displacement Plethysmography. ADP measures were acquired using the Bod Pod (Life 

Measurement Instruments, Inc., Concord, CA) to measure total body volume. Before each 

measurement, the instrument was calibrated by placing a hollow cylinder with known mass and 

volume into the Bod Pod. Participants wore a Lycra or silicone swim cap and tight-fitting, 

Spandex-like shorts and sport bra (for women) to reduce the effects of isothermal air. The 

participant is first sealed in the Bod Pod capsule. Body volume is measured by the body’s air 

displacement with corrections for residual lung volume and surface area artifacts [45]. Thoracic 

gas volume was measured in each individual by having the participant breathe through a tube 

connected to a filter and reference chamber, following the manufacturer’s instructions. After a 

few normal breaths, the participant was signaled by the operator to exhale with three small, 

consecutive huffs. The surface area artifact was automatically calculated by the Bod Pod 

software. These two adjustments (thoracic gas volume and surface area artifact) were factored 

into the overall calculation of body volume. Volumetric density was that actual measurement 

displayed by the Bod Pod; total body volume was calculated as the scale weight divided by this 

density value.  

DXA Imaging. Participants were scanned on a Discovery Wi DXA system (Hologic, Inc. Bedford, 

MA) while dressed in a hospital gown or attire used for the ADP measures. Participants lay flat 

on the DXA table as the whole body scan took approximately 7 minutes. The Hologic software 

version for analysis was Discovery 12.6; measures reported included the following used in this 
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study: total body mass, percent fat, and BMC. Hologic’s NHANES (National Health and Nutrition 

Exam and Survey) population option was used in the analysis for the percent fat measurement. 

This option is intended to improve the agreement of the DXA soft tissue measures with 4C 

models [59]. The NHANES option multiplies the lean mass by 0.946 and the fat mass by 1.05. In 

addition, all DXA images were analyzed using custom software developed by the authors to 

quantify total body volume and mass described earlier. The pixel size of the DXA images was 

0.80 cm2. 

Body composition equations. To see how these different volume measurement methods 

affected body composition, we used Lohman’s 4C body composition model to quantify percent 

fat [39], where BMC is the bone mineral content as reported by the DXA analysis software. 

When ADP-volume was used in this model, scale weight was used for Mass; when DXA-volume 

was used in this model, the mass calibrated from the DXA scan was used for Mass. These 

percent fat measures from ADP-volume and DXA-volume were calculated and compared to 

standard DXA measurements. 
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2.4.2. Regional Volume from DXA Scan Output 

 The objective of this investigation was to derive an accurate and precise estimate of 

total body and regional volumes from the fat, lean, and BMC mass values found on a typical 

whole body DXA report. As a proof-of-concept, we first calibrated DXA total volume measures to 

air displacement plethysmography (ADP) volume and then quantified the precision for total and 

regional (arms, legs, head, and trunk) volume estimates in a second larger population with 

duplicate DXA scans. 

Two populations were used in this study. The first population (calibration population) 

was a sample of convenience recruited specifically for this body composition study at the UCSF 

Clinical Research Center at San Francisco General Hospital (San Francisco, CA). Twenty-two 

healthy participants and three participants with amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) with mixed 

ethnicity and gender received the following measures at baseline and six months: Height 

measured using a stadiometer, weight measured using a calibrated electronic scale, DXA whole 

body scan using the Hologic Discovery/W, ADP measure using BodPod (Cosmed, Concord, CA). 

All participants wore a hospital gown or other minimal clothing as described below. The mean 

age was 37.6 years and standard deviation of 15.5 years. The University of California San 

Francisco Committee on Human Research approved the study. All participants gave informed 

consent before the measurements. 

 The second population (precision population) consists of nonrandom sample of self-

selected volunteers (N=385) from the 1999-2004 National Health and Nutrition Examination 

Survey (NHANES). All participants in the precision population received an initial whole body DXA 

scans and a second scan at least eight days after the initial scan. This is a public access dataset 

found on the CDC website with a full description of the population characteristics [77]. In brief, 

NHANES is a continuous program that is designed to assess the health and nutrition status of a 
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representative sample of non-institutionalized adults and children in the United States. The 

second scans were acquired for quality assurance and research. No statistical sampling was 

applied for selection of second scan participants and consisted of participants aged 16-69 years, 

approximating percentages in demographic categories for overall study. The second DXA scan 

was conducted during the same time period (morning, afternoon, or evening) as the primary 

exams for a particular location. The same radiology technologist who conducted the second DXA 

scan was not always the same technologist who conducted the primary scan. 

Air Displacement Plethysmography. Air displacement plethysmography (ADP) was measured via 

the BodPod. Participants wore a Lycra or silicone swim cap and tight-fitting, Spandex-like shorts 

and sport bra (for women) to reduce the effects of isothermal air.  

Whole Body DXA Imaging. Participants were scanned on a Discovery Wi DXA system while 

dressed in a hospital gown or attire used for the ADP measures. Participants lay flat on the DXA 

table as the whole body scan took approximately 7 minutes. To better align fat measurements 

with those from the standard four-compartment body composition model, we used the NHANES 

correction factors that have been previously published; these correction factors are available in 

later Hologic software versions to multiply lean mass by 0.946 and fat mass by 1.05 [59].   
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2.4.2.2. DXA-derived Protein 

 The objective of this preliminary investigation was to derive a clinically useful total body 

protein measure with few procedures, optimized time, minimal cost, and adequate access for 

patients. In this paper, we present a simplification of Lohman’s 4C body composition model by 

making two modifications. First, we solve directly for protein using body volume estimated from 

DXA whole body measures; secondly, we substitute bioimpedance analysis (BIA) for deuterium 

dilution to measure total body water. We then compare our method to two other protein 

estimates [39,78]. With our method, we can measure and report total body protein in less than 

ten minutes. 

Our study design was a retrospective analysis of a clinical sample of convenience. Each 

participant received a body composition evaluation including the following techniques and 

measures: NAA, BIA, ADP, whole body DXA, weight, and height. Three different protein 

estimates described below (4CL-TBPro, W-TBPro, and DC-TBPro) were generated for each 

individual and compared to neutron activation analysis protein (NAA-TBPro). 

Participants. Participants were recruited at the Body Composition Laboratory of the Monash 

Medical Centre, Southern Health (Melbourne, Victoria, Australia) following inpatient and 

outpatient referral from clinical units. Laboratory measurements for clinical purposes had a 

general approval from the Southern Health Human Ethics Committee, including those 

procedures involving radiation exposure. The study participants include patients with chronic 

renal disease, intestinal failure, anorexia, malnutrition, obesity, liver disease, inherited 

metabolic disorders and others. We were given body composition measures for 189 individuals, 

but one person was excluded because of invalid DXA scan results. While most individuals 

(n=171) had measurements from a single visit, some individuals (n=18) had both baseline and 

follow-up measurements. Only baseline measurements were used in the overall study 
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population, which was split into two datasets (calibration and validation). The calibration 

dataset was used to generate coefficients for the protein measure described later (DC-TBPro), 

and the validation dataset was used to compare all protein measures. The total study 

population was split into these datasets by simple random selection stratified by sex, BMI 

category, and age decade (by decade, with those over 70 years in a single group) with a 

sampling rate of 0.5 for each of the stratified categories. The calibration population consisted of 

109 individuals (68 female), and the validation population consisted of 78 individuals (51 

female).  

Neutron Activation Analysis (NAA). Total body protein was calculated from the direct 

measurement of total body nitrogen by prompt-γ IVNAA (in vivo NAA), where 1 g Nitrogen ≡ 

6.25 g protein [54,55]. Additionally, nitrogen index, a normalized comparison of actual total 

body protein to predicted total body protein, was calculated, where absolutely normal nitrogen 

index is 1.00 (with a standard deviation of 0.80) [79]. In practice, subjects lay supine on a 

movable bed which was positioned to center the trunk section in a collimated neutron beam 

measuring 40 cm x 20 cm at a bed level 35 cm above a 10 µg 252Cf neutron source. Induced γ 

rays characteristic of body Nitrogen were measured over a 1000 s exposure by two 10 cm x 10 

cm x 15 cm NaI(Tl) detectors, one positioned each side of the patient. Subject measurements 

were calibrated against a phantom and a correction factor applied to account for variation in 

body width and thickness. The effective whole body radiation dose was 0.32 mSv, and the 

quality factor (Q) was 20 to overestimate any radiation exposure [80]. The intra- and inter-assay 

accuracy and precision was established in phantoms as >97% and <4% (CV, coefficient of 

variation), and >98% and <5%, respectively [79]. 

Bioimpedance Analysis (BIA). Single frequency tetra-polar bioelectrical impedance analysis was 

performed using an 800 µA (50 kHz) alternating current. After fasting for a minimum of 4 hours 
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and bladder emptying, patients adopted a supine position with arms spread apart from the body 

and legs separated. Signal input and output electrodes were placed on the dorsum of the right 

hand and foot. Recording electrodes were placed ipsilaterally, 5 cm proximal to the output 

electrodes. Total body resistance was measured in Ohms using an Impedimed DF50 body 

composition analyzer (Impedimed, Brisbane, Australia). Total body water was estimated using 

the equation of Lukaski [50]. 

Air Displacement Plethysmography (ADP). ADP measures were acquired using the Bod Pod 

(Cosmed, Inc., Concord, CA) to measure total body volume.  

DXA Imaging: Each participant received a whole body DXA scan using the GE-Lunar Prodigy (GE-

Lunar, Madison, WI, USA) and analyzed using software version 12. Participants were positioned 

as instructed by the manufacturer. Briefly, each participant was scanned in the same clothing 

used for the ADP measure, centered on the table. The scan took approximately seven minutes 

with an X-ray dose of 0.1 µSv. All participants were scanned using the medium thickness scan 

mode. The analysis regions used were the standard regions where the head, torso, arms, and 

legs are all subdivided. The analysis report includes total body bone mineral content (BMC, g), 

bone area (AREA, cm2), areal bone mineral density (BMD, g/cm2), fat mass (FM, g), soft tissue 

lean mass (g), and total mass (g). Daily quality assurance and calibration phantom scans were 

acquired for each day of use. The precision of the phantom scans during the study period was 

0.8% coefficient of variation and no calibration drifts were observed. 

Protein Estimates. Protein was estimated using three different methods: one derived from a 

variant of the 4C Lohman model (4CL-TBPro) [39]; another estimated by Wang, et al. using fat-

free mass, age, and sex (W-TBPro) [78]; and another directly calibrated to neutron activation 

analysis using whole body DXA data and BIA water (DC-TBPro).  
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1.  4C Lohman Protein (4CL-TBPro): The standard 4C model solves for fat using total mass, 

total body volume (TBV) by ADP, total body water (TBW) by deuterium dilution, and BMC by 

DXA. This model assumes specific compartment densities for water, fat, protein, and BMC [39]. 

Fat mass (FM) is estimated using the following equation: 

FM (kg) = 2.747×TBV-0.714×TBW+1.146×BMC-2.050×Mass (2-10) 

Using this fat measure, protein mass is estimated as the residual mass when fat, water, and BMC 

components are removed from the total mass, resulting in the following equation: 

4CL-TBPro (kg) = 3.050×Mass – 0.286×TBW - 2.146×BMC – 2.747×TBV (2-11) 

In this study, we generated a variant of this Lohman model by using BIA to measure total body 

water because deuterium dilution was not available.  

2.  Wang Protein (W-TBPro): A prediction model was derived by Wang et al. [78]that 

exclusively used DXA fat free mass (FFM), age, and sex. The estimate was derived in 144 adults 

with a mean age of 44 and age range from 20 to 94 years, resulting in the following equation: 

W-TBPro = 0.156×FFM - 0.028×Age + 0.55×Sex + 2.77 (2-12) 

FFM is the sum of the lean soft tissue and bone mass; the study reported a root mean squared 

error (RMSE) to NAA-TBPro of 0.86 kg and coefficient of determination (R2) of 0.83. 

3. Direct Calibration Protein (DC-TBPro): This protein estimate was created from equation 

(2-8). Total body volume was estimated by calibrating DXA mass compartments to ADP-volume. 

Mass was measured by scale. BMC was measured by DXA scan. Total body water was measured 

by bioimpedance analysis. All these measures (total body volume by DXA, mass, BMC, and total 

body water) were calibrated to neutron activation analysis (NAA) protein. 
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2.4.2.3. Trunk to Leg Volume Ratio, Diabetes, and Mortality Outcomes Study 

 Body shape is a known risk factor for mortality and diabetes, which is a major global 

health problem associated with reduced life span, increased morbidity, and significant financial 

burdens on individuals and health care systems [9,10]. Body mass index (BMI), an indicator of 

overall adiposity, and waist circumference, an indicator of central adiposity, are crude measures 

used to characterize body fatness and are associated with diabetes risk [11,24,25,26]. Typically, 

those with high BMI or waist circumference are considered to have elevated risk for diabetes 

and metabolic covariates [11,12,13]. However, Carnethon et al recently found that mortality 

rates were higher in adults with normal BMI at the time of incident diabetes than those 

individuals who were overweight or obese (by BMI) [14]. 

 While ratios of DXA-reported fat masses have been used to distinguish certain groups, 

they are not as intuitive as body shape itself. We have recently developed a technique to 

measure solid body volume using DXA-reported fat, lean, and BMC values [2,3]. DXA-based 

volume outperforms traditional air and water displacement techniques because regional body 

volumes can be measured and no assumptions are needed to correct for internal air voids. This 

method is powerful because it is applicable for retrospective analysis of large studies since it 

only requires access to standard DXA scan values. 

In this study, we derived an easily interpretable body shape measure from whole body 

DXA data, the ratio of trunk volume to leg volume, and tested its association to diabetes, 

metabolic covariates, and subsequent mortality in a representative United States population. 

We hypothesized that participants with a higher trunk to leg volume ratio would have higher 

rates of diabetes, its metabolic covariates, and mortality. 

 We performed a retrospective analysis of the publicly accessible NHANES 1999-2004 

datasets to determine the association of body shape to diabetes, metabolic covariates, and 
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mortality. NHANES is a population-based study of the non-institutionalized US population. In 

addition to DXA scan output, NHANES 1999-2004 contains self-reported survey responses 

(including gender, race/ethnicity, diabetes status, physical activity level, family size, family 

income level, various medication usage) and laboratory-based results (including weight, height, 

BMI, waist circumference, fasting plasma glucose, insulin, triglycerides, high-density lipoprotein 

(HDL), systolic blood pressure, and diastolic blood pressure). There were a total of 10,673 adult 

subjects (age >= 20 years) with DXA scan output data available from the public study website 

[81]. We excluded 797 individuals who had one of several quality-related issues due to either a 

non-removable artifact or body positioning in the DXA scan (e.g. missing limb, arm was off the 

scan table, metal implant, etc.) The total number of participants included in the final data 

analysis was 9876: 3120 individuals were from years 1999-2000, 3523 from years 2001-2003, 

and 3233 from years 2003-2004. Prospective mortality, coded as “Assumed alive” or “Assumed 

deceased”, was available for download on the NHANES public study website by a linkage with 

the National Death Index through 12/31/2006 [81]. 

 We generated whole body and regional (arms, legs, and trunk) volume measures from 

the DXA scan output by using the calibration equation described in a previous reporting [2]. We 

created our body shape index as the ratio of trunk volume to leg volume. We then used this new 

body shape variable (trunk to leg volume ratio) in a variety of analyses described in the statistics 

section. 
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2.3.3. Principal Component Analysis of DXA Images 

 Principal component analysis was done in MATLAB R2012a (MathWorks, Inc., Natick, 

MA) using the “princomp” function. All thickness image matrices were reshaped to a single row 

and combined with all other participants’ reshaped matrices. Each individual’s thickness image 

was stored as a row in the overall thickness matrix. As the first step of PCA, mean thickness 

values for each pixel are generated from the total data set and subtracted from each pixel. This 

step normalizes each pixel so the mean value is now zero, and variations from the mean are 

easily found. The input of the “princomp” function was this overall thickness matrix, and the 

outputs included matrices of principal component coefficients, scores for individual thickness 

image projected onto each principal component axis, and percentages of thickness variation 

explained by each principal component.  

Visualizing principal components scores (‘eigenshapes’). Each column of the coefficient matrix 

corresponds to locations and magnitudes of major variation in each principal component. To 

visualize what variation each principal component measures, we can reshape each column of 

the coefficient matrix to the shape of the original thickness images. From the output of the 

“princomp” function, we can also see how much total thickness variation each principal 

component describes as a percentage. In essence, these principal component score images are 

like the “eigenfaces” used in facial recognition, so these images could be considered 

“eigenshapes”. 

Principal component scores. The principal component score matrix contains the values (or 

scores) for each individual when their thickness image data is projected onto each principal 

component. For instance, an individual could have a PC1 (1st principal component) score of 5 

and a PC2 (2nd principal component) score of 0. For PC1, we know this individual was above the 

mean; for PC2, we know this individual was at the mean. The magnitude and direction of these 
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projected scores depends entirely on the dataset used. Ultimately, we can use these principal 

component scores just like any other clinical variable in any clinical analysis including correlation 

to other clinical variables and in logistic regression models. 

Visualizing extremes for each eigenshape. In order to visualize what some with an extreme 

value in one eigenshape (or principal component) axis, we need to find the mean thickness 

image, mean score for each principal component score, and standard deviation of each principal 

component score. In this case, an extreme value in a principal component score is defined as 

(plus or minus) three standard deviations from the mean principal component score. We can 

multiply each eigenshape by these extreme principal component scores and add the mean 

thickness value for each pixel to generate a visualization of what happens at the extremes of 

each principal component. 
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2.3.3.1. UCSF Pilot DXA Study. 

This was a retrospective analysis of DXA scans (N=25) from the first visit of the same 

UCSF study previously described with the development of the DXA-volume test tool. Thickness 

images were generated from DXA scans using the DXA-volume test tool [1]. Using principal 

component analysis on these thickness images, we generated the major modes of body 

thickness variation as a proof-of-concept.  

Population. The twenty five participants (14 females, 11 males), had the following 

characteristics (mean ± standard deviation): age 37.8±15.5 years, weight 70.1±14.8kg, 1.7±0.1m, 

and BMI 23.5±3.7 kg/m2.  

DXA Imaging. Participants were scanned on a Discovery Wi DXA system (Hologic, Inc. Bedford, 

MA) while dressed in a hospital gown or tight fitting swimwear. Participants lay flat on the DXA 

table as the whole body scan took approximately 7 minutes. The Hologic software version for 

analysis was Discovery 12.6; measures reported included the following used in this study: total 

body mass, percent fat, and BMC. Hologic’s NHANES (National Health and Nutrition Exam and 

Survey) population option was used in the analysis for the percent fat measurement. This option 

is intended to improve the agreement of the DXA soft tissue measures with 4C models [59]. The 

NHANES option multiplies the lean mass by 0.946 and the fat mass by 1.05. 

DXA-volume test tool. The DXA-volume test tool was used to generate a thickness image from 

each whole body DXA scan [1]. This tool reads in the raw DXA scan file, determines the high-

energy attenuation and ratio of low to high-energy attenuation values for each image pixel, 

finds bone pixels, estimates soft tissue values over identified bone pixels, and generates a soft-

tissue thickness based on a calibration equation between thickness and X-ray attenuation values 

for each image pixel.  
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2.3.3.2. Image Registration Tools. 

2.3.3.2.1. Performance of Non-Linear Diffeomorphic Demons Study. 

Linear Image Registration. We needed to remove as much variation due to patient positioning 

in the DXA scans. Within the DXA-volume test tool, we moved each individual in the DXA scan so 

that they were located at the top and center of the image. We even rotated the image to correct 

for minor variations in the center of mass for each row. Because feet positions tend to vary 

considerably between DXA scans, we also automatically removed feet up to the ankles before 

doing further analysis. 

Non-Linear Image Registration. To remove non-linear variations like leg splay, head tilt, and 

arm bend, we need to use a non-linear image registration algorithm. The diffeomorphic demon 

algorithm was originally used by researchers to warp brain images together to determine major 

differences between healthy and diseased individuals [82]. We chose to test an iteration of this 

algorithm called the diffeomorphic log demons image registration algorithm produced by 

Lombaert that was available for download on the MATLAB Central website [83]. 

Determining optimized diffeomorphic demon parameters. We wanted to determine the 

parameters that best optimized Lombaert’s algorithm for our HealthABC DXA-derived thickness 

image. We did this in two separate but linked experiments.  

 In the first experiment, we generated a simple random sample of 30 individuals from 

HealthABC Year 1 stratified by male/female and normal/overweight/obese BMI categories in the 

SAS statistical software (SAS, Inc., Cary, NC). For these 30 individuals, we generated DXA 

thickness images (in which the feet were automatically cut off). All images were warped to a 

single, reference image, determined to be a normal BMI female. To find the optimized 

parameters, we varied the weight on the similarity term from 2.5 to 5.5 and the weight on 

spatial uncertainties (maximal step) from 3.5 to 4.5. We left the number of blurring pyramid 
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levels at six; this means warping would started at images 1/6 the actual resolution, then 1/5, 

and so on until the actual resolution of the image. We defined the best parameters as those that 

minimized the amount of energy between the fixed and warped images overall and across BMI 

categories.  

 In the second experiment, we used the optimized algorithm parameters on a larger 

sample from HealthABC to evaluate the consistency of these parameters in a quantitative and 

qualitative sense. We generated a simple random sample of 298 individuals from HealthABC 

(Year 1), stratified by male/female and normal/overweight/obese BMI categories using SAS. For 

these 298 individuals, we generated DXA thickness images (in which the feet were automatically 

cut off and then stretched so all images were approximately the same general size). We 

determined separate male and female reference images that were approximately the average 

BMI for each sex. We used the optimized performance characteristics from the first experiment 

on each set of male/female images. We analyzed the energy levels and determined qualitatively 

how well the non-linear image registration worked on this larger sample.  
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2.3.3.3. HealthABC, Body Shape, and Outcomes  

 We initially developed and validated a new tool that can generate pixel-level soft tissue 

thickness measures from whole body DXA scans. We then realized that researchers and 

clinicians may not have direct access to DXA scan files, so we developed and validated a tool to 

estimate regional and whole body volumes using DXA scan outputs of fat mass, lean mass, and 

bone mineral content. Building on this second tool, we developed a method to estimate total 

body protein measures using a single DXA scan and total body water measure. 

 While developing new research and clinical tools is important, we wanted to make sure 

they were clinically useful by applying these tools to several large studies. Within the NHANES 

dataset, we found that trunk to leg volume ratio was a powerful measure that helped 

distinguish those with diabetes, its metabolic covariates, and subsequent mortality. 

Unfortunately, we only had permission to use DXA scan output and not the actual DXA scan files 

from the NHANES study. In a small proof-of-concept study, we demonstrated that we could use 

principal component analysis to generate modes of body shape that are more specific than 

regional volume measures.  

  In this final study, we use the collective knowledge gained from all of our previous 

studies to perform principal component analysis on DXA-derived shape measures in the Health 

Aging and Body Composition (HealthABC) study. 

Participants: HealthABC was a 7-year prospective study that investigated the impact of changes 

in body composition and health conditions on age-related physiological status. Participants were 

recruited in the late 1990s and were aged between 70 and 79 years and drawn from a sample of 

Medicare recipients in Pittsburgh and Memphis. Subjects were eligible for the HealthABC study 

if they reported no difficulty walking a small distance, climbing several steps, or performing daily 

living activities. A total of 3,075 subjects (50% men, 43% African Americans) were enrolled and 
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completed baseline evaluation. Participants enrolled had measurements taken at baseline (Year 

1) and, if still alive, follow up (Year 6) [84,85]. 

DXA-volume test tool. The DXA-volume test tool was used to generate a thickness image from 

each whole body DXA scan [1].  

Principal component analysis. Principal component analysis was done as described earlier. 
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2.4. Major Statistical Techniques Used 

 A variety of statistical techniques are used throughout this dissertation, but all the 

statistics were done using SAS software version 9.2 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC). For all statistical 

tests, significance was defined at the P<0.05 threshold, unless otherwise noted.  

 At the start of each study presented, we used univariate analysis to determine the 

overall population characteristics including mean and standard deviation of values. This analysis 

gave us the first indication if there was large population variability indicated by a large standard 

deviation. To analyze the prevalence of variance diseases and disorders, we generated 

frequency distributions that described the distribution of individuals within certain groups; for 

instance, in one study, we looked at the prevalence of diabetes by BMI category throughout the 

United States.  

 In some of our studies, we determined whether there was a significant trend in the 

prevalence of certain disorders by certain grouping variables using the Cochran-Armitage Trend 

test; for instance, we determined whether there was a significant trend in prevalence of 

diabetes by increasing BMI category using this test. Additionally, we also looked at whether 

there were significant interaction terms between subgroups for each outcome. For instance, in 

one study, we determined whether there was a significant interaction between BMI category 

and trunk to leg volume ratio quartile for the prevalence of diabetes; a significant interaction 

term indicated that for a given quartile of trunk to leg volume ratio, the prevalence of diabetes 

looked different for some of the BMI categories. To look at whether differences in values 

between groups were statistically significant, we used the Student’s t-test with Bonferroni-

adjustment; this adjustment was used in multiple comparison situations to make conservative 

estimates of statistical significance.  
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 After univariate analysis, we typically compared multiple variables using some form of 

correlation and linear regression analysis. Pearson product-moment correlation was used to 

compare how closely related two variables were (and in what direction the relationship 

occurred). Linear regression was used in several ways throughout this dissertation: (1) to find 

the best fit line between two variables; (2) to generate calibration equations between two 

variables (3) to determine the root mean square error (RMSE) that determines the test-retest 

precision of variables. Linear regression to find the best-fit line between two variables 

performed using SAS’s proc glm function; this function gave slope, intercept, and coefficient of 

determination (R2) values for the best-fit line. To generate calibration equations, we used the 

proc glm function to generate variable coefficients and the coefficient of determination (R2) 

between the dependent variable and independent variables. To determine the test-retest 

precisions between repeat measurements, linear regression was used, in which the repeat 

measure was the dependent variable and the initial measure was the independent variable. 

 As an extension of linear regression, we employed use of the Bland-Altman technique to 

compare how well two separate techniques agreed for the same measurement [86]. In this 

technique, the difference between measurement techniques is the dependent variable and the 

mean between the two techniques is the independent variable. An ideal Bland-Altman 

relationship is one in which the difference between the two measurements is zero, no matter 

what the magnitude of the value; in this case, the Bland-Altman slope would be zero. If a Bland-

Altman plot had a significant positive slope, this indicated that the two techniques had 

differences in measurement depending on the magnitude of the value.  

 Logistic regression was used to determine the association between body composition 

variables and metabolic outcomes (diabetes, high triglycerides, low HDL, high blood pressure, 

and metabolic syndrome). For each logistic regression model, we determined the order of 
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variable significance, area under the receiver-operator characteristic curve (AUC), and odds 

ratios of body composition variables. 

Trunk to Leg Volume Ratio, Diabetes, and Mortality Outcomes. We analyzed the distribution of 

demographic variables by BMI category and tested for differences between these groups by the 

Bonferroni-adjusted t-test. We examined the prevalence of pre-diabetes (fasting plasma glucose 

levels between 100 -125 mg/dL) and diabetes (defined by self- reported diagnosis or a fasting 

glucose ≥126 mg/dL) by  gender, race/ethnicity, age category, BMI category, weight quartile, 

DXA total percent fat quartile, trunk to leg volume ratio quartile, waist circumference category, 

triglyceride level, HDL-cholesterol level, and blood pressure category.  To avoid the confounding 

effect of medication use of individuals with diabetes on their lipids and blood pressure, we used 

quartile cut points derived from the population excluding those with diabetes. We used the 

2005 NCEP guidelines to define cut points for BMI categories, high waist circumference, high 

triglyceride levels, high blood pressure, low HDL levels, and metabolic syndrome [34].For the 

metabolic syndrome definition, we only had enough information to determine whether 

individuals were taking insulin, diabetes pills, or antihypertension medication; information 

about fibrates or niacin was not available in this iteration of NHANES.  

 We determined whether there was a significant trend in the prevalence of diabetes, 

high triglycerides, low HDL, and high blood pressure with trunk to leg volume quartile. To 

determine whether these trends differed by sub-group, we examined the distribution of 

individuals in each quartile of trunk to leg volume ratio with each outcome by BMI category, 

gender, and race/ethnicity group. Additionally, we investigated the prevalence of metabolic 

syndrome and mortality rate in each quartile of trunk to leg volume ratio by BMI category, 

gender, race/ethnicity group, and age category. We also determined whether there was 
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significant interaction between trunk to leg volume ratio quartile and subgroup (BMI category, 

gender, race/ethnicity, and age category) for each outcome. 

 We used sequential logistic regression models to determine the association between 

trunk to leg volume ratio and metabolic outcomes (diabetes, high triglycerides, low HDL-

cholesterol levels, high blood pressure, and metabolic syndrome) and mortality. For each model, 

we determined the order of variable significance, area under the receive-operator characteristic 

curve (AUC), odds ratio per standard deviation increase of trunk to leg volume ratio, and odds 

ratios for trunk to leg volume quartile (compared to the first quartile). We first adjusted for age 

alone; in the second stage covariate model, we also included gender, race/ethnicity, continuous 

BMI, continuous waist circumference, self-reported activity level, continuous poverty index 

ratio. To adjust for other DXA-derived measures of body fat, we created a second covariate 

model that also adjusted for the ratio of trunk fat mass to leg fat mass. The full model (used only 

for diabetes) included all covariates above and further adjusted for fasting insulin, triglycerides, 

HDL, systolic and diastolic blood pressure. We finally created a second full model (used only for 

diabetes) that also adjusted for the ratio of trunk fat mass to leg fat mass. All statistical analysis 

was done using SAS software, version 9.2 (SAS Institute, Inc., Cary, NC). 

To investigate the driving forces of fat mass and lean mass behind trunk to leg volume ratio, we 

generated several height-normalized variables: trunk fat mass index (kg/m2), trunk lean mass 

index (kg/m2), trunk volume index (L/m2), leg fat mass index (kg/m2), leg lean mass index 

(kg/m2), and leg volume index (L/m2). To determine what body composition variables affected 

trunk to leg volume the most, we compared mean values of these height-normalized variables, 

trunk to leg fat mass ratio, and trunk to leg lean mass ratio to trunk to leg volume ratio quartile. 
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HealthABC & PCA. We compared the first 20 principal component scores derived from DXA-

thickness images for each individual to various clinical measures and outcomes using Pearson-

product moment correlation. Trunk to leg volume ratio were generated from calibration 

equations previously described that related DXA scan output (fat, lean, and bone mineral 

content) to body volume [2]. 

 We used several logistic regression models to determine the association between 

principal component scores and clinical outcomes (prevalent diabetes, prevalent high 

triglycerides, prevalent low HDL-cholesterol levels, prevalent hip fracture, and subsequent 

mortality) by gender. For each model, we determined the area under the receive-operator 

characteristic curve (AUC) and significant model variables. In the first model for each outcome, 

we adjusted for race, age, BMI, waist circumference, and trunk to leg volume ratio. In the 

second model for each outcome, we adjusted for the first twenty principal components derived 

the thickness images. All statistical analysis was done using SAS software, version 9.2 (SAS 

Institute, Inc., Cary, NC). 
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2.5. Results 

2.5.1. DXA-volume Test Tool  

Figure 2-8 shows the bone isolation and soft tissue estimation process using an example 

DXA scan. A representative DXA-volume image of one of our 4C study participants is shown in 

Figure 2-9; a pseudo-color version of this image is available for download in the supplemental 

section of this manuscript. DXA-volume and ADP-volume measurements were highly correlated 

(R2=0.99, P<0.0001) as seen in Figure 2-10 and Table 2-1. Bland-Altman analysis of DXA-volume 

and ADP-volume (found in the supplementary materials) showed no significant bias between 

the measures but did display an apparent curvature. The differences between DXA-volume and 

ADP-volume ranged from -1.68L to 0.97L. One ALS and one healthy participant were unable to 

give a valid residual lung volume measurement with ADP, so the device calculated a gross 

estimate of the total body volume. For this ALS participant, the average volume measurement 

was 56.04L, and the DXA-volume was 1.52L smaller than the ADP-volume. For this healthy 

participant, the average volume was 60.53L, and the DXA-volume was 0.47L smaller than the 

ADP-volume. The mass based on Equation (2-4) was highly correlated (R2=0.99, P<0.0001) to 

scale weight and had no statistically significant bias (see Table 2-1).  

We constructed Lohman’s 4C model for each participant to compare percent fat 

measures with both volume methods, as in Equation (1-6). Table 1 shows a very high correlation 

between percent fat measures from DXA-volume and ADP-volume (R2 = 0.96, RMSE = 1.82%, 

P<0.0001). Both 4C percent fat measures (from DXA-volume and ADP-volume) were highly 

correlated to DXA software-report percent fat (see Table 2-1). 

 Using Bland-Altman analysis in Figure 2-11, we found a significant bias between 4C 

DXA-volume percent fat and 4C ADP-volume percent fat (slope=-0.25, intercept=8.35%). We also 

found a significant bias between 4C DXA-volume percent fat and DXA software-reported percent 
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fat (slope=-0.16, intercept=5.56%). The differences between DXA-volume percent fat and ADP-

volume percent fat ranged from -2.59% to 7.61%. The participant with 7.61% fat difference had 

a 0.60L difference between DXA-volume and ADP-volume. The participant with -2.59% fat 

difference had a -1.68L difference between DXA-volume and ADP-volume. The difference 

between DXA-volume percent fat and DXA software-report percent ranged from -1.62% and 

4.92%.  
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Figure 2-8. Process of identifying bone and estimating soft tissue. (a) HE image. (b) R-value 
image. (c) Bone pixels are selected as pixels above the bone threshold function (solid line). (d) 
Image of pixels identified as soft tissue, which are below the bone threshold function. (e) Soft 
tissue values for bone pixels are estimated by nearest neighbor and next-nearest neighbor 
interpolation of pixels from (d). (f) Complete soft tissue image with no bone, a combination of 
(d) and (e). 
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Figure 2-9. (Left) Displays a volume contour map for a 28 year old study participant with a DXA-
volume of 63.86L; notice the depression in the lung area where air is filled. (Top Right) Top-view 
of volume image. (Bottom Right) A side-view of volume is displayed. 
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Figure 2-10. Scatter plot with linear regression of DXA-volume versus ADP-volume measures for 
the 4C population (n=11). The linear regression had an R2=0.99, significant slope of 0.97 
(p<0.0001), and no statistically significant intercept. Statistical significance from zero was 
defined at the P<0.05 threshold. 
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Figure 2-11. (Top) Bland-Altman analysis of 4C DXA-volume percent fat and 4C ADP-volume 
percent fat (n=10). This relationship had an R2=0.59, significant slope of -0.25, and significant 
intercept of 8.35. (Bottom) Bland-Altman analysis of 4C DXA-volume percent fat and DXA 
percent fat (n=10). This relationship had an R2=0.54, significant slope of -0.16, and significant 
intercept of 5.56. Statistical significance from zero was defined at the P<0.05 threshold.  
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Table 2-1. Linear regression analysis for measurements taken in this study. SE is the standard 
error. “DXA reported mass” is the mass value reported by the DXA analysis software. “Equation 
(2-4) Mass” is the total mass calculated by multiplying each pixel’s areal density (from Equation 
(2-4)) and the pixel area. The DXA-volume measure is highly correlated to ADP-volume. Both 4C 
percent fat measures were highly correlated with DXA measures. 
 

Y-Measure X-Measure N R2 RMSE Slope (SE) Intercept (SE) 

DXA Reported  
Mass 

Scale  
Weight 

11 0.99 0.75kg 1.02* (0.02) 3.40 (1.64) 

Equation (2-4)  
Mass 

Scale  
Weight 

11 0.99 0.88kg 1.01* (0.02) -1.28 (1.91) 

DXA-volume ADP-volume 11 0.99 1.05L 0.97* (0.03) 2.04 (2.08) 

4C DXA-vol.  
% Fat 

4C ADP-vol.  
% Fat 

10 0.96 1.82% 0.76* (0.06) 7.84* (1.73) 

4C DXA-vol.  
% Fat 

DXA  
% Fat 

10 0.98 1.25% 0.85* (0.04) 5.39* (1.30) 

DXA  
% Fat 

4C ADP-vol.  
% Fat 

10 0.97 1.72% 0.89* (0.05) 2.95 (1.63) 

*Indicates statistical significance (P<0.05) from zero. 
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This study showcases the derivation of a DXA-based method to measure total body 

volume. With DXA-volume, Lohman’s 4C model can be fully constructed using only a single DXA 

scan and TBW measure; our method eliminates the need for a separate body volume device. We 

found DXA-volume and ADP-volume highly correlated with no significant bias, despite 

calibration using independent standards and methods. We used these two volume measures to 

calculate percent fat for each individual with a total body water measure. We found all percent 

fat measures were highly correlated. Importantly, our DXA-volume method uses a single setup 

for a large range of ages (neonates to the elderly) and body types (underweight to obese) 

[87,88]. Currently, there are separate ADP devices marketed for infants (Pea Pod), toddlers (Tod 

Pod), and adults (Bod Pod). DXA-volume only requires a subject to lie flat for 5 minutes, without 

being immersed in water or encapsulated. 

With the DXA-volume method, accurate total and regional body volumes can be 

measured with fewer assumptions than with ADP and UWW. For both ADP and UWW, residual 

lung volume must be estimated to calculate the TBV accurately. For underwater weighing, the 

participant exhales deeply while a measure of buoyancy is taken. For the Bod Pod, a specific 

breathing protocol is used in which participants do not fully exhaust the lungs. The accuracy of 

these two techniques has long been debated [46,47] and neither is appropriate for all 

participants. In our study, for instance, one ALS and one healthy participant were not able to 

provide a valid ADP-volume measure due to breath weakness and breathing protocol issues, 

respectively. In these two cases, the Bod Pod used estimates of lung volume based on body size 

to calculate total body volume [89]. Despite no statistically significant bias between DXA-volume 

and ADP-volume in Bland-Altman analysis, the data have an apparent curvature, which is likely 

due to the small sample size. With underwater weighing, infants cannot be submerged under 

water nor can they follow breathing instructions. Our DXA-volume method does not require a 
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lung volume measure because the X-ray attenuations are normalized to “air”. Thus, DXA-volume 

only includes “solid” (non-air) volume in its pixel volume measures.  

Underwater weighing has been considered the gold standard for body volume 

measures, and, for the past decade, ADP has been considered a direct substitute for UWW [90] 

and largely supplanted UWW in studies because of its ease of use and reported repeatability. 

Although DXA-volume may have advantages over UWW and ADP because of lung volume errors, 

DXA does involve radiation. For this reason, ADP is more appropriate in some special 

circumstances such as pregnancy.  

In this first preliminary description of the DXA-volume method, we calibrated directly to 

convenient biologically equivalent phantom materials and clinically compared our method to 

ADP. Two techniques that may be considered “gold standards” for TBV are computed 

tomography (CT) and Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI). CT is commonly used for measuring 

organ volumes and densities [91], muscle volumes, and visceral and subcutaneous fat cross-

sectional volumes [92]. Studies of whole body CT volume are rare because of the high doses 

involved. However, MRI has been used extensively for whole body composition in both whole 

body and regional modes [93].  

With more than 30,000 systems in the US and 50,000 worldwide, DXA can measure total 

body mass in adults with test-retest reliability better than 100 grams. DXA is the de facto gold 

standard body composition technique because of its high reliability, extensive availability, and 

good safety profile [56,57,58].  

In future studies, when combined with a total body water measurement, our DXA-

volume method could calculate protein mass indirectly by subtracting the fat, water, and bone 

mineral components from the whole body mass. As a small component measured indirectly in 

the 4C model, protein mass would be very sensitive to measurement errors in the other 
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compartments. Direct validation of protein measures with neutron activation analysis 

measurements would be ideal, but these potassium counters are expensive, hard to find, and 

not clinically feasible.  

Our study has limitations. The soft-tissue calibration phantom used to convert R-values 

and HE-attenuations to masses and volumes was small and represented a limited number of 

pixel thicknesses (10.5cm-21.7cm) and masses (77.0g-179.0g). Because of these limited sizes, 

the calibration phantom was scanned using the “PA Spine Scan” mode for better spatial 

resolution. The “whole body” scan mode pixels were too large to sample the phantom 

calibration regions adequately. A larger phantom with a wider range of masses, thicknesses, and 

compositions that can be scanned in “whole body” mode would improve the mass and volume 

calibrations further. Our calibration phantom was made from stable polymer materials that 

mimicked biological materials; previous studies have shown these materials to be similar to 

their biological (protein, lipid, and water) counterparts [72] . However, further calibration may 

be needed against cadaveric samples to fully verify their relationship to biological materials.  

Additionally, our study population was small (11 total participants, 10 with TBW 

measures). Future work with a larger number of participants would allow for a better 

description of technique results. The 4C DXA-volume percent fat had statistically significant 

biases compared to DXA software-reported percent fat and 4C ADP-volume percent fat. This 

bias must be further explored before DXA-volume is clinically used for estimating percent fat. A 

larger number of participants will help determine whether these biases are a function of limited 

sample size. While the calibration phantom had a thickness range that was similar to human 

body thickness, our DXA-volume method neglects any fan beam magnification effects which 

introduce small pixel volume error. We hope to quantify these parallax effects and create 

corrections in the future. The spatial resolution in “whole body” mode also limited this study; 
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with larger pixel sizes in this mode, partial volume artifacts affected pixels on the air/body 

interface. Our attenuation dataset had pixel areas of 0.80cm2, while the native resolution of the 

whole body scan is higher. Other DXA systems, such as the iDXA (GE Healthcare, Madison, WI) 

may provide higher spatial resolution. 

When constructing the 4C model, we used BMC values reported by the manufacturer’s 

software because our calibration phantom only included soft-tissue materials. Future work will 

include constructing a phantom with “bone” material and validating our bone segmentation 

algorithm on a larger scale. We estimated soft-tissue values for pixels that contained bone using 

a small 5x5 pixel neighborhood. This small neighborhood worked well for most of the body, but 

the head needed a larger (20x20) interpolation window to estimate soft tissue values. Additional 

study of the head is necessary to understand how this soft tissue estimate affects the region’s 

volume measurements.  

While ADP is an innovative technology that is used extensively to measure body volume 

because of its cost and availability, the technique has many assumptions that make us question 

its “gold standard” claim. We would like to validate DXA-volume against measures from more 

accurate, volumetric imaging modalities like CT or MRI, which do not have residual lung volume 

issues.   
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2.5.2. Regional DXA-volume  

2.5.2.1. Regional DXA-volume Validation. 

There were 25 individuals (14 female) with baseline measures. Twenty-two of these 

individuals had six-month follow-up measures. Table 2-2 displays the characteristics for the 

calibration population (baseline) and the six-month follow up measures. The baseline had no 

statistically significant differences in characteristics from the six-month follow-up measures by 

the Student t-test. DXA-volume and ADP-volume were highly correlated (R2=0.99). The 

calibration coefficients are as follows: vFat=1.14 (p<0.0001), vLean=0.95 (p<0.0001), vBMC=0.21 

(P>0.05), vresidual =0.01 (p>0.05). The coefficients imply average densities for fat, lean, and BMC 

used by Hologic are 0.88kg/L, 1.05kg/L, and 4.85kg/L, respectively. The residual coefficient 

corresponds to a volume of 0.01L not explained by the lean, fat, and BMC components. There 

was no significant change in these coefficients based on the use of the NHANES correction 

factors described earlier. 

Figure 2-12 shows the separate linear regression and Bland-Altman plots between DXA-

volume and ADP-volume for the baseline and six-month measures. The linear regression slope 

and RMSE values were similar between DXA and ADP volumes for both baseline and six-month 

measures 1.00 and 0.33kg, and 0.99 and 0.34kg respectively. The Bland-Altman analysis yielded 

no significant correlation coefficient, slope, or intercept. The six-month change in DXA-volume 

was highly correlated with change in ADP-volume, R2=0.98, RMSE=0.30L, with a slope of 0.98, 

and non-significant intercept (see Figure 2-13).  

For the precision population, 485 pairs of participant DXA measurements were 

downloaded from the Centers for Disease Control NHANES website. One hundred participants 

were excluded because of DXA invalidity codes for sub-regional and total body results. Thus, 385 

pairs of scans were available for the precision analysis. Table 2-3 shows the precision of both the 
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DXA-volume and mass measures. Total body, trunk, and legs mass precisions were 1.08%, 

1.98%, and 2.17%, respectively. The precision values for trunk to leg fat mass ratio and trunk to 

peripheral fat mass were 4.95% and 4.62%, respectively. Total body volume, trunk volume, and 

legs volume precision were similar to the bone and soft tissue measures about 1.09%, 1.98%, 

and 2.20%, respectively. The precision values for trunk to total volume, trunk to leg volume, and 

trunk to peripheral volume were better than fat mass ratios about 1.55%, 3.27%, and 3.09%, 

respectively. 
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Table 2-2: Characteristics of the baseline and six-month follow-up populations presented as 
number of individuals for gender and BMI categories and mean ± standard deviation for all 
other measures. 

  Baseline Follow-up 
Gender Female (N) 14 12 
 Male (N) 11 10 
Ethnicity Non-Hispanic White 16 14 
 Non-Hispanic Black 1 0 
 Mexican American 1 1 
 Asian American 6 6 
 Other 1 1 
BMI (kg/m2) Underweight (<18.5) (N) 1 1 
 Normal (18.5-25) (N) 20 15 
 Overweight (25-30) (N) 1 4 
 Obese I (30-35) (N) 3 2 
Demographics Age (yr) 37.8±15.5 37.6±15.5 
 Weight (kg) 70.1±14.8 71.0±15.7 
 Height (cm) 172.0±11.4 173.3±11.5 
DXA Fat Mass (kg) 18.0±8.7 18.2±9.0 
 Lean Mass (kg) 48.3±10.3 49.3±10.0 
 Bone Mineral (kg) 2.4±0.5 2.5±0.5 
ADP Total Body Volume (L) 67.0±15.1 68.0±15.8 
DXA-volume Total Body Volume (L) 67.0±15.1 68.1±15.8 

BMI, body mass index; ADP, air displacement plethysmography 
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Figure 2-12. Plots of DXA-volume vs. ADP-volume (left) and Bland-Altman volume plots (right) in 
the baseline (top) and six-month follow-up (bottom) datasets. (Top, Left) R2=0.99, RMSE=0.33L; 
(Top, Right) R2=0.00, RMSE=0.33L; (Bottom, Left) R2=0.99, RMSE=0.34L; (Bottom, Right) 
R2=0.05, RMSE=0.34L. Both plots of DXA-volume vs. ADP-volume had significant (P<0.05) slopes 
of 1.00 and non-significant (P>0.05) intercepts. Both Bland-Altman volume plots had non-
significant (P>0.05) slopes and intercepts. 
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Figure 2-13. Plot of change in DXA-volume vs. change in ADP-volume over a six-month period 
from the baseline and six-month follow-up datasets (N=22) There was an R2=0.98, RMSE=0.30L, 
significant (P<0.05) slope=0.98, and non-significant intercept. 
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Table 2-3. Repeat-measure precision of DXA-derived measures from the NHANES 1999-2004 
study. 
N=385 pairs  Precision (RMSE) Precision (%) 
DXA Masses (kg) Total Body 0.85 1.08 
 Head 0.14 2.93 
 Arms 0.26 2.70 
 Trunk 0.74 1.98 
 Legs 0.58 2.17 
DXA Ratios Trunk:Leg Fat Mass 0.07 4.95 
 Trunk:Peripheral Fat 

Mass 
0.05 4.62 

DXA-volume (L) Total Body 0.85 1.09 
 Head 0.14 3.15 
 Arms 0.27 2.81 
 Trunk 0.75 1.98 
 Legs 0.58 2.20 
DXA-volume Ratios Trunk:Total Volume 0.01 1.55 
 Trunk:Leg Volume 0.05 3.27 
 Trunk:Peripheral Volume 0.03 3.09 

BMI, body mass index; ADP, air displacement plethysmography 
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This study derived an accurate and precise body volume measurement using only DXA-

reported fat, lean, and BMC values. With this DXA-volume method, whole body and regional 

volumes could be generated quickly without the need for a separate measuring device. In some 

cases, such as the DXA-derived trunk to leg volume and trunk to peripheral volume ratios, 

volume measures had better precision values their mass counterparts, in this case trunk to leg 

and trunk to peripheral fat mass ratios.  

The volume calibration equation generated describes mass compartment densities used 

by Hologic and are reasonable compared to those described in the literature. Fidanza, et al., Siri, 

et al., and Brozek, et al. all have found fat mass to have a density of 0.90kg/L [28,29,94]; our fat 

density (0.88kg/L) indicates that the Hologic DXA system is more closely calibrated to pure 

triglyceride versus adipose tissue, which contains fat, water, and protein. Siri, et al., assumed 

fat-free mass (protein, water, and bone mineral) had a density of 1.10kg/L [28]; our lean density 

(1.05kg/L) does not include bone mineral like fat-free mass and contains a majority water which 

has a density approximately 1.00kg/L. Brozek, et al., validated the density of bone mineral to 

hydroxyapatite as approximately 3.00kg/L [29]; our density of bone mineral was 4.85kg/L, which 

also seems reasonable. It is difficult to measure the exact densities of these pure compartments 

(fat, lean, and bone mineral) with DXA because of compounding effects of water bound to each 

of the mass components. We tried to confirm the accuracy of our coefficients with Hologic, Inc., 

but that information is considered proprietary. These coefficients might be independent of DXA 

system make and model but further study is needed to validate this. 

In recent years, ADP has superseded underwater weighing (UWW) as the de facto gold 

standard for body volume measurement because of its usability and high repeat-scan precision 

[90]. Body volume is typically used in multi-compartment body composition models like the 

Lohman four-compartment model [39]. Without DXA-volume, three separate measurement 
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techniques are needed: a DXA scan, body volume measure, and total body water. Using our 

DXA-volume method, only a DXA scan and total body water measure is needed. 

Beyond their use in four-compartment body composition models, DXA-volume 

measures could provide unique and precise information not currently described with traditional 

DXA data. While controversy exists about their accuracy and utility, BMI and waist 

circumference are the few practical tools clinicians have to quickly measure central adiposity 

and body shape, which is important in metabolic diseases like diabetes [16,17,18,95]. DXA-

volume measures are an intuitive measure of body shape that could be important in prevalence 

and risk stratification of metabolic diseases that are not otherwise described by traditional 

shape and DXA measures.  

We found that whole body and regional DXA-volume had similar precision values to 

whole body and regional DXA mass measurements. In previous studies, ratios of regional DXA 

compartments (like trunk to peripheral fat mass and android to gynoid fat mass) have been used 

as distinguishing characteristics among various groups, like Asian and White adolescents; these 

characteristics are important because they can help stratify risk for cardiovascular and metabolic 

diseases [96,97]. DXA-volume derived ratios of trunk to leg volume and trunk to peripheral 

volume had better precision (3.27% and 3.09%, respectively) than DXA-derived ratios of trunk to 

leg fat mass and trunk to peripheral fat mass (4.95% and 4.62%, respectively).  

 Our study has limitations. Our volume calibration equation was generated on a small 

sample of convenience (n=25). Future work with larger datasets could determine how stable the 

coefficients are. We also could not assess the accuracy of the regional DXA-volume measures 

(arms, trunk, legs, etc.) since our ADP reference method could only measure total body volume. 

Future work would validate regional volumes with computed tomography, magnetic resonance 

imaging, or optical scanning [19,91,92,93]. DXA systems are highly prevalent, are considered the 
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gold standard for body composition, are very precise, and have a good safety profile [56,57,58]. 

However, DXA does use low-dose radiation, which excludes special populations like pregnant 

women, where ADP may still have a useful and unique role. 
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2.5.2.2. DXA-derived Protein. 

Table 2-4 displays the population characteristics for the calibration and validation 

datasets. Both populations had no statistically significant differences in except for height.  

For the direct calibration protein (DC-TBPro) method, total body volume was first 

estimated from DXA and used to measure protein. Using the calibration dataset, the coefficients 

for DXA-volume were generated (all with P<0.01): vlean = 0.933, vfat=1.150, vbmc=-0.438, and 

vresidual = 1.504. The coefficients of lean, fat, and BMC generated for DXA-volume should 

correspond to the inverse densities of each of the DXA components. From our calibration 

dataset, the average densities for lean, fat, and BMC are 1.072kg/L, 0.870kg/L, and -2.283kg/L, 

respectively. The residual coefficient corresponds to a volume of 1.504L not explained by the 

lean, fat, and bone mineral content components. After generating these calibration coefficients, 

the DXA-volume measure was calculated in the validation dataset. Figure 2-14 shows the high 

correlation between ADP-volume and DXA-volume in the calibration and validation datasets. In 

the validation dataset, DXA-volume could explain 99% of ADP-volume variation with a small 

RMSE (0.51L) but no statistically significant intercept. There was no statistically significant 

difference between ADP-volume and DXA-volume mean values by t-test for both calibration and 

validation datasets. 

Coefficients for DC-TBPro were generated using the calibration dataset: cvol=-0.607 

(P<0.0001), cmass=0.623(P<0.0001), cwater=0.150 (P<0.0001), cbmc=0.132 (P=0.61), and 

cresidual=1.076 (P=0.0004). These new calibration coefficients were then used to measure DC-

TBPro in both dataset.  

Table 2-5 displays the linear regression results of NAA-TBPro compared to each of the 

protein measurement methods (4CL-TBPro, W-TBPro, DC-TBPro) for the calibration and 

validation datasets, respectively. On the group level, there were only statistically significant 
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differences (by Bonferroni-adjusted t-test for multiple comparisons) from NAA-TBPro with 4CL-

TBPro in the calibration and validation datasets. Figure 2-15 displays the correlation between 

NAA-TBPro and the three protein measurement methods for the calibration and validation 

datasets. Compared to other protein estimates in the calibration dataset, DC-TBPro had the 

highest R2 (0.90), lowest RMSE (0.76kg), identity slope, and no intercept. In the validation 

dataset, DC-TBPro still had the highest R2 (0.87), lowest RMSE (0.87kg), slope close to identity 

(1.04), and no statistically significant intercept. W-TBPro and 4CL-TBPro came in second and 

third places, respectively, in terms of high R2, low RMSE, slope close to identity, and intercept 

close to zero for both calibration and validation datasets. 

Exploring outlier data is important to understand potential causes of protein estimate 

inaccuracy. Table 2-6 displays the seven individuals (3 from calibration, 4 from validation) that 

have at least one significantly different (defined as >3 standard deviations using the studentized 

residuals from linear regression analysis) protein measure (4CL-TBPro, W-TBPro, or DC-TBPro) 

from NAA-TBPro. V4 had the lowest NAA-TBPro and Nitrogen Index value in the validation 

dataset. V1 and V4 had BMC values (1.9kg and 1.6kg, respectively) that were more than one 

standard deviation below the mean for the validation dataset. C1, C3, and V2 had weight and 

ADP-volume measurements (147.1L, 146.6L, and 145.4L, respectively) more than three standard 

deviations about their respective dataset means. C3, V3, and V4 had very different ratios of total 

body water to lean mass (0.98, 1.12, and 0.66, respectively) that were almost one standard 

deviation away from the dataset mean values. C1 and V2 had low ratios of water to weight (0.34 

and 0.34, respectively) that were almost a standard deviation below the dataset means. C2, V1, 

and V3 had 4CL-TBPro significantly different than NAA-TBPro. C1, C3, V2, and V4 had W-TBPro 

values significantly different from NAA-TBPro. C3 and V4 had DC-TBPro values significantly 

different from NAA-TBPro.   
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Table 2-4. Characteristics of the calibration and validation datasets presented as number of 
individuals for gender and BMI categories and mean ± standard deviation for all other measures. 
Height was the only characteristic with a statistically significant (P<0.05) difference between 
calibration and validation datasets. 

  Calibration Population Validation Population 
Gender Female (N) 68 51 
 Male (N) 41 27 
Age (y) 10-19 (N) 12 7 
 20-29 (N) 30 26 
 30-39 (N) 22 17 
 40-49 (N) 20 16 
 50-59 (N) 13 7 
 60-69 (N) 8 4 
 70-79 (N) 2 0 
 80-89 (N) 2 1 
BMI (kg/m2) Underweight (<18.5) (N) 20 11 
 Normal (18.5-25) (N) 46 39 
 Overweight (25-30) (N) 21 16 
 Obese I (30-35) (N) 9 7 
 Obese II (35-40) (N) 8 3 
 Obese III (>40) (N) 5 2 
Anthropometry Weight (kg) 67.42±24.48 67.56±20.74 
 Height (cm) 164.56±11.91 166.93±7.72 
DXA Fat Mass (kg) 22.19±16.71 21.97±15.47 
 Lean Mass (kg) 42.52±11.27 42.92±10.29 
 Bone Mineral (kg) 2.45±0.64 2.49±0.54 
BIA Total Body Water (L) 34.68±10.47 35.33±8.81 
ADP Body Volume (L) 65.60±25.46 64.64±21.80 
NAA Total Body Protein (kg) 8.63±2.34 8.86±2.42 
 Nitrogen Index 0.94±0.15 0.93±0.15 
BMI, body mass index; BIA, bioimpedance analysis; ADP, air displacement plethysmography; NAA, neutron 

activation analysis. Statistical difference between groups was determined by t-test. 
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Figure 2-14. (A) Comparison in the calibration dataset between ADP-volume and DXA-volume 
(R2=0.99, RMSE=0.62kg). There was a statistically significant (P<0.0001) slope of 1.00 and no 
statistically significant intercept between the two measures. (B) Comparison in the validation 
dataset between ADP-volume and DXA-volume (R2=0.99, RMSE=0.51L). There was a statistically 
significant (P<0.0001) slope of 1.00 and no statistically significant intercept between the two 
measures. The dashed line represents unity. ADP-volume, air displacement plethysmography 
total body volume; DXA-volume, total body volume estimated from DXA-reported mass 
compartments.  
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Table 2-5. Linear regression estimates between NAA Protein (NAA-TBPro) and three protein 
estimates for the calibration and validation datasets. Statistical significance from zero was 
defined as P<0.05. 
 

Calibration Dataset 4CL-TBPro W-TBPro DC-TBPro 
R2 0.69 0.82 0.90 
RMSE (kg) 1.31 1.00 0.76 
Intercept (kg) 1.29 -0.48 0.00 
Slope  0.72* 1.02* 1.00* 
Mean (kg) 10.24±2.72 8.93±2.08 8.63±2.22 
Mean Difference from  
NAA-TBPro (95% CI) (kg) 

1.62* 
(1.33-1.91) 

0.30 
(0.11-0.49) 

0.00 
(-0.14-0.14) 

Validation Dataset 4CL-TBPro W-TBPro DC-TBPro 
R2  0.75 0.80 0.87 
RMSE (kg) 1.22 1.10 0.87 
Intercept (kg) 1.18* -1.35* -0.32 
Slope 0.75* 1.13* 1.04* 
Mean (kg) 10.27±2.80 9.05±1.91 8.81±2.17 
Mean Difference from  
NAA-TBPro (95% CI) (kg) 

1.42* 
(1.10-1.74) 

0.19 
(-0.06-0.45) 

-0.05 
(-0.24-0.15) 

NAA-TBPro, Neutron Activation Analysis Protein; 4CL-TBPro, 4C Lohman Protein; W-TBPro, Wang Protein; 
DC-TBPro, Direct Calibration Protein. *Statistically significant (P<0.05) 
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Figure 2-15. Correlations in the calibration (top) and validation (bottom) datasets between NAA-
TBPro and (A) 4CL-TBPro (R2=0.69, RMSE=1.31kg), (B) W-TBPro (R2=0.82, RMSE=1.00kg), (C) DC-
TBPro (R2 =0.90, RMSE=0.76kg), (D) 4CL-TBPro (R2=0.75, RMSE=1.22kg), (E) W-TBPro (R2=0.80, 
RMSE=1.10kg), and (F) DC-TBPro (R2=0.87, RMSE=0.87kg). NAA-TBPro, Neutron Activation 
Analysis Protein; 4CL-TBPro, 4C Lohman Protein; W-TBPro, Wang Protein; DC-TBPro, Direct 
Calibration Protein. 
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Table 2-6. Seven individuals (3 in the calibration data, C1-C3; 4 in the validation data, V1-V4) had 
at least one of the three protein estimates more than three standard deviations away from the 
best-fit line with NAA-TBPro. The main measures of these individuals are displayed here. These 
protein outliers are also identified and labeled in Figures 1 and 2. 
 
Outlier Characteristics C1 C2 C3 V1 V2 V3 V4 

Age (y) 14 22 32 60 18 58 20 
Sex F M F F F M F 

Weight (kg) 141.8 93.4 144.4 57.4 141.0 75.4 46.6 
Height (cm) 156.2 184.0 170.9 172.2 162.2 170.3 153.8 

Body Mass Index (kg/m2) 58.1 27.6 49.4 19.4 53.6 26.0 19.7 
BIA Water (L) 48.9 56.6 59.7 28.1 47.8 53.8 26.9 
Fat Mass (kg) 83.9 26.3 78.2 16.1 73.6 23.5 4.7 

Lean Mass (kg) 53.8 64.0 60.8 38.1 64.4 48.0 40.6 
Bone Mineral Content (kg) 2.5 3.8 3.7 1.9 2.0 2.3 1.6 

BIA Water: Lean Mass 0.91 0.88 0.98 0.74 0.74 1.12 0.66 
BIA Water: Weight 0.34 0.61 0.41 0.49 0.34 0.71 0.58 

  ADP-vol. (L) 146.5 89.5 147.3 54.4 146.1 73.7 44.9 
DXA volume (L) 147.1 89.8 146.6 54.7 145.4 72.3 44.0 
Nitrogen Index 0.80 1.16 0.86 0.92 0.8 0.92 0.59 
NAA-TBPro (kg) 6.9 15.8 8.1 7.7 7.2 10.1 4.8 
4CL-TBPro (kg) 10.8 14.5* 10.8 13.5* 10.9 7.0* 7.6 
W-TBPro (kg) 11.2* 13.3 11.9* 7.3 12.6* 9.5 8.8* 
DC-TBPro (kg) 6.8 14.2 10.5* 7.3 7.5 11.6 7.8* 

Notes Obesity IEM 
PKU 

IEM 
UCD 

SBS 
Kyphosis 

Obesity 
Steroids 

Screening Pulm. TB 

BIA Water, Bioimpedance Analysis Water; ADP-vol., air displacement plethysmography total body volume; 
NAA-TBPro, Neutron Activation Analysis Protein; 4CL-TBPro, 4C-Lohman protein; W-TBPro, Protein 

derived from Wang model; DC-TBPro, Directly calibrated protein measurement; IEM, inborn error of 
metabolism; PKU, Phenylketonuria; UCD, Urea cycle disorder; SBS, short bowel syndrome. *Method 

where outlier was found. 
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We have developed a simple and clinically accessible protein measure (DC-TBPro) that 

improves upon Lohman’s four-compartment (4C) body composition model but does not require 

expensive, uncommon measurement techniques like neutron activation analysis or air 

displacement plethysmography. DC-TBPro can be measured in less than ten minutes with two 

clinically common devices (a DXA machine and bioimpedance analysis unit), uses a single setup 

for a large range of ages and body types [87,88], and doesn’t require the patient to move 

between measurements. Ultimately, this protein measure could be a surrogate for functional 

mass in muscle wasting conditions if fully validated.  

In a clinical dataset that included a wide variety of conditions and body types from 

anorexia and muscle wasting to short bowel syndrome and severe obesity, our protein estimate 

(DC-TBPro) had higher accuracy, lower root mean square error (RMSE), and fewer outliers to the 

reference method protein measure (NAA-TBPro) compared to two other protein estimates (4CL-

TBPro and W-TBPro).  

Because neutron activation analysis is not clinically feasible, techniques for estimating 

protein have been developed besides W-TBPro and 4CL-TBPro. Mid-arm muscle area by caliper 

measure has been used as a surrogate for total body protein because muscle contains a large 

percentage of protein [98]. Unfortunately, caliper measures of subcutaneous adipose have poor 

accuracy and poor inter-observer agreement [99], muscle area is directly impacted by body 

hydration [100], and mid-arm muscle area is poorly correlated to actual protein status [101].  

Lohman’s 4C model can be used to estimate protein mass and assumes the body is 

composed of fat, water, bone mineral, and a residual component [39]. This residual mass 

contains all other mass including protein, glycogen, and residual soft tissue minerals. Lohman’s 

4C model solves for fat mass directly and lumps protein into the residual compartment. Because 

glycogen and soft tissue mineral account for less than 1% of total body mass, we initially thought 
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that the residual compartment from this model could be a reasonable and accurate estimate of 

total body protein. However, we found Lohman’s 4C protein (4CL-TBPro) to be a very noisy 

measurement. We believe DC-TBPro has the lowest RMSE value because it initially solves the 

equation coefficients for protein versus fat and because of the reduced number of 

measurement techniques. This results in a higher coefficient of determination (R2) and lower 

RMSE to NAA-TBPro than 4CL-TBPro.  

Lohman’s 4C body composition model has not been clinically accessible because it 

requires a total body volume measurement, total body water measure, and DXA scan [39]. 

Underwater weighing, once considered a “gold standard” measurement of body volume, has 

been replaced with ADP devices that use air displacement instead of water [102]. Total body 

water is typically measured by stable isotope dilution, which involves ingestion of heavy water, 

waiting four or more hours to fully equilibrate, taking a water sample (via blood, urine, or 

saliva), and doing fractional analysis using one of several spectroscopic techniques to determine 

the isotope dilution. Bone mineral content (BMC) is measured by DXA. Together, these 

procedures require the subject to fast and wait for 4 hours to collecting the enough water 

samples for full analysis. This model requires time consuming procedures and potential subject 

travel from one device to another. In our approach, clinicians only need one location, a DXA 

scanner, and bioimpedance analysis unit to determine total body protein levels.  

4CL-TBPro had a few outliers compared to NAA-TBPro, labeled in Figures 1 and 2 and 

described in Table 3. C2 was an outlier that underestimated protein (14.5kg) due to regression 

line fitting; in fact, it is closer in value to NAA-TBPro (15.8kg) than W-TBPro (13.3kg) and DC-

TBPro (14.2kg). V1 overestimated 4CL-TBPro because Equation 2 has a negative BMC coefficient 

and the participant had a very low BMC (1.9kg). V3 underestimated 4CL-TBPro because of a 

possible overestimation of total body water, indicated by water to lean ratio of 1.12. From 
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Equation 2, we can see an overestimated water measure results in an underestimated protein 

measure because of water’s negative coefficient. 

Wang, et al., developed a model for protein (W-TBPro) using only DXA FFM, age, and sex 

with a cohort of strictly healthy individuals [78]. While W-TBPro is more accurate than 4CL-

TBPro, W-TBPro relies on FFM, which groups water, protein, and BMC into a single measure. 

Unfortunately, this model fails to account for the coupling of some water and protein into the 

DXA-reported fat and lean measures [103]. By including a direct measurement of water into DC-

TBPro, we can decouple water from each component more accurately than W-TBPro. 

Additionally, the W-TBPro was developed from a cohort of healthy individuals, which raises 

concerns for its use in diseased states. In our study, we had a cohort whose characteristics were 

similar to the Wang study but were not healthy. 

Because W-TBPro is based on FFM level, its change was, unsurprisingly, highly 

correlated to change in water and lean mass. Change in W-TBPro wasn’t significantly correlated 

to change in BMC, which was washed out by overall change in lean mass. W-TBPro had a few 

outliers compared to NAA-TBPro. C1 and V2 were outliers due to their young ages and sizes; 

both individuals were outside the original range of calibration [78]. C3 was an outlier who was 

significantly larger by weight (144.4kg), BMI (49.4kg/m2), ADP-volume (147.3L) and water to 

lean mass ratio (0.98). Additionally, C3’s large size exceeds the calibration range of the original 

Wang model.  

While DC-TBPro was the most accurate protein estimate to NAA-TBPro in this study, 

there were a couple of outliers. While C3 was considered an outlier, her DC-TBPro measure was 

closer in value to NAA-TBPro than the other two protein estimates; C3 was probably considered 

an outlier because of regression line fitting. V4, who had significant muscle wasting from 

pulmonary tuberculosis indicated by a nitrogen index of 0.59, had an overestimated DC-TBPro 
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value. V4’s NAA total body protein and nitrogen index were the smallest values in the validation 

dataset (nearly two standard deviations below the mean) and were not reflected accurately in 

DC-TBPro.  

Our soft tissue densities from were similar to those found through cadaver studies 

(0.87kg/L vs. 0.90kg/L for fat mass and 1.07kg/L vs. 1.10 kg/L for lean mass) [104,105]. However, 

our bone density was not physically realizable (-2.28kg/L vs. 3.13kg/L) [106] most likely due to 

the high correlation of BMC to lean mass [107].  

  Our study has some potential limitations. First, our study population didn’t contain 

healthy individuals to confirm that our coefficients are valid in non-diseased populations. 

Additional studies would confirm the stability of the equation coefficients. Second, 

bioimpedance analysis may be clinically accessible but isn’t considered the gold standard for 

total body water. The agreement of total body water by deuterium dilution to bioimpedance is 

reasonable with an R2=0.96 and RMSE=1.6L [50]. However, we were not able to confirm the 

calibration of our particular bioimpedance unit to deuterium dilution in this study because of 

the retrospective nature of our data. Inaccuracies of bioimpedance-derived total body water 

could affect the coefficients in DC-TBPro. 
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2.5.2.3. Trunk to Leg Volume Ratio, Diabetes, and Mortality Outcomes 

 Table 2-7 shows that for most demographic variables, there were significant differences 

between BMI categories. There were not statistically significant differences for trunk to leg 

volume ratio between overweight/obese BMI groups, for triglycerides between 

overweight/obese and underweight/normal BMI groups, for systolic blood pressure between 

overweight/obese and underweight/normal BMI groups, and for diastolic blood pressure 

between underweight/normal and underweight/overweight BMI groups. Table 2-8 shows that 

the prevalence of both pre-diabetes and diabetes increased with age, BMI, weight, waist 

circumference, trunk to leg volume ratio, triglyceride level, blood pressure, and decreased HDL 

level.  

 Figure 2-16 shows that, in both the total population and those with normal BMI (>=18.5 

kg/m2 and <25 kg/m2), the prevalence of each outcome increased by trunk to leg volume ratio 

quartile (P-for-trend<0.001). There was a significant interaction (P-for-interaction<0.001) 

between trunk to leg volume ratio quartile and BMI category with the highest quartile of trunk 

to leg volume ratio having equally high diabetes and high blood pressure prevalence regardless 

of BMI category.  

Figure 2-17 shows that, for all race/ethnicity groups, the prevalence of diabetes, high 

triglycerides, low HDL, and high blood pressure increased as a function of trunk to leg volume 

ratio quartile (P-for-trend <0.0001). Again, there was a significant interaction (P-for-

interaction<0.05) between trunk to leg volume ratio quartile and race/ethnicity group for 

diabetes and high blood pressure prevalence. Non-Hispanic Black individuals saw a relatively 

steady increase in diabetes prevalence by trunk to leg volume ratio quartile, while other 

race/ethnicity groups saw a dramatic increase in prevalence from the third to fourth quartile of 
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trunk to leg volume ratio. Non-Hispanic Black individuals have the highest overall prevalence in 

high blood pressure for each quartile of trunk to leg volume ratio.  

 There was a significant increasing trend (P-for-trend<0.001) in the prevalence of 

diabetes, high triglycerides, low HDL, and high blood pressure by trunk to leg volume ratio 

quartile for both men and women. 

Figure 2-18 shows that, for each BMI category, gender, race/ethnicity group, and age 

group, the prevalence of metabolic syndrome increased by trunk to leg volume ratio quartile (P-

for-trend<0.001). The effect of trunk to leg volume ratio varied by BMI category (P-for-

interaction<0.001), gender (P-for-interaction<0.001), race/ethnicity group (P-for-

interaction<0.05), and age group (P-for-interaction<0.001). While those with obese BMI had the 

highest prevalence of metabolic syndrome, those with normal BMI had the largest increase in 

metabolic syndrome prevalence from the third to fourth quartile of trunk to leg volume ratio 

(3.0% to 12.0%). While women had a higher prevalence of metabolic syndrome across all 

quartiles, men had a large jump from the third to fourth quartile (9.3% to 25.4%). Non-Hispanic 

Black individuals had the highest prevalence of metabolic syndrome for almost all quartiles of 

trunk to leg volume ratio, but Non-Hispanic White and Other Race individuals had major 

increases in prevalence from third to fourth quartiles (14.1% to 29.3% and 11.8% to 30.5%, 

respectively). While individuals over 70 years and between 50 and 70 years had consistently a 

consistently higher prevalence of metabolic syndrome across all quartiles of trunk to leg volume 

ratio, individuals under 50 years had the largest increase in prevalence from the third to fourth 

quartiles (9.7% to 19.4%).   

Figure 2-19 shows that, for each BMI category, gender, and race/ethnicity group, 

mortality increased by trunk to leg volume ratio quartile (P-for-trend<0.001 except “Other Race” 

which had a P-for-trend<0.05). In an analysis of mortality by age group, we found only those 
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individuals over 70 years had a significant increasing trend (P-for-trend <0.01) by trunk to leg 

volume ratio quartile. Overall, mortality increased as a function of trunk to leg volume ratio 

quartile in the total population, within BMI categories, within gender groups, within 

race/ethnicity groups, and for those over 70 years old. The effect of trunk to leg volume ratio 

varied by BMI category for mortality (P-for-interaction<0.01). Those with overweight BMI had a 

higher prevalence of mortality with increasing quartile of trunk to leg volume ratio than for 

other BMI categories.  

 Table 2-9 shows that, even after adjusting for confounders, a high trunk to leg volume 

ratio was still associated with diabetes, high triglycerides, low HDL, high blood pressure, 

metabolic syndrome, and subsequent mortality. In the covariate logistic regression model, we 

found that individuals in the highest quartile of trunk to leg volume ratio had increased odds of 

having diabetes (Odds Ratio [OR]=6.8, 95% confidence interval [CI] 4.9-9.6), high triglycerides 

(OR=3.9, 95% CI 3.0-5.2), low HDL (OR=3.0, 95% CI 2.4-3.8), and high blood pressure (OR=1.8, 

95% CI 1.6-2.1) compared to those in the lowest quartile. Even after adjusting for DXA-derived 

trunk to leg fat mass ratio in the Covariate 2 model, we found that individuals in the highest 

quartile of trunk to leg volume ratio had increased odds of having diabetes (OR=2.6, 95% CI 1.7-

4.0), high blood pressure (OR=1.4, 95% CI 1.1-1.8), metabolic syndrome (OR=1.6, 95% CI 1.1-

2.3), and mortality (OR=1.8, 95% CI 1.2-2.6).  

In a fully adjusted model, individuals in the highest quartile of trunk to leg volume ratio 

were 3.9 times as likely to have diabetes compared to the lowest quartile, but the odds of 

diabetes in the second or third quartiles were not significantly different than the lowest quartile. 

Additionally, trunk to leg volume ratio was the most significant variable, followed by age, in the 

fully-adjusted model (P<0.001). Even after adjusting for DXA-derived trunk to leg fat mass ratio 
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in the Full 2 model, we found that individuals in the highest quartile of trunk to leg volume ratio 

were 2.2 times as likely to have diabetes compared to the lowest quartile. 

For mortality, the association with waist circumference was not significant. Individuals in 

the highest quartile of trunk to leg volume ratio had increased odds of mortality (OR=1.8, 95% CI 

1.2-2.6) compared to those in the lowest quartile while there was a decreased odds of mortality 

with each SD increase in BMI (OR=0.7, 95% CI 0.7-0.8). For several of the models that adjusted 

for trunk to leg fat mass ratio (Covariate 2), forward selection was turned off to ensure that both 

trunk to leg fat mass ratio and trunk to leg volume ratio remained in the model. 

Figure 2-20 displays the receiver operator characteristics (ROC) curves for four 

progressively more complex models to distinguish those individuals with diabetes. Using 

forward logistic regression with all significant variables, we found that trunk to leg volume ratio 

was the variable that contributed the most to distinguish those with diabetes. Using only truck 

to leg volume ratio, we found that the area under the ROC curve (AUC) was 0.748. Adding the 

second most contributing variable, age, increased the AUC to 0.796. The covariate model 

increased the AUC to 0.839, and finally the full model had an AUC of 0.868. 

Figure 2-21 displays the behavior of height-normalized fat mass, lean mass, and volume 

in the trunk and legs as a function of trunk to leg volume ratio quartile. The increase in trunk 

volume is primarily driven by an increase in trunk fat, while the decrease in leg volume is 

primarily driven by a decrease in leg fat. Trunk to leg fat mass ratio has the steepest increase 

because of its increase in trunk fat mass and decrease in leg fat mass. Trunk to leg lean mass 

ratio has a more attenuated increase because of its shallower increase in trunk lean mass and 

stable leg lean mass values as a trunk to leg volume ratio increases. Increases in total trunk fat 

were most likely driven by increases in visceral fat that overwhelmed the decreases in overall 
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subcutaneous fat represented by the loss of fat mass in the legs, but this study was unable to 

isolate visceral from subcutaneous fat. 
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Table 2-7. Demographics of individuals analyzed in NHANES 1999-2004 by BMI category 
displayed as total number (for gender and race/ethnicity) and mean ± standard deviation for all 
other measures. BMI categories were defined as follows: underweight BMI (<18.5kg/m2), 
normal BMI (>=18.5 kg/m2 and <25 kg/m2), overweight BMI (>=25 kg/m2 and <30 kg/m2), and 
obese BMI (>=30kg/m2). All measures displayed were significantly different (P<0.05) for each 
BMI category (by Bonferroni-adjusted t-test) unless otherwise noted. 

Demographic Underweight Normal Overweight Obese Total 
Female 102 1645 1572 1496 4815 
Male 67 1612 2251 1131 5061 
Mexican American 17 627 994 699 2337 
Non-Hispanic Black 35 520 647 569 1771 
Non-Hispanic White 100 1799 1860 1193 4952 
Other Race/Ethnicity 17 311 322 166 816 
Age (yr)  43.7±20.2 47.1±19.6 51.4±17.9 49.4±16.7 49.3±18.3 
BMI (kg/m2) 17.5±0.9 22.5±1.7 27.4±1.4 33.7±3.2 27.3±5.0 
Weight (kg)  48.8±6.6 63.6±9.0 77.9±10.1 93.2±13.1 76.8±16.0 
Waist Circumference (cm)  70.2±5.2 83.1±7.7 96.3±7.6 108.5±8.9 94.8±13.0 
Triglycerides (mg/dL)a,b 96±64 117±87 160±151 173±182 148±144 
HDL (mg/dL) 61.3±16.8 56.7±16.5 49.4±14.7 46.8±12.8 51.4±15.5 
Systolic BP (mmHg)a,b 119±24 122±21 128±20 128±19 126±21 
Diastolic BP (mmHg)a,c 70±12 69±13 72±13 73±13 71±13 
DXA Total Fat (%)  22.9±6.2 29.0±7.7 33.5±7.3 39.8±7.2 33.5±8.6 
Trunk to Leg Fat Mass Ratioa 1.04±0.31 1.30±0.43 1.61±0.47 1.63±0.45 1.50±0.48 
Trunk to Leg Volume Ratioa  1.40±0.17 1.46±0.22 1.57±0.24 1.57±0.26 1.53±0.24 
aDifferences between Overweight & Obese were not significantly significant. 
bDifferences between Underweight & Normal were not significantly significant. 
cDifferences between Underweight & Overweight were not significantly significant.  
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Table 2-8. Prevalence of pre-diabetes and diabetes by selected measures in NHANES 1999-2004. 
Quartile cut points (Q1-Q4) were based on individuals without diabetes. For waist circumference 
and HDL levels, there were separate cutoffs by gender, so ‘M’ is male and ‘F’ is female. Systolic 
blood pressure is shown as ‘S’, and diastolic blood pressure is shown as ‘D’. 

Measure Value N % Pre-Diabetes % Diabetes 
Gender Female 4815 10.0 10.2 
 Male 5061 15.7 10.4 
Race/Ethnicity Mexican American 2337 14.9 13.7 
 Non-Hispanic Black 1771 8.7 11.8 
 Non-Hispanic White 4952 13.6 7.9 
 Other 816 12.3 12.0 
Age (yr) a,b  <50 5246 9.5 3.2 
 50-70 2901 16.0 17.6 
 >70 1729 18.1 19.5 
BMI (kg/m2) a,b Underweight (<18.5) 169 8.3 3.0 
 Normal (18.5-25) 3257 9.4 6.0 
 Overweight (25-30) 3823 15.2 11.4 
 Obese (>30) 2627 14.3 14.5 
Weight (kg) a,b <64.8 kg (Q1) 2380 8.6 7.5 
 ≥ 64.8 kg & <75.2 kg (Q2) 2447 11.8 9.7 
 ≥ 75.2 kg & <86.7 kg (Q3) 2512 15.5 11.1 
 ≥ 86.7 kg (Q4) 2537 15.5 12.7 
DXA Total Fat (%) b <26.9% (Q1) 2334 11.4 6.2 
 ≥26.9% & <32.8% (Q2) 2466 15.2 10.6 
 ≥32.8% & <40.3% (Q3) 2517 12.7 11.3 
 ≥ 40.3(Q4) 2559 12.4 12.8 
Trunk to Leg Volume Ratio a,b < 1.34 (Q1) 2282 6.1 2.9 
 ≥1.34 & <1.50 (Q2) 2339 10.0 5.3 
 ≥1.50 & <1.66 (Q3) 2401 15.6 7.8 
 ≥ 1.66 (Q4) 2854 18.5 22.4 
Waist Circumference (cm) ≤102 (M) or ≤88 (F) (Low) 5257 14.7 15.1 
 >102 (M) or >88 (F) (High) 4619 11.3 6.0 
Triglycerides (mg/dL) <150 (Low) 3089 23.8 8.0 
 ≥150 (High) 1578 33.5 19.8 
HDL (mg/dL) <40 (M) or <50 (F) (Low) 2207 15.7 14.5 
 ≥40 (M) or ≥50 (F) (High) 4114 13.0 7.4 
Blood Pressure (mmHg) <130 (S) & <85 (D) (Low) 5944 11.0 6.8 
 ≥130 (S) or ≥85 (D) (High) 3715 16.0 15.6 
 

aPre-Diabetes P-for-trend <0.05 
bDiabetes P-for-trend <0.05  
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Figure 2-16. Prevalence of diabetes and metabolic covariates versus trunk to leg volume ratio 
by BMI category. The prevalence of diabetes (A), high triglycerides (B), low HDL (C), and high 
blood pressure (D) versus trunk to leg volume ratio quartile for normal BMI (>=18.5 kg/m2 and 
<25 kg/m2), overweight BMI (>=25 kg/m2 and <30 kg/m2), obese BMI (>=30 kg/m2), and total 
population in NHANES 1999-2004 are shown below. All data displayed had a significant trend (P-
for-trend <0.001) in prevalence versus quartile of trunk to leg volume ratio. There was a 
significant (P<0.001) interaction (trunk to leg volume ratio quartile & BMI category) in the 
prevalence of diabetes and high blood pressure. 
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Figure 2-17. Prevalence of diabetes and metabolic covariates versus trunk to leg volume ratio 
quartile by race/ethnicity. The prevalence of diabetes (A), high triglycerides (B), low HDL (C), 
and high blood pressure (D) versus trunk to leg volume ratio quartile for race/ethnicity in 
NHANES 1999-2004 are shown below. All data displayed had a significant trend (P-for-trend 
<0.001) in prevalence versus quartile of trunk to leg volume ratio. There was a significant 
(P<0.05) interaction term (trunk to leg volume ratio quartile & race/ethnicity) in the prevalence 
of diabetes and high blood pressure. 
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Figure 2-18. Prevalence of metabolic syndrome versus trunk to leg volume ratio quartile by 
BMI, gender, race/ethnicity, and age. The prevalence of metabolic syndrome versus trunk to leg 
volume ratio quartile is displayed below for (A) BMI category, (B) gender, (C) race/ethnicity, and 
(D) age group in NHANES 1999-2004. (A) All data displayed by BMI category had a significant 
trend (P-for-trend<0.001) in metabolic syndrome versus trunk to leg volume ratio quartile; there 
was also a significant interaction (P-for-interaction<0.001) between trunk to leg volume ratio 
quartile and BMI category for metabolic syndrome. (B) All data displayed by gender had a 
significant trend (P-for-trend <0.001) in mortality versus trunk to leg volume ratio quartile; there 
was also a significant interaction (P-for-interaction<0.001) between trunk to leg volume ratio 
quartile and gender for metabolic syndrome. (C) All data displayed by race/ethnicity had a 
significant trend (P-for-trend<0.001) in metabolic syndrome versus trunk to leg volume ratio 
quartile; there was also a significant interaction (P-for-interaction<0.05) between trunk to leg 
volume ratio quartile and race/ethnicity for metabolic syndrome. (D) All data displayed by age 
group had a significant trend (P-for-trend<0.001) in metabolic syndrome versus trunk to leg 
volume ratio quartile; there was also a significant interaction (P-for-interaction<0.001) between 
trunk to leg volume ratio quartile and age group for metabolic syndrome. 
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Figure 2-19. Mortality versus trunk to leg volume ratio quartile by BMI, gender, race/ethnicity, 
and age. Mortality versus trunk to leg volume ratio quartile is displayed below for (A) BMI 
category, (B) gender, (C) race/ethnicity, and (D) age group in NHANES 1999-2004. (A) All data 
displayed by BMI category had a significant trend (P-for-trend<0.001) in mortality versus trunk 
to leg volume ratio quartile; there was also a significant interaction (P-for-interaction<0.01) 
between trunk to leg volume ratio quartile and BMI category for mortality. (B) All data displayed 
by gender had a significant trend (P-for-trend <0.001) in mortality versus trunk to leg volume 
ratio quartile. (C) All data displayed by race/ethnicity had a significant trend (P-for-trend<0.001 
for Mexican American, Non-Hispanic Black, and Non-Hispanic White; P-for-trend<0.05 for Other 
Race)) in mortality versus trunk to leg volume ratio quartile. (D) Only individuals > 70 years 
displayed a significant trend (P-for-trend <0.01) in mortality versus trunk to leg volume ratio 
quartile. 
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Table 2-9. Results of logistic regression models to distinguish those individuals with diabetes, 
high triglycerides (TG), low HDL, high blood pressure (BP), metabolic syndrome (MetS), and 
mortality in NHANES 1999-2004 by trunk to leg volume ratio. AUC is the area under the receiver-
operator characteristic curve. Odds ratios are displayed as odds ratio (95% confidence interval). 
Quartile cut points (Q1-Q4) were based on individuals without diabetes. 

   Odds Ratios for Trunk to Leg Volume Ratio Quartile 
Condition Model AUC Per SD Increase Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 
Diabetes Agea 0.796 2.2 (2.0-2.3) 1.0 1.6 (1.2-2.2) 2.1 (1.6-2.8) 5.7 (4.4-7.4) 
 Covariateb 0.839 2.3 (2.1-2.5) 1.0 2.0 (1.4-2.8) 2.6 (1.9-3.7) 6.8 (4.9-9.6) 
 Covariate 2c 0.839 2.3 (2.1-2.5) 1.0 1.6 (1.1-2.2) 1.6 (1.1-2.3) 2.6 (1.7-4.0) 
 Fulld 0.868 1.9 (1.6-2.3) 1.0 1.1 (0.6-2.0)* 1.4 (0.8-2.5)* 3.9 (2.2-7.0) 
 Full 2e 0.868 1.9 (1.6-2.3) 1.0 0.9 (0.5-1.8)* 1.1 (0.6-2.0)* 2.2 (1.0-4.7) 

High TG Age 0.703 2.1 (1.9-2.2) 1.0 2.1 (1.7-2.7) 4.0 (3.2-5.0) 6.8 (5.5-8.5) 
 Covariate 0.722 1.8 (1.6-1.9) 1.0 1.7 (1.4-2.2) 2.8 (2.2-3.7) 3.9 (3.0-5.2) 
 Covariate 2 0.538 0.8 (0.7-0.9) 1.0 0.9 (0.8-1.1)* 0.8 (0.7-1.0) 0.7 (0.6-0.9) 

Low HDL Age 0.628 1.7 (1.6-1.8) 1.0 1.6 (1.3-1.8) 2.1 (1.8-2.4) 3.6 (3.0-4.2) 
 Covariate 0.705 1.6 (1.5-1.7) 1.0 1.5 (1.2-1.8) 2.0 (1.6-2.4) 3.0 (2.4-3.8) 
 Covariate 2† 0.709 1.2 (0.7-2.4)* 1.0 1.2 (1.0-1.5)* 1.2 (1.0-1.5)* 1.3 (0.9-1.7)* 

High BP Age 0.768 1.2 (1.1-1.3) 1.0 1.1 (0.9-1.3)* 1.3 (1.1-1.4)* 1.6 (1.4-1.8) 
 Covariate 0.781 1.3 (1.2-1.3) 1.0 1.2 (1.0-1.4) 1.4 (1.2-1.7) 1.8 (1.6-2.1) 
 Covariate 2† 0.782 1.9 (1.1-3.2) 1.0 1.1 (1.0-1.4)* 1.2 (1.0-1.5) 1.4 (1.1-1.8) 

MetS Age 0.747 1.9 (1.8-2.1) 1.0 1.6 (1.3-2.0) 2.5 (2.0-3.0) 4.9 (4.0-6.1) 
 Covariate 0.840 1.8 (1.6-1.9) 1.0 1.5 (1.2-2.0) 2.2 (1.7-2.9) 3.6 (2.8-4.7) 
 Covariate 2† 0.840 1.4 (1.2-1.6) 1.0 1.2 (1.0-1.6)* 1.5 (1.1-2.0) 1.6 (1.1-2.3) 

Mortality Age 0.830 1.2 (1.1-1.3) 1.0 1.4 (1.0-2.0) 1.4 (1.1-2.0) 1.7 (1.2-2.3) 
 Covariate 0.862 1.2 (1.1-1.4) 1.0 1.3 (0.9-1.9)* 1.4 (1.0-2.1)* 1.8 (1.2-2.6) 
 Covariate 2 0.863 1.8 (1.5-2.3) 1.0 1.3 (0.9-1.9)* 1.4 (1.0-2.1)* 1.8 (1.2-2.6) 
aAge model adjusts for age. 
bCovariate model adjusts for gender, race/ethnicity, age, BMI, waist circumference, self-reported activity 
level, and poverty index ratio.  
cCovariate 2 model adjusts for gender, race/ethnicity, age, BMI, waist circumference, self-reported activity 
level, poverty index ratio, and trunk to leg fat mass ratio.  
dFull model adjusts for all variables in b and insulin, triglycerides, HDL, systolic blood pressure, and 
diastolic blood pressure. 
eFull 2 model adjusts for all variables in d and trunk to leg fat mass ratio. 
*Odds ratio not significant 
†Forward selection turned off because trunk to leg volume ratio quartile wasn’t significant enough to 
remain in the model otherwise. 
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Figure 2-20. Diabetes Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) for Logistic Regression Models 
in NHANES 1999-2004. Each ROC curve displays the sensitivity versus one minus specificity for 
each logistic regression model that is used to distinguish those individuals with diabetes in 
NHANES 1999-2004. The trunk to leg volume ratio only model (AUC=0.748) includes only the 
variable of trunk to leg volume ratio. The age model (AUC=0.796) includes the variables of age 
and trunk to leg volume ratio. The covariate model (AUC=0.839) includes the variables of 
gender, race/ethnicity, age, BMI, waist circumference, self-reported activity level, poverty index 
ratio, and trunk to leg volume ratio. The full model (AUC=0.796) includes the variables of 
race/ethnicity, age, waist circumference, poverty index ratio, insulin, triglycerides, systolic blood 
pressure, diastolic blood pressure, and trunk to leg volume ratio; gender, BMI, self-reported 
activity level, and HDL level were dropped from the final model because the coefficients were 
not significant (P<0.05). 
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Figure 2-21. Breakdown of trunk to leg volume ratio by its major components. (A) Mean 
height-normalized trunk fat mass index (kg/m2), trunk lean mass index (kg/m2), and trunk 
volume index (L/m2) values are stratified by quartile of trunk to leg volume ratio. The increase in 
trunk volume is attributed mainly to the increase in trunk fat. (B) Mean height-normalized leg 
fat mass index (kg/m2), leg lean mass index (kg/m2), and leg volume index (L/m2) values are 
stratified by quartile of trunk to leg volume ratio. There is an overall decrease in leg volume 
primarily driven by a decrease in leg fat mass. (C) Mean trunk to leg fat mass ratio, trunk to leg 
lean mass ratio, and trunk to leg volume ratio are stratified by quartile of trunk to leg volume 
ratio. Trunk to leg fat mass ratio increases more dramatically than trunk to leg lean mass ratio. 
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The prevalence of diabetes, high triglycerides, low HDL, high blood pressure, metabolic 

syndrome, and subsequent mortality significantly increased with each trunk to leg volume ratio 

quartile. Among traditionally low-risk individuals in the normal BMI category, prevalence of 

these conditions increased dramatically as trunk to leg volume ratio increased. Even after 

adjusting for several covariates in the pathway between body shape and the metabolic outcome 

including the fat distribution measure of trunk to leg fat mass ratio, individuals in the fourth 

versus first quartile of trunk to leg volume ratio had significantly increased odds of having 

diabetes, high triglycerides, low HDL, high blood pressure, metabolic syndrome, and subsequent 

mortality. Additionally, the driving force behind increased trunk to leg volume ratio was 

primarily increases in both the fat and lean compartments of the trunk with decreases in the 

legs. Even after adjustments for other measures of body shape (BMI or waist circumference), 

trunk to leg volume ratio was an independent marker of diabetes, metabolic covariates, and 

mortality in a representative sample of the United States.  

While simplistic shape measures of BMI and waist circumference are associated to diabetes 

status, our results show that trunk to leg volume ratio provides additional information beyond 

these measures. Most studies use BMI and waist circumference as surrogates for total percent 

fat and central adiposity, respectively [40,41,42,43]. In 2012, Krakauer and Krakauer developed 

a new body shape index that predicted mortality hazard independently of BMI in NHANES 1999-

2004 by adjusting waist circumference by height and BMI [108 PLoS One]. While these tools are 

powerful clinically because they are inexpensive and easy to measure, they do not represent 

body composition and shape accurately [16,17,18,19]. In 2012, the US Preventative Services 

Task Force recommended that clinicians screen for obesity but recognized that the specific 

mechanism for screening needed additional research [20].  
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Because of the compounding effects of obesity and diabetes, trunk to leg volume ratio could 

potentially be used as a screening assessment that seems more promising than BMI or waist 

circumference. Mokdad et al. reported similar trends in diabetes prevalence by age and BMI 

category in the 2001 Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System [11]. Novotny, et al, previously 

reported that two surrogates of body shape (DXA-reported trunk to peripheral fat mass ratio 

and DXA-reported android to gynoid fat mass ratio) were significantly different between Asian 

and White adolescents [96,97]. However, we recently reported that, in a repeat-measure subset 

of the NHANES 1999-2004 study, our measures of trunk to leg volume ratio and trunk to 

peripheral (arms and legs) volume ratio had better repeat-measure precision than trunk to leg 

fat mass ratio and trunk to peripheral fat mass ratio (3.27% and 3.09% versus 4.95% and 4.62%, 

respectively) [2]. 

Our study used DXA as a tool of convenience because of the availability of a large dataset for 

retrospective analysis. Because all DXA scans in NHANES 1999-2004 were taken on the same 

type of DXA system, no cross calibration between systems was necessary. While this project 

looks at regional DXA measures from the trunk and leg, we have previously developed a method 

to look at DXA-derived body shape on pixel-by-pixel basis that could be employed to generate 

advanced measures of shape beyond ratios of regional volume [1]. Ultimately, cheaper and 

potentially more accessible, optical methods could be used to measure body shape and assess 

risk for diabetes [19,109].  

Despite no statistically significant difference in mean trunk to leg volume ratio between 

overweight and obese individuals, we found that those individuals in the highest quartile of 

trunk to leg volume ratio had higher prevalence of all outcomes including mortality regardless of 

BMI category. These data confirm that our measure of body shape adds more distinguishing 

power than BMI for many metabolic outcomes and mortality. The fully adjusted models for 
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diabetes adjusted for potential mediators of adiposity, diabetes, and fat distribution; hence, the 

odds of having diabetes in the second and third (compared to the first) quartiles of trunk to leg 

volume ratio were attenuated significantly. Despite these major adjustments in the full models, 

the odds of having diabetes in the fourth (versus first) quartile of trunk to leg volume ratio 

remained highly significant (OR 3.9 and 2.2) and these models had the highest AUC.  

Our initial hypothesis held true. Increased trunk to leg volume ratio was due to competing 

effects of adiposity and lean mass in the trunk and legs. We also hypothesized that increased 

trunk volume was due primarily to increased central adiposity, and that decreased leg volume 

was due to muscle wasting. However, we did not see changes in leg lean mass driving the trunk 

to leg volume ratio. Our data suggests that high visceral mass for both fat and lean accompanied 

with a low subcutaneous adiposity is the strongest driver of body shape risk irrespective of 

muscularity represented by leg lean mass.  

 Our study had several limitations. NHANES 1999-2004 didn’t include hip circumference 

measurements, so we were not able to do a direct comparison of trunk to leg volume ratio to 

waist to hip ratio, a surrogate of body shape used more in research than in clinical care. To 

compensate, we looked at the most similar measure we could generate (waist to thigh 

circumference ratio); this ratio was highly correlated to but did not perform as well as trunk to 

leg volume ratio. In 2012, two major DXA system manufacturers (Hologic and GE-Lunar) 

released feature updates to quantify visceral fat from their DXA scans [64,110]. In future studies, 

we hope to further investigate the specific roles of visceral and subcutaneous fat using DXA-

derived visceral fat measurements. Ultimately, our results were derived from prevalent diabetes 

and limited mortality data (through December 31, 2006) and need to be validated with more 

incident data to assess risk for developing diabetes and its metabolic covariates. 
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2.5.3. Principal Component Analysis of DXA Images 

2.5.3.1. UCSF Pilot DXA Study. 

 Thickness images were generated for each whole body DXA image, and principal 

component analysis was performed. The first ten principal components described 87% of the 

total thickness variation in our dataset: principal component 1 (PC1) described 36%, principal 

component 2 (PC2) 18%, principal component 3 (PC3) 8%, principal component 4 (PC4) 6%, 

principal component 5 (PC5) 4%. Figure 2-22 displays the first five principal component (PC) 

images. These images describe the location and magnitude of major variation for each PC. 

 Figure 2-23 displays the three principal components that were highly correlated with 

clinical variables. Table 2-10 displays the Pearson-product moment correlation of these three 

principal component scores to selected clinical variables. The first principal component was 

related to overall size, as seen by the bright pixel colors across the entire image. PC1 was highly 

correlated to most clinical variables tested. The second principal component was related to 

variation in the lower body, as indicated by the bright color in the legs. PC2 was highly 

correlated to many whole body measures but not correlated with ratios of specific regions. The 

sixth principal component was related to variation in the trunk and legs, as indicated by the 

bright color in the upper trunk, thighs, and lower leg areas. PC6 was only significantly correlated 

with trunk to leg volume ratio. 

 Figure 2-24 displays the other principal component images. None of these principal 

components were significantly correlated to clinical measures and most likely related to image 

registration issues. For instance, PC4 displays a bright area on the left side of the head and dark 

area on the right side of the head; this indicates that there was variation in head placement in 

the DXA images. PC5 shows dark and bright areas on the opposite sides of the legs, indicating 

variation in the placement of the legs in the DXA images.  
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Figure 2-22. Visualizations of the first five principal component coefficients from the small UCSF 
study of 25 individuals. Bright (or dark areas) indicate the magnitude and location of major 
thickness variation for each principal component axis.  
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Figure 2-23. Visualizations of the three principal component images that were highly correlated 
with clinical measures. 
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Table 2-10 Pearson product-moment correlation of selected principal component scores to 
clinical variables. Only those principal components that had statistically significant (P<0.05) 
correlations were displayed here.  

Variable PC1 PC2 PC6 

Age 0.293 -0.396* -0.224 

Height 0.595* 0.603* 0.195 

Weight 0.99* 0.097 0.025 

BMI 0.837* -0.427* -0.058 

Total %Fat 0.375 -0.691* -0.051 

DXA Lean 0.744* 0.542* 0.091 

Water 0.777* 0.503* 0.034 

Trunk Fat 0.841* -0.373 -0.18 

Trunk:Total Volume 0.53* -0.203 -0.27 

Trunk:Leg Volume 0.472* -0.091 -0.41* 

*Statistically significant (P<0.05) 
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Figure 2-24. Visualizations of those principal components that were not significantly correlated 
with clinical measures. These principal components were mainly related to image registration 
issues. 
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 The data presented here show that DXA-based body shape variation is promising. In a 

small proof-of-concept study, we were able to take whole body DXA scans, generate thickness 

images, and perform principal component analysis on these images. We were able to visualize 

the magnitude and location of thickness variation in each principal component, and we were 

able to relate these modes of variation to clinical outcomes. 

 Because our population was small and a sample of convenience, we won’t try to 

overanalyze what the correlations of principal component scores to clinical measures mean too 

much. In this study, we found three major modes of variation that were highly correlated to 

clinical measures at the whole body and regional level. This is extremely promising for much 

more well-powered studies. 

 The biggest concern for implementing principal component analysis in larger studies 

deals with image registration issues. The vast majority of principal components were related to 

image registration issues. We took care to minimize the placement variation of each individual 

in the DXA-volume test tool; we moved each individual so that they were located at the top and 

center of the image. We even rotated the image to correct for minor variations in the center of 

mass for each row. Unfortunately, these are linear transformations that affect the image as a 

whole. Many of the image registration issues are inherently non-linear (head tilt, leg splay, arm 

curl, etc). To correct for these, we must use much more powerful, non-linear image registration 

tools. 
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2.5.3.2. Diffeomorphic Demons Performance. 

Optimized Diffeomorphic Demon Algorithm Parameters: We generated a simple random sample 

of 30 HealthABC individuals (see total population characteristics in Table 2-13) stratified by 

gender and BMI category; these 30 individuals maintained the same overall characteristics for 

each gender and BMI category as the overall HealthABC population. We varied several 

parameters (the similarity measure and maximum step) to optimize the non-linear image 

registration results. Table 2-11 displays the performance (measured by energy between the 

reference and warped images) of the diffeomorphic demon algorithm by the two parameters 

stratified by BMI category. A similarity term of 3.5 and maximum step of 4.5 resulted in the 

lowest energy overall and in each BMI category. Figure 2-25 displays sample output results from 

Lombaert’s MATLAB program for these optimized parameters, stratified by gender and BMI 

category. 

 To see if these optimized parameters (Similarity=3.5, Maximum Step=4.5) hold true in a 

larger sample from HealthABC, we generated a simple random sample of 298 individuals 

stratified by sex and BMI category (see total population characteristics in Table 2-13). These 298 

individuals maintained the same overall characteristics for each gender and BMI category as the 

overall HealthABC population.  From there, we warped the thickness images (with feet cut off 

and stretched vertically) to the reference image for each person’s sex. Table 2-12 shows the 

overall energy results by gender and BMI category using these optimized parameters. 

Overweight individuals had the lowest energy (best nonlinear registration) compared to the 

other BMI categories for both sexes. Figure 2-26 shows sample results using these optimized 

parameters on the larger 298-person sample. Unfortunately, the non-linear warping did not 

perform as well as in the smaller sample; many artifacts were introduced into the warped 

images that were not physically realizable.  
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Table 2-11. Performance of the diffeomorphic demon algorithm stratified by BMI category on a 
small 30-person sample from HealthABC. The goldenrod colored row highlights the optimized 
parameters that minimize the energy between the reference and warped images. 
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Normal BMI Female 

 

Normal BMI Male 

 
Overweight BMI Female 

 

Overweight BMI Male 

 
Obese BMI Female 

 

Obese BMI Male 

 
Figure 2-25. Sample results of small HealthABC (N=28), simple, random sample from Lombaert’s 
MATLAB program for optimized parameters, stratified by gender and BMI category. The same 
fixed, reference image is used to warp all images. The moving image corresponds to the image 
that will be warped. The “Diff” image shows the difference between the “Warped” image and 
“Fixed” images. Qualitatively, the warped images look reasonable and physically realizable. 
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Table 2-12. Diffeomorphic demon algorithm performance on a larger, 298-person simple 
random sample of HealthABC individuals stratified by sex and BMI category using the optimized 
algorithm parameters (Similarity = 3.5, Maximum Step = 4.5). 
 

BMI Category Energy Mean (Male) Energy Mean (Female) Energy Mean (Total) 
Normal 43.2 77.8 60.5 
Overweight 16.9 16.0 16.4 
Obese 29.6 31.9 30.7 
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Normal BMI Female 

 

Normal BMI Male 

 
Overweight Female 

 

Overweight Male 

 
Obese Female 

 

Obese Male 

 
Figure 2-26. Sample results of larger HealthABC (N=298), simple, random sample from 
Lombaert’s MATLAB program for optimized parameters, stratified by gender and BMI category. 
The sample images chosen were around the average energy per gender & BMI group. Each sex 
group used the same fixed, reference image to warp images. The moving image corresponds to 
the image that will be warped. The “Diff” image shows the difference between the “Warped” 
image and “Fixed” images. Qualitatively, the results are not as good as the smaller sample 
experiment. Notice the unusual image variations introduced into many of the warped images. 
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 To test how well the diffeomorphic demons algorithm worked on our whole body data, 

we initially used a small 30-person simple random sample of HealthABC individuals stratified by 

BMI category and sex to vary several parameters (similarity measure and maximum step) in the 

algorithm. We found one set of parameters (similarity=3.5, maximum step=4.5) that minimized 

the amount of energy across all BMI categories when warping a moving image to a reference 

image. Visually and quantitatively, these parameters seemed to work well. 

 We applied these optimized parameters to a larger sample (N=298) of HealthABC scans. 

Unlike the smaller dataset, we used separate male/female reference images that were closely 

matched to HealthABC’s average BMI for each sex. For each of these images, we cut off the feet 

automatically and stretched the images so that all images had roughly the same height. This was 

done to minimize as many global linear differences as possible between the images before 

warping them to the reference image. Unlike the smaller sample, individuals in the overweight 

BMI category for both sexes had the lowest energy when warped to the reference image. This 

can be explained because the reference images in the larger dataset corresponded to BMI 

categories of overweight, while the smaller dataset had a single reference image in the normal 

BMI category.  

 We found that the good qualitative results didn’t hold true for this larger sample size. 

Many warped images displayed strange artifacts (like rippling around the legs) that were not 

physically realizable. We can’t compare the performance results from the smaller dataset and 

larger dataset directly because they used different reference images. Beyond the qualitative 

issues, the algorithm took close to 10 minutes to warp completely for some images. While the 

diffeomorphic demons algorithm is extremely powerful, the data show that we need to tweak 

the parameters much more closely before using it in a large study like HealthABC. 
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2.5.3.3. HealthABC Results. 

 Table 2-13 displays the population characteristics for HealthABC (Year 1). Figure 2-27 

displays the average thickness images for males and females in HealthABC, Year 1. In these 

images, the feet were automatically cut off and vertically stretched so images had the same 

overall height. One image was removed from the male analysis because of errors in the DXA 

scan file. 

 Figure 2-28 and Figure 2-29 display the first twenty principal component images (or 

‘eigenshapes’) for females and males in HealthABC Year 1, respectively. Each image displays the 

magnitude and location of major thickness variation for each principal component. While some 

of these components seem related to specific parts of the body (trunk, legs, etc.), many of the 

components seem related to image registration issues. For females, the first 20 principal 

components explained 85% of the total thickness image variation; for males, the first 20 

principal components explained 83% of the total thickness image variation. 

 Figure 2-30, 2-31, 2-32, 2-33 display the reconstruction of thickness images with 

extreme values for each principal component axes for females and males. These images allow us 

to see more concretely what is means for a person to be at one extreme or another with the top 

20 principal components. Many of these components seem related to non-linear issues like leg 

splay and head tilt. 

 Table 2-14 and Table 2-15 display the Pearson product-moment correlations for the top 

20 principal components to selected clinical measures for females and males, respectively. For 

females, the following major correlations existed: PC1 was highly correlated to most major 

clinical measures; PC4 and PC6 was related to shape indices of trunk to total and trunk to leg 

volume; the rest of the principal components displayed slight to minimal correlations to major 

clinical variables. For males, the following major correlations existed: PC1 was highly correlated 
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to most major clinical majors; PC6 and PC7 were related to shape indices of trunk to total and 

trunk to leg volume; the rest of the principal components displayed slight to minimal 

correlations to major clinical variables. 

 Table 2-16 and Table 2-17 display the logistic regression model results for certain 

clinical outcomes (diabetes, low HDL, high triglycerides, and mortality) for females and males, 

respectively. For each outcome, we tested two models (standard variables and principal 

components) and found that the areas under the receiver operator characteristic (AUC) were 

similar for both models in each outcome. For all outcomes and gender, race was a significant 

variable that helped distinguish those who had the outcome versus those who didn’t. PC1 was a 

significant variable for all outcomes and sexes for the principal component models, except for 

female mortality. For females, PC6 was a significant variable in the principal component models 

for diabetes, low HDL, and high triglycerides. For males, PC6 was a significant variable for low 

HDL and high triglycerides, but there was no consistent principal component that helped 

distinguish the outcomes besides PC1. 
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Table 2-13. HealthABC Year 1 population characteristics stratified by sex. Trunk to leg volume 
ratio was generated using the calibration equations previously described [2]. “W” is “White”; 
“B” is “Black”; “SD” is standard deviation. 

Year 1 Characteristic  Female  Males  

Number  (N) 1580  1479  

Race/Ethnicity (N)  852W/728B  932W/547B  

Diabetes (N)  170  244  

Age (years ± SD)  73.5±2.9  73.8±2.9  

Weight (kg ± SD)  70.5±14.6  81.3±13.2  

BMI (kg/m2 ± SD)  27.7±5.5  27.0±3.9  

…  Normal BMI (N) 506 449 

… Overweight BMI (N) 589 705 

… Obese BMI (N) 462 312 

WC (cm ± SD)  98.2±13.7  100.8±12.2  

Trunk:Leg Volume (L/L ± 
SD)  

1.5±0.2  1.7±0.2  
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Female 

 

Male 

 
Figure 2-27. Average thickness images for male and female individuals in HealthABC, Year 1. 
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Figure 2-28. First 20 principal component images (or “eigenshapes”) for females in HealthABC, 
Year 1. Each image displays the magnitude and location of major thickness variation for each 
principal component. 
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Figure 2-29. First 20 principal component images (or “eigenshapes”) for males in HealthABC, 
Year 1. Each image displays the magnitude and location of major thickness variation for each 
principal component. 
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Figure 2-30. Reconstruction of female thickness images with extreme values (+- 3SD) in the PC1-
PC10 (principal component) axes. Each set of images is the negative (-3SD) extreme, mean, and 
positive extreme (+3SD) for that particular principal component.  
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Figure 2-31. Reconstruction of female thickness images with extreme values (+- 3SD) in the 
PC11-PC20 (principal component) axes. Each set of images is the negative (-3SD) extreme, mean, 
and positive extreme (+3SD) for that particular principal component.  
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Figure 2-32. Reconstruction of male thickness images with extreme values (+- 3SD) in the PC1-
PC10 (principal component) axes. Each set of images is the negative (-3SD) extreme, mean, and 
positive extreme (+3SD) for that particular principal component.  
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Figure 2-33. Reconstruction of male thickness images with extreme values (+- 3SD) in the PC11-
PC20 (principal component) axes. Each set of images is the negative (-3SD) extreme, mean, and 
positive extreme (+3SD) for that particular principal component.  
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Table 2-14. Pearson product-moment correlations of selected clinical measures to the first 
twenty principal components for females derived from DXA-thickness images in HealthABC (Y1). 
Bolded values are statistically significant (P<0.05). 

Female PC1 PC2 PC3 PC4 PC5 PC6 PC7 PC8 PC9 PC10 
Race 0.32 -0.01 0.02 -0.05 0.03 0 0.09 -0.03 0.15 0.08 

Age -0.13 0.02 0.04 0.02 -0.04 -0.04 0.04 -0.02 -0.02 -0.03 
Height 0.11 -0.05 -0.29 -0.12 0.04 -0.13 -0.06 -0.18 -0.02 -0.03 

Weight 0.97 -0.05 -0.08 0.01 0.02 -0.05 0.03 -0.04 0 0 
BMI 0.97 -0.03 0.03 0.05 0.01 0 0.04 0.02 0.01 0.01 

Waist Circumference 0.81 -0.09 -0.15 -0.08 -0.02 0.08 0.11 -0.06 -0.04 -0.02 

Sagittal Diameter 0.87 -0.08 -0.09 -0.08 -0.01 0.17 0.02 -0.07 0.01 0.01 
Trunk:Total volume 0.20 -0.09 0.04 -0.42 -0.07 0.51 -0.06 0.24 -0.07 -0.02 

Trunk:Leg Volume 0.09 -0.08 0.07 -0.45 -0.08 0.55 -0.03 0.31 -0.06 0.01 
Hip Circumference 0.11 -0.04 -0.09 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.04 -0.03 -0.02 0 

CT VAT 0.60 -0.09 -0.08 -0.21 -0.01 0.30 -0.04 0.04 -0.05 -0.02 
Fasting Glucose 0.25 -0.02 0.02 -0.16 0 0.10 -0.01 0.08 0.03 0.04 

HgA1c 0.25 -0.01 0.01 -0.15 0 0.09 0 0.09 0.04 0.04 

Fasting Insulin 0.44 -0.06 0.01 -0.12 -0.01 0.15 -0.01 0.06 0.05 0 
Triglycerides 0.09 -0.08 0.03 -0.14 0.01 0.14 -0.10 0.04 -0.03 -0.07 

HDL -0.21 0.04 -0.01 0.11 0.03 -0.18 0.02 -0.05 0.03 0.02 

 

Female PC11 PC12 PC13 PC14 PC15 PC16 PC17 PC18 PC19 PC20 
Race -0.30 0.03 -0.03 0 0.03 0.17 0.15 -0.06 0.20 0.03 
Age 0.01 -0.05 -0.01 0.05 0.01 -0.10 -0.02 0.01 -0.03 0.08 

Height -0.03 0.09 0.04 0.11 0.03 -0.02 -0.23 -0.01 0.09 -0.18 
Weight -0.06 0.03 -0.01 0.02 0 -0.02 -0.04 0.01 0.04 -0.05 

BMI -0.05 -0.01 -0.02 -0.03 -0.01 -0.01 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.02 
Waist Circumference 0.05 -0.02 -0.08 -0.03 0 -0.04 -0.05 0 -0.04 0.06 

Sagittal Diameter 0 -0.05 -0.19 -0.12 -0.02 -0.05 -0.01 -0.05 -0.03 0.06 

Trunk:Total volume 0.3 0 -0.05 -0.08 -0.03 -0.07 -0.06 -0.04 -0.20 -0.06 
Trunk:Leg Volume 0.25 0.04 -0.04 -0.07 -0.02 -0.08 -0.06 -0.06 -0.14 -0.07 

Hip Circumference 0.02 -0.04 -0.05 0.02 -0.02 -0.03 0.06 0.01 0.04 0.02 
CT VAT 0.09 0 -0.16 -0.07 0 -0.16 -0.11 -0.03 -0.14 0.05 

Fasting Glucose -0.06 0.03 -0.03 -0.05 0.01 -0.02 0.01 -0.02 -0.02 0 
HgA1c -0.07 0.03 -0.05 -0.07 0.02 -0.02 0.03 -0.03 0 -0.02 

Fasting Insulin -0.05 0.02 -0.06 -0.06 -0.05 0.01 -0.03 -0.02 -0.01 0.03 

Triglycerides 0.05 -0.01 -0.04 -0.03 -0.02 -0.14 -0.05 0.01 -0.12 -0.01 
HDL 0.02 0.03 0 0.01 0.01 0.08 0.04 -0.01 0.07 0.03 
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Table 2-15. Pearson product-moment correlations of selected clinical measures to the first 
twenty principal components for males derived from DXA-thickness images in HealthABC (Y1). 
Bolded values are statistically significant (P<0.05). 

Male PC1 PC2 PC3 PC4 PC5 PC6 PC7 PC8 PC9 PC10 
Race -0.03 0.03 0.11 -0.05 -0.02 -0.10 -0.29 -0.04 0.02 0.40 

Age -0.10 -0.02 0.01 0.02 -0.05 0 0.07 0.03 -0.02 -0.09 
Height 0.20 0.01 -0.28 0.13 -0.11 -0.11 -0.18 -0.11 -0.06 0.08 

Weight 0.95 0.05 -0.10 0.05 0 -0.02 -0.07 -0.01 -0.01 0.09 
BMI 0.96 0.04 0.04 -0.01 0.06 0.03 0.02 0.04 0.02 0.05 

Waist Circumference 0.79 0.04 -0.06 0.04 -0.05 0.06 0.08 0.06 0.02 -0.09 

Sagittal Diameter 0.85 0.03 -0.12 0 0 0.13 0.07 0.05 0.07 0.01 
Trunk:Total volume 0.42 0.03 -0.08 0.08 -0.14 0.24 0.34 0.12 0.09 -0.33 

Trunk:Leg Volume 0.30 0.03 -0.04 0.06 -0.16 0.25 0.35 0.13 0.11 -0.33 
Hip Circumference 0.03 -0.01 -0.21 -0.06 0.06 0.04 0.02 0 0 0.03 

CT VAT 0.64 0.02 -0.14 0.03 -0.05 0.15 0.21 0.08 0.08 -0.16 
Fasting Glucose 0.17 0.02 0.01 0.03 -0.01 0.04 0.03 -0.02 0 -0.02 

HgA1c 0.15 0.04 0 0.01 -0.02 0.06 -0.01 -0.01 0.01 0.09 

Fasting Insulin 0.28 0.05 -0.01 0 -0.08 0.05 0 0.03 -0.01 0.02 
Triglycerides 0.23 0.01 -0.02 0.02 -0.04 0.06 0.09 0 0.06 -0.14 

HDL -0.29 -0.02 0.05 -0.01 0.01 -0.11 -0.06 -0.01 -0.03 0.11 

 

Male PC11 PC12 PC13 PC14 PC15 PC16 PC17 PC18 PC19 PC20 
Race -0.13 -0.01 0 0.15 -0.17 0 -0.15 0.15 -0.15 -0.05 
Age 0.05 0 -0.01 -0.11 0.06 -0.09 0.03 0.02 0.04 -0.03 

Height 0.23 0.08 0.04 -0.18 -0.12 0.11 0.03 -0.03 0.12 0.01 
Weight 0.06 0.03 0.01 -0.04 -0.07 0.02 -0.01 0.01 0.02 -0.02 

BMI -0.05 -0.02 -0.01 0.03 -0.02 -0.04 -0.02 0.02 -0.04 -0.03 
Waist Circumference 0.02 0 -0.11 -0.10 0.03 -0.02 -0.03 0 0.02 0.01 

Sagittal Diameter -0.15 -0.04 -0.17 -0.06 0 -0.11 -0.06 0.03 -0.05 0 

Trunk:Total volume -0.13 -0.05 -0.16 0.04 0.13 0.05 0.12 -0.15 -0.04 0.13 
Trunk:Leg Volume -0.18 -0.05 -0.19 0.09 0.10 0.10 0.12 -0.15 -0.12 0.11 

Hip Circumference 0.01 0.09 -0.05 0.05 0.06 0 0 0 0.07 0.03 
CT VAT -0.1 -0.04 -0.24 -0.09 0.11 -0.08 0.04 -0.06 -0.01 0.05 

Fasting Glucose -0.03 -0.02 0.01 0.02 0.09 -0.01 0.06 -0.01 -0.08 0.06 
HgA1c -0.06 -0.02 -0.01 0.06 0.04 -0.04 0.01 0.01 -0.11 0.04 

Fasting Insulin -0.03 -0.04 -0.01 -0.01 0.04 0.04 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 0.01 

Triglycerides -0.07 -0.07 -0.02 -0.03 0.06 0.03 0.02 -0.08 0.01 0.07 
HDL 0.06 0.08 -0.02 0.01 -0.04 -0.06 -0.05 0.10 -0.04 -0.04 
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Table 2-16. Logistic regression results for females in HealthABC (Year 1) to discriminate those 
with selected conditions (diabetes, low HDL, high TG, and mortality) using three different 
models: one with basic demographic data, another with the first 10 DXA-derived thickness 
image principal components (PC), and another with the first 20 DXA-derived thickness image 
principal components. Mortality was derived from HealthABC (Year 6) data. Output variables are 
considered significant at the P<0.05 levels.  
 
Females    

Condition Input Model Variables Significant Output Variables AUC 
Diabetes Race, Age, BMI, WC, TLR Race, TLR 0.756 
 PC1-PC20 PC1, PC4, PC6, PC11 0.746 
Low HDL Race, Age, BMI, WC, TLR Race, BMI, TLR 0.678 
 PC1-PC20 PC1, PC2, PC4, PC6, PC8, PC11, PC16, PC17, PC19 0.684 
High TG Race, Age, BMI, WC, TLR Race, BMI, TLR 0.718 
 PC1-PC20 PC1, PC2, PC4, PC6, PC7, PC10, PC16, PC17, PC19 0.705 
Mortality Race, Age, BMI, WC, TLR Race, TLR 0.630 
 PC1-PC20 PC16 0.646 

HDL, high density lipoprotein; TG, triglycerides; BMI, body mass index; WC, waist circumference; TLR, 
trunk to leg volume ratio; AUC, area under the receiver-operator characteristic. 
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Table 2-17. Logistic regression results for males in HealthABC (Year 1) to discriminate those with 
selected conditions (diabetes, low HDL, high TG, and mortality) using three different models: 
one with basic demographic data, another with the first 10 DXA-derived thickness image 
principal components (PC), and another with the first 20 DXA-derived thickness image principal 
components. Mortality was derived from HealthABC (Year 6) data. Output variables are 
considered significant at the P<0.05 levels.  
 
Males    

Condition Input Model Variables Significant Output Variables AUC 
Diabetes Race, Age, BMI, WC, TLR Race, BMI, TLR 0.716 
 PC1-PC20 PC1, PC15, PC17, PC20 0.698 
Low HDL Race, Age, BMI, WC, TLR Race, BMI, TLR 0.699 
 PC1-PC20 PC1, PC6, PC7, PC10, PC11, PC12, PC18 0.697 
High TG Race, Age, BMI, WC, TLR Race, TLR 0.705 
 PC1-PC20 PC1, PC5, PC6, PC7, PC10, PC11, PC12, PC15, PC18, PC20 0.709 
Mortality Race, Age, BMI, WC, TLR Race, Age 0.615 
 PC1-PC20 PC1, PC3, PC13 0.619 

HDL, high density lipoprotein; TG, triglycerides; BMI, body mass index; WC, waist circumference; TLR, 
trunk to leg volume ratio; AUC, area under the receiver-operator characteristic. 
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 In this study, we were generated thickness images from DXA scans in the HealthABC 

Year 1 cohort, determined and visualized the major modes of thickness variation by sex, and 

related these modes of body shape variation to metabolic outcomes.  

 For each sex, we used principal component analysis to generate eigenshapes that 

describe the major modes of body shape variation in the HealthABC cohort. We also visualized 

what individuals with extremes in each of these body shape modes would look like for each 

gender. We found that the first twenty principal components described more than 80% of the 

total thickness variation in the thickness images. From the visualizations, we found that many of 

the principal components seemed to be related to non-linear issues like leg placement or head 

tilt, instead of individual body regions like the trunk or leg (combination of them).  

 Only several of the first twenty principal components were highly correlated to clinical 

outcomes for both genders. However, using logistic regression models with only body shape 

principal components performed similar to or slightly better than models with race, age, BMI, 

waist circumference, and trunk to leg volume ratio. While the results aren’t as impressive as we 

had hoped, they are still very exciting. 

 Many of the principal components are related to non-linear movement of the body on 

the DXA scan table (head tilt, leg splay, arm tilt, etc.). As of right now, these non-linear 

movements make up a large percent of the total thickness variation in our images. We initially 

wanted to use the diffeomorphic demons algorithm to warp each person in HealthABC to a 

reference image; unfortunately those warping results were less than perfect. In order to move 

beyond variation that is due to non-linear (and non-physiologically-relevant) issues, we need to 

improve our overall image registration (both linear and non-linear). Ideally, an improvement in 

image registration will result in more physiologically relevant principal components. 
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2.6. Comparison To Metabolic Risk Factors & Future Implementation 

Body mass index (BMI), waist circumference (WC), and waist-hip-ratio (WHR) are the 

most commonly used surrogates for body shape and are considered risk factors of diabetes and 

metabolic syndrome for individuals with high values. BMI is a surrogate for total adiposity, WC 

for central adiposity, and WHR for a general measure of fat distribution. While these techniques 

are extremely useful, they are limited by their oversimplification of body shape.  

 We have shown that our DXA-derived measure of trunk to leg volume ratio provides 

additional, statistically significant information to distinguish those with diabetes and metabolic 

covariates from healthy individuals in the NHANES 1999-2004 study. In fact, trunk to leg volume 

ratio was an independent marker for diabetes, even after adjusting for BMI, waist 

circumference, and other demographic variables. Some would argue that this measure is just 

another version of waist-to-hip ratio or trunk-to-leg fat; however, we also showed that increases 

in trunk to leg volume ratio were driven by increases in trunk fat, increases in trunk lean, and 

decreases in leg fat. None of these other risk factors and clinical measures (waist-to-hip ratio 

and trunk to leg fat) would have detected the simultaneous changes in both fat and lean 

compartments. 

 We also showed that modes of body shape variation using principal component analysis 

provided similar ability as standard demographic variables, BMI, and waist circumference to 

distinguish non-healthy from healthy individuals. This result is extremely powerful and 

demonstrates that body shape can be used as a surrogate for demographic variables and thus 

an incredibly important and simplifying measure for metabolic disorders.  

 The methods we have presented have been directly applied to studies with Hologic DXA 

scans. While many large, epidemiological studies exist with imaging data from Hologic DXA 
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systems, the prevalence and use of DXA systems is decreasing. Clinically, DXA usage is 

decreasing in no small part due to decreases in Medicare reimbursement for each scan [111].  

 Because of these factors, the techniques developed in this dissertation currently have 

more utility in the research realm than the clinical arena. These techniques can be directly 

applied to studies with Hologic DXA scans to analyze how body shape is related to a variety of 

metabolic disorders. Because of intellectual property issues, we also weren’t able to develop 

pixel-level thickness images for the second major DXA system (GE-Lunar). Additional work with 

GE-Lunar would allow us to develop thickness images on their systems; this would cover most 

major DXA systems used today. 

 With additional refinement and study, many of these techniques can be applied to 

optical imaging, which is cheaper, has no radiation, and has a wide consumer base. For instance, 

trunk to leg volume ratio and modes of body shape variation could be measured using a 

Microsoft Kinect. This optical system can generate three-dimensional body shape; combined 

with demographic information, we could estimate a person’s risk for diabetes, metabolic 

syndrome, and other metabolic disorders from these optical scans. Such a system could be a 

very useful and feasible consumer-grade tool that allows individuals to track changes in their 

body shape (and risk for metabolic disorders) over time. 
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2.7. Future Work 

2.7.1. Other Data Variation Techniques 

 The culmination of this dissertation was finding the major modes of body shape 

variation using principal component analysis. While there are many other data variation analysis 

techniques, linear discriminant analysis and voxel-based morphometry seem like the next logical 

steps to take our body shape analysis. 

 Linear discriminant analysis (LDA) is similar to principal component analysis in that its 

components are orthogonal to each other. However, LDA requires knowledge of which groups 

the data belong and tries to maximize the difference between these groups [112,113,114]. 

Instead of trying to describe the total variation in the thickness images like in PCA, LDA tries to 

describe the major modes of variation that distinguish certain groups. For instance, LDA could 

be used to generate body shape components that best distinguish those who develop diabetes 

from those who don’t.  

 Voxel based morphometry (VBM) is another technique used to visualize differences 

between groups. VBM identifies major group differences at each voxel in images that have been 

co-registered to each other; each pixel is adjusted for various demographic variables to 

determine whether the difference between groups is statistically significant. Initially used in 

neuroimaging studies, this technique has recently been used to look at differences in hip bone 

mineral density values between those who do and do not develop fracture [115]. The authors 

were also able to show that bone-loss patterns in the proximal hip in those individuals who had 

fractured were unique to age-related losses. This technique requires all images be warped to a 

single reference image before statistically significant differences can be determined. This 

technique could be used on whole body DXA images to determine major thickness and 

composition differences between those who develop diabetes and those who don’t.  
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2.7.2. Optical Measures of Body Shape 

 Beyond the traditional measures of body shape and composition, optical measures of 

body shape have become more prevalent. The use of these optical measures has been driven by 

several factors: the decrease in cost of multiple-camera systems that would allow researchers to 

generate three-dimensional body shape by combining several images at different angles 

together, the processing speed of computers that allow this sort of computation to happen 

quickly, and the availability of consumer-grade optical devices like the Microsoft Kinect that can 

generate 3D body shape using an infrared camera in a matter of minutes [19,116,117,118]. 

 Romanian researchers have tried to use 

multiple-camera systems to generate 3D body 

shape and associate these shapes to diabetes. 

This study acquired optical scans for 357 

individuals (40-56 years in age), divided into two 

groups (diabetes, 159; non-diabetes, 198) [109]. 

The researchers also took over 150 

anthropometric measurements and compared 

them to optical measures (See Figure 2-34). This 

study found a poor association to diabetes, but 

their statistical analysis was limited to Pearson product-moment correlation of optical measures 

like waist circumference to diabetes status.  

Future work would include calibrating multiple camera systems, Microsoft Kinect 

systems, and DXA-derived thickness images of individuals. After this calibration, researchers 

would ideally be able to estimate a person’s risk for diabetes and metabolic syndrome directly 

from simple demographic information and the optical measures of body shape.   

 
Figure 2-34: Example of optical measurements 
taken from the Petrescu study [109]. 
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3. Conclusions 

 Throughout this dissertation, we developed a series of body shape and composition 

tools that can be used to monitor metabolic status. We chose the DXA imaging modality as the 

testing ground for the hypothesis that body shape is a good discriminator between those who 

do and do not have an abnormal metabolic status (like diabetes, metabolic syndrome, or 

sarcopenia) because there were large datasets ready for retrospective analysis. 

  A novel method to calculate total body volume using a clinical DXA system was 

developed, compared against ADP as proof-of-principle, and used in Lohman’s 4C body 

composition model. This DXA-volume approach eliminated many of the inherent inaccuracies 

associated with displacement measures for volume and simplified the acquisition of 4C body 

composition to a single DXA scan and total body water measure. 

 Additionally, we generated an accurate and precise method to estimate total body 

volume from DXA-reported compartmental masses that does require access to individual scan 

files. This second DXA-volume method eliminates the need for a separate body volume 

measurement device in four-compartment body composition models and opens the door for the 

retrospective analysis of regional and total body volumes to health outcomes in large datasets. 

 Building upon the DXA mass compartment-derived volume, we developed a simplified 

method to measure total body protein using a clinical DXA system and bioimpedance analysis 

unit and compared it against neutron activation analysis as proof-of-principle. This method 

eliminated the need for an additional body volume measurement and demonstrated good 

correlation to the reference method of neutron activation analysis. This method could provide a 

more clinically accessible technique to measure total body protein quickly and effectively. 

 We applied our DXA scan output volume technique to a large dataset (NHANES 1999-

2004) with many metabolic outcomes. We concluded that trunk to leg volume ratio derived 
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from whole body DXA scans in a representative sample of the US population showed strong 

associations with diabetes, high triglycerides, low HDL, high blood pressure, metabolic 

syndrome and mortality. These associations were also strong for individuals in the normal BMI 

category, which is typically considered low risk for diabetes. Trunk to leg volume ratio provided 

an independent marker that intuitively describes body shape and stratifies diabetes and 

mortality more accurately than currently available body shape measures of BMI and waist 

circumference. A large ratio of trunk versus leg volume is a strong indicator of poor health, with 

increased prevalence of diabetes, poor metabolic profiles, and elevated mortality even in 

individuals not considered overweight. 

 Finally, we applied principal component analysis to DXA-derived thickness images to find 

their relationship to metabolic outcomes. We showed that principal component analysis could 

be used to generate modes of variation in a small proof-of-concept study, and ultimately applied 

the technique to DXA-derived thickness images in a large cohort of elderly individuals 

(HealthABC). While image registration issues still need to be addressed, we found that modes of 

body shape variation in the HealthABC study distinguished those with diabetes, low HDL, high 

triglycerides, and subsequent mortality just as well as standard demographic and body 

composition variables.  

 Overall, we found that our hypothesis was strongly supported. There are descriptors of 

body shape beyond waist circumference and BMI that are clearly more related to metabolic 

heath status. This dissertation strongly supports further study into how best to report and 

represent body shape in large epidemiology studies as well as to patients at risk for metabolic 

diseases. 
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	1.3.2.2. Air Displacement Plethysmography
	Air displacement plethysmography (ADP) also relies on similar principles as hydrodensitometry. Unlike hydrodensitometry, ADP uses air displacement to estimate total body volume and density. In recent years, ADP has become the most common technique to...
	With the Bod Pod, the instrument must be calibrated before each measurement by placing a hollow cylinder with known mass and volume into the Bod Pod. Participants typically wear tight-fitting swimwear or Spandex-like short and sports bra to reduce th...
	Thoracic gas volume is measured by having each individual breathe through a tube connected to a filter and reference chamber. After a few normal breaths, the individual is signaled by the operator to exhale with three small, consecutive huffs. The Bo...
	The Bod Pod outputs volumetric density (total body mass divided by total body volume) and estimates fat mass and total percent fat based on Siri and Brozek’s formula (see Eqn. 3). For the Bod Pod, offers two ways to estimate residual lung volume: thr...
	To measure deuterium content, small aliquots of saliva undergo distillation in the cap of an inverted evaporation tube in a glass bead-filled heating block at 45 C for 3.5 hours. Water distillate is then collected and analyzed for isotope enrichment u...
	TBW (kg) = (d/ΔAPE%)×(18.02/1000)×(1/1.04) (1-7)
	For pixels with bone, DXA provides contrast between bone and soft tissue; fat and lean mass is estimated using calibration curves for R-values, high-energy attenuations, and known compositions. In Hologic systems, an internal calibration phantom is u...
	Figure 2-5 displays a sample DXA (R-value) scan of a phantom object we created for quality control and calibration purposes. The phantom object is composed of two different materials: cream colored blocks that act like fat under X-ray and blue colored...
	In commercial DXA systems, X-ray attenuation values are used to solve directly for the mass of fat and lean soft tissue. Calibration phantoms of biologically equivalent materials with known composition are scanned on each DXA machine to create the re...
	(1) Create a soft tissue phantom from biologically equivalent materials.
	(2) Generate calibration equations to relate phantom X-ray attenuations to volume and mass.
	(3) Isolate bone pixels from soft tissue pixels.
	(4) Interpolate the soft tissue attenuation values of bone pixels.
	(5) Estimate each pixel’s soft tissue volume and mass from the calibration equations.
	A soft-tissue calibration phantom was created to relate pixel mass and volume to DXA attenuation values of varying thicknesses and compositions. Materials that mimic the X-ray properties of biological materials were used such that regions could be def...
	The distributions of protein, lipid, and water values were chosen to fall within typical biological concentration ranges [36]. Delrin sheets (representing protein) were placed beneath blocks of machinable wax (lipid) and solid water (water) to create ...
	The low- and high-energy X-ray attenuations were defined separately as the difference between the pixel values and background (“air”) values. The low- and high-energy attenuation values were used in our analysis as an “R-value”, defined as the ratio ...
	This soft-tissue image was fed into our calibration equations described earlier, where individual pixel mass and volume was calculated. Total mass and TBV were calculated by summing all individual pixel values.
	While generating a thickness and volume for each pixel in a DXA scan is new, it would require access to raw DXA scan files. In many instances, clinicians and researchers only have access to DXA scan outputs of fat mass, lean mass, and bone mineral co...
	Fat mass, lean mass, and bone have their own material densities. Theoretically, we could measure a person’s total body volume and calibrate it to DXA-derived fat, lean, and BMC, as in equation (2-7):
	Volume = vFat ×Fat + vLean×Lean + vBMC ×BMC+ vresidual   (2-7)
	To the authors’ knowledge, this was the first report in which DXA has been used to measure TBV. The objective of this preliminary investigation was to derive a TBV measure from DXA soft-tissue measures. Ultimately, we hope our method makes Lohman’s 4C...
	We took standard 4C measures on a convenience sample of adults (n=11) to compare volume techniques and associated 4C percent fat values. Each participant fasted for at least 4 hours before coming to a morning visit at the study site (UCSF Clinical Res...
	Participants. The eleven participants (five male, six female) had the following characteristics (mean ± standard deviation): age 42±15.15 years (range: 23-67 years), weight 76.69±11.25kg (range: 59.3-96.4kg), and body mass index (BMI) 25.13±4.16kg/m2 ...
	To measure deuterium content, 50-µl aliquots of saliva underwent distillation in the cap of an inverted evaporation tube in a glass bead-filled heating block at 45 C for 3.5 hours. Water distillate was then collected and analyzed for isotope enrichmen...
	TBW (kg) = (d/ΔAPE%)×(18.02/1000)×(1/1.04) (2-9)
	where d is the dose of 2H2O given in moles, ΔAPE% is the difference between the APE in the sample before and after 2H2O dose administration expressed as a percent, 18.02/1000 is the conversion factor for moles of ordinary water to kg, and 1.04 is a co...
	Air Displacement Plethysmography. ADP measures were acquired using the Bod Pod (Life Measurement Instruments, Inc., Concord, CA) to measure total body volume. Before each measurement, the instrument was calibrated by placing a hollow cylinder with kno...
	DXA Imaging. Participants were scanned on a Discovery Wi DXA system (Hologic, Inc. Bedford, MA) while dressed in a hospital gown or attire used for the ADP measures. Participants lay flat on the DXA table as the whole body scan took approximately 7 mi...
	Two populations were used in this study. The first population (calibration population) was a sample of convenience recruited specifically for this body composition study at the UCSF Clinical Research Center at San Francisco General Hospital (San Franc...
	Air Displacement Plethysmography. Air displacement plethysmography (ADP) was measured via the BodPod. Participants wore a Lycra or silicone swim cap and tight-fitting, Spandex-like shorts and sport bra (for women) to reduce the effects of isothermal a...
	Our study design was a retrospective analysis of a clinical sample of convenience. Each participant received a body composition evaluation including the following techniques and measures: NAA, BIA, ADP, whole body DXA, weight, and height. Three differ...
	Bioimpedance Analysis (BIA). Single frequency tetra-polar bioelectrical impedance analysis was performed using an 800 (A (50 kHz) alternating current. After fasting for a minimum of 4 hours and bladder emptying, patients adopted a supine position with...
	FM (kg) = 2.747×TBV-0.714×TBW+1.146×BMC-2.050×Mass (2-10)
	Using this fat measure, protein mass is estimated as the residual mass when fat, water, and BMC components are removed from the total mass, resulting in the following equation:
	4CL-TBPro (kg) = 3.050×Mass – 0.286×TBW - 2.146×BMC – 2.747×TBV (2-11)
	In this study, we generated a variant of this Lohman model by using BIA to measure total body water because deuterium dilution was not available.
	We performed a retrospective analysis of the publicly accessible NHANES 1999-2004 datasets to determine the association of body shape to diabetes, metabolic covariates, and mortality. NHANES is a population-based study of the non-institutionalized US...
	We generated whole body and regional (arms, legs, and trunk) volume measures from the DXA scan output by using the calibration equation described in a previous reporting [2]. We created our body shape index as the ratio of trunk volume to leg volume....
	Principal component analysis was done in MATLAB R2012a (MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA) using the “princomp” function. All thickness image matrices were reshaped to a single row and combined with all other participants’ reshaped matrices. Each individua...
	Visualizing principal components scores (‘eigenshapes’). Each column of the coefficient matrix corresponds to locations and magnitudes of major variation in each principal component. To visualize what variation each principal component measures, we ca...
	Principal component scores. The principal component score matrix contains the values (or scores) for each individual when their thickness image data is projected onto each principal component. For instance, an individual could have a PC1 (1st principa...
	DXA Imaging. Participants were scanned on a Discovery Wi DXA system (Hologic, Inc. Bedford, MA) while dressed in a hospital gown or tight fitting swimwear. Participants lay flat on the DXA table as the whole body scan took approximately 7 minutes. The...
	DXA-volume test tool. The DXA-volume test tool was used to generate a thickness image from each whole body DXA scan [1]. This tool reads in the raw DXA scan file, determines the high-energy attenuation and ratio of low to high-energy attenuation value...
	Linear Image Registration. We needed to remove as much variation due to patient positioning in the DXA scans. Within the DXA-volume test tool, we moved each individual in the DXA scan so that they were located at the top and center of the image. We ev...
	Non-Linear Image Registration. To remove non-linear variations like leg splay, head tilt, and arm bend, we need to use a non-linear image registration algorithm. The diffeomorphic demon algorithm was originally used by researchers to warp brain images...
	Determining optimized diffeomorphic demon parameters. We wanted to determine the parameters that best optimized Lombaert’s algorithm for our HealthABC DXA-derived thickness image. We did this in two separate but linked experiments.
	In the first experiment, we generated a simple random sample of 30 individuals from HealthABC Year 1 stratified by male/female and normal/overweight/obese BMI categories in the SAS statistical software (SAS, Inc., Cary, NC). For these 30 individuals,...
	In the second experiment, we used the optimized algorithm parameters on a larger sample from HealthABC to evaluate the consistency of these parameters in a quantitative and qualitative sense. We generated a simple random sample of 298 individuals fro...
	DXA-volume test tool. The DXA-volume test tool was used to generate a thickness image from each whole body DXA scan [1].
	Principal component analysis. Principal component analysis was done as described earlier.
	Trunk to Leg Volume Ratio, Diabetes, and Mortality Outcomes. We analyzed the distribution of demographic variables by BMI category and tested for differences between these groups by the Bonferroni-adjusted t-test. We examined the prevalence of pre-dia...
	We determined whether there was a significant trend in the prevalence of diabetes, high triglycerides, low HDL, and high blood pressure with trunk to leg volume quartile. To determine whether these trends differed by sub-group, we examined the distri...
	We used sequential logistic regression models to determine the association between trunk to leg volume ratio and metabolic outcomes (diabetes, high triglycerides, low HDL-cholesterol levels, high blood pressure, and metabolic syndrome) and mortality....
	HealthABC & PCA. We compared the first 20 principal component scores derived from DXA-thickness images for each individual to various clinical measures and outcomes using Pearson-product moment correlation. Trunk to leg volume ratio were generated fro...
	Figure 2-8 shows the bone isolation and soft tissue estimation process using an example DXA scan. A representative DXA-volume image of one of our 4C study participants is shown in Figure 2-9; a pseudo-color version of this image is available for downl...
	We constructed Lohman’s 4C model for each participant to compare percent fat measures with both volume methods, as in Equation (1-6). Table 1 shows a very high correlation between percent fat measures from DXA-volume and ADP-volume (R2 = 0.96, RMSE = ...
	Using Bland-Altman analysis in Figure 2-11, we found a significant bias between 4C DXA-volume percent fat and 4C ADP-volume percent fat (slope=-0.25, intercept=8.35%). We also found a significant bias between 4C DXA-volume percent fat and DXA softwar...
	Table 2-1. Linear regression analysis for measurements taken in this study. SE is the standard error. “DXA reported mass” is the mass value reported by the DXA analysis software. “Equation (2-4) Mass” is the total mass calculated by multiplying each ...
	This study showcases the derivation of a DXA-based method to measure total body volume. With DXA-volume, Lohman’s 4C model can be fully constructed using only a single DXA scan and TBW measure; our method eliminates the need for a separate body volume...
	With the DXA-volume method, accurate total and regional body volumes can be measured with fewer assumptions than with ADP and UWW. For both ADP and UWW, residual lung volume must be estimated to calculate the TBV accurately. For underwater weighing, t...
	With more than 30,000 systems in the US and 50,000 worldwide, DXA can measure total body mass in adults with test-retest reliability better than 100 grams. DXA is the de facto gold standard body composition technique because of its high reliability, e...
	Our study has limitations. The soft-tissue calibration phantom used to convert R-values and HE-attenuations to masses and volumes was small and represented a limited number of pixel thicknesses (10.5cm-21.7cm) and masses (77.0g-179.0g). Because of the...
	Additionally, our study population was small (11 total participants, 10 with TBW measures). Future work with a larger number of participants would allow for a better description of technique results. The 4C DXA-volume percent fat had statistically sig...
	When constructing the 4C model, we used BMC values reported by the manufacturer’s software because our calibration phantom only included soft-tissue materials. Future work will include constructing a phantom with “bone” material and validating our bon...
	While ADP is an innovative technology that is used extensively to measure body volume because of its cost and availability, the technique has many assumptions that make us question its “gold standard” claim. We would like to validate DXA-volume agains...
	This study derived an accurate and precise body volume measurement using only DXA-reported fat, lean, and BMC values. With this DXA-volume method, whole body and regional volumes could be generated quickly without the need for a separate measuring dev...
	Beyond their use in four-compartment body composition models, DXA-volume measures could provide unique and precise information not currently described with traditional DXA data. While controversy exists about their accuracy and utility, BMI and waist ...
	Lohman’s 4C model can be used to estimate protein mass and assumes the body is composed of fat, water, bone mineral, and a residual component [39]. This residual mass contains all other mass including protein, glycogen, and residual soft tissue minera...
	Wang, et al., developed a model for protein (W-TBPro) using only DXA FFM, age, and sex with a cohort of strictly healthy individuals [78]. While W-TBPro is more accurate than 4CL-TBPro, W-TBPro relies on FFM, which groups water, protein, and BMC into ...
	Table 2-7 shows that for most demographic variables, there were significant differences between BMI categories. There were not statistically significant differences for trunk to leg volume ratio between overweight/obese BMI groups, for triglycerides ...
	Figure 2-16 shows that, in both the total population and those with normal BMI (>=18.5 kg/m2 and <25 kg/m2), the prevalence of each outcome increased by trunk to leg volume ratio quartile (P-for-trend<0.001). There was a significant interaction (P-fo...
	Figure 2-17 shows that, for all race/ethnicity groups, the prevalence of diabetes, high triglycerides, low HDL, and high blood pressure increased as a function of trunk to leg volume ratio quartile (P-for-trend <0.0001). Again, there was a significant...
	There was a significant increasing trend (P-for-trend<0.001) in the prevalence of diabetes, high triglycerides, low HDL, and high blood pressure by trunk to leg volume ratio quartile for both men and women.
	Figure 2-18 shows that, for each BMI category, gender, race/ethnicity group, and age group, the prevalence of metabolic syndrome increased by trunk to leg volume ratio quartile (P-for-trend<0.001). The effect of trunk to leg volume ratio varied by BMI...
	Figure 2-19 shows that, for each BMI category, gender, and race/ethnicity group, mortality increased by trunk to leg volume ratio quartile (P-for-trend<0.001 except “Other Race” which had a P-for-trend<0.05). In an analysis of mortality by age group, ...
	Table 2-9 shows that, even after adjusting for confounders, a high trunk to leg volume ratio was still associated with diabetes, high triglycerides, low HDL, high blood pressure, metabolic syndrome, and subsequent mortality. In the covariate logistic...
	In a fully adjusted model, individuals in the highest quartile of trunk to leg volume ratio were 3.9 times as likely to have diabetes compared to the lowest quartile, but the odds of diabetes in the second or third quartiles were not significantly dif...
	For mortality, the association with waist circumference was not significant. Individuals in the highest quartile of trunk to leg volume ratio had increased odds of mortality (OR=1.8, 95% CI 1.2-2.6) compared to those in the lowest quartile while there...
	Figure 2-20 displays the receiver operator characteristics (ROC) curves for four progressively more complex models to distinguish those individuals with diabetes. Using forward logistic regression with all significant variables, we found that trunk to...
	Figure 2-21 displays the behavior of height-normalized fat mass, lean mass, and volume in the trunk and legs as a function of trunk to leg volume ratio quartile. The increase in trunk volume is primarily driven by an increase in trunk fat, while the d...
	Additionally, we generated an accurate and precise method to estimate total body volume from DXA-reported compartmental masses that does require access to individual scan files. This second DXA-volume method eliminates the need for a separate body vo...




